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Abstract
The main functions of the kidney take place in the nephrons. For their proper oper-
ation, nephrons need to be supplied with a stable blood flow that remains constant
despite fluctuations of arterial pressure. Such stability is provided by the afferent
arterioles, which are unique vessels in the kidney capable of adjusting diameter. By
doing so, afferent arterioles regulate blood delivery downstream, where the nephrons
are located. The afferent arterioles respond to signals initiated by two mechanisms:
the myogenic response which operates to absorb pressure perturbations within the
vasculature, and tubuloglomerular feedback which operates to stabilize salt reabsorp-
tion.
In this thesis, a mathematical model of the renal nephrovasculature that repre-
sents both mechanisms in a dynamical context is developed. For this purpose, de-
tailed representations of the myogenic mechanism of vascular smooth muscles and the
tubular processes are developed and combined in a single comprehensive model. The
resulting model is formulated with a large number of ordinary differential equations
that represent the intracellular processes of arteriolar smooth muscles, coupled with
a number of partial differential equations, mainly of the advection–diffusion–reaction
type, that represent blood flow, glomerular filtration and the tubular processes. Due
to its unique activation characteristics, the myogenic response is formulated with a
set of delay differential equations.
The model is utilized to assess a variety of physiological phenomena: the con-
iv
duction of vasomotor responses along the afferent arteriole, autoregulation under
physiologic as well as pathophysiologic conditions, and renal oxygenation. A first
attempt to model the impact of diabetes mellitus on renal hemodynamics is also
made. Further, an application with clinical significance is presented. Namely, re-
nal oxygenation is estimated under conditions that simulate those observed during
cardiopulmonary surgery. Results indicate the development of renal hypoxia, which
suggests an important pathway for the development of acute kidney injury.
v
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Introduction
The mammalian kidneys function to remove from the body the metabolic waste and
to maintain the balance of water and electrolytes. Through the regulation of body
water combined with regulation of sodium, kidneys are involved in the control of
blood volume, which provides an important controlling mechanism of blood pressure.
Renal dysfunction is often associated with serious health issues such as diabetes and
hypertension.
The main functions of the kidney are carried out by the nephrons. For their
proper operation, nephrons need to be supplied with a stable blood flow that re-
mains constant despite fluctuations of arterial pressure. Such stability is provided
by the afferent arterioles, which are unique vessels in the renal microcirculation ca-
pable of adjusting diameter. By doing so, afferent arterioles regulate blood delivery
downstream, where the nephrons are located.
The afferent arterioles respond to signals initiated by two mechanisms: the myo-
genic response which operates to absorb pressure perturbations within the pre-
glomerular vasculature, and tubuloglomerular feedback which operates to stabilize
salt reabsorption by the distal nephron. Both mechanisms function independently in
each individual nephron but share the same afferent arteriole as a common effector.
The different signals that activate these mechanisms give rise to complex interactions
that may have synergistic or antagonistic effects.
Goal of this work is the development of a mathematical model of renal autoreg-
1
ulation that allows the assessment of renal hemodynamics under physiologic and
pathophysiologic conditions. For this purpose, the necessary cellular, vascular, and
nephronic processes have been represented to form a model afferent arteriole and
renal tubule. In view of resent findings concerning the unique activation kinetics of
the renal myogenic response [169, 13], which render it more sensitive to peak than
mean pressure, the model have been formulated in a dynamical context that allows
the accurate incorporation of such behavior.
The resulting model is characteristic of the mammalian nephrovascular units.
Due to the availability of experimental measurements, the model is formulated for
the rat kidney. In particular, the parameter values have been chosen to match the
superficial nephrons found in the rat renal cortex.
The proposed model has been developed in a series of papers [145, 146, 147]. It is
based on prior modeling work that concerns independently the operation of: (i) the
intercellular myogenic mechanism of smooth muscles [60], (ii) the myogenic response
of renal vascular smooth muscles [27], (iii) glomerular filtration [41], and (iv) renal
tubule [90]. Specifically, the representation of the autoregulatory mechanisms have
been influenced by the models of tubuloglomerular feedback and myogenic response
developed in [94] and [106], respectively. The representation of the vascular mechan-
ics of the arteriolar walls, utilized in the latter form of the developed model, have
been adopted with modifications from [21, 3, 20].
The proposed nephrovascular model is currently the only available mathemati-
cal model of renal autoregulation that combines: (i) detailed representation of the
myogenic mechanism of afferent arteriole vascular smooth muscles, (ii) myogenic re-
sponse induced by steady and oscillatory pressure variations, (iii) tubuloglomerular
feedback with realistic afferent arteriolar effector, (iv) glomerular filtration, and (v)
detailed representation of tubular fluid flow and salt reabsorption.
The model represents the fundamental processes responsible for renal autoregula-
2
tion at the level of a single nephrovascular unit. The represented processes operate in
the seconds–to–minutes time scale. Naturally, these requirements limits the model’s
applicability, which does not capture phenomena arising from the interaction of cou-
pled nephrovascular units or the modulation caused by vasoactive factors such as the
renin-angiotensin system, nitric oxide, the sympathetic nerve activity, and others.
To maintain the computational cost associated with the numerical solution of
the model’s equations in tractable level, certain modeling simplifications have been
adopted. Among the most notable are: a simplified representation of luminal blood
flow provided by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, a simplified representation of cross-
bridge cycling, an approximation of tubular sodium transport by Michaelis-Menten
kinetics, and an simplified representation of the distal nephron.
A brief description of the chapters contained in the thesis is provided below.
• Chapter 1 describes the physiological background of renal autoregulation. Spe-
cial attention is paid to the intercellular processes enabling smooth muscle con-
traction. Due to its importance on the subsequent chapters, a computational
framework of the contractile mechanism of vascular smooth muscles is also
presented.
• Chapter 2 presents the earliest form of the proposed nephrovascular model.
The afferent arteriole is represented by a chain of coupled vascular smooth
muscles. The form of the model presented at this point does not include either
a glomerulus or a renal tubule, and therefore accounts only for autoregulation
provided by the myogenic response alone. The main conclusions illuminate the
origins of the asymmetric propagation of vasomotor responses that has been
observed experimentally. Such propagation is speculated to influence whole
kidney’s activity. Its explicit role remains elusive.
• Chapter 3 extends the model by the addition of the glomerulus and the re-
3
nal tubule. Tubuloglomerular feedback is not represented at this stage. The
focus of the chapter is on the transformation of pressure perturbations along
the various segments of the renal nephrovasculature. The main conclusions
of the chapter underline the role of heterodyning (i.e. the generation of new
frequencies by the mixing of distinct oscillating waveforms) in increasing the
spectral complexity in the low frequency range of the oscillations reaching the
renal tubule. Such heterodyning is generated between the spontaneous elec-
trical activity of the afferent arteriole vascular smooth muscles and external
forcing.
• Chapter 4 extends the model of the previous chapter by the incorporation of
tubuloglomerular feedback. Thus, a complete representation of the autoregula-
tory processes is achieved. With the resulting model the relative contributions
of the autoregulatory mechanisms are investigated under a verity of physio-
logic and pathophysiologic conditions. The latter includes a first approach
of modeling the impact of diabetes mellitus on the renal nephrovasculature
and an estimation of its consequences on nephron’s operation and glomerular
protection.
• Chapter 5 utilizes the model developed in the previous chapter to assess the
renal function under the conditions commonly found during cardiopulmonary
bypass surgery. For this purpose, the effects of heart beat, hypotension, hemod-
ilution, and hypothermia have been considered. The model is augmented with
the representation of renal oxygenation. Results indicate the development of
renal hypoxia, especially during the hypothermic and the rewarming phases of
the surgery, which suggests an important pathway for the development of acute
kidney injury, a prevalent clinical complication of such surgical procedures.
Parts of the computational framework described in Chapter 1 is adopted from
4
[27]. The work described in Chapters 2, 3, 4 has been previously presented in [145,
146, 147], respectively. Chapter 5 is comprised by work that firstly appears in this
thesis.
5
1Introduction to Mathematical Modeling of Renal
Physiology
1.1 Renal physiology
The kidneys are parts of the urinary system of mammals. Their main function is to
remove metabolic waste products from the bloodstream, and to maintain the balance
of body water and electrolytes. Through the regulation of body water combined
with regulation of sodium concentration, kidneys are involved in the control of blood
volume, which provides an important controlling mechanism of blood pressure.
Viewed externally each mammalian kidney has a bean-shaped form. Its hilum is
penetrated by the renal artery, the renal vein, a variety of nerves, and the ureter.
Internally the kidney is separated in an outer and an inner region, the cortex and
medulla, respectively [88, 87]. Both regions consist by nephrons, ducts, and vessels.
In the kidney’s microcirculation, blood enters through the renal artery, divides
successively into segmental arteries, interlobar arteries, arcuate arteries, and the
interlobular arteries. Each interlobular artery branches off into a small number of af-
ferent arterioles. In turn, each afferent arteriole delivers blood to a single glomerulus.
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Inside the glomerulus, the entering blood divides in a large number of capillaries, and
before exiting converges to a single efferent arteriole. Each efferent arteriole further
divides to form either the peritubular capillaries or the vasa recta. Blood leaving
the peritubular capillaries or the vasa recta rejoins to form successively venules,
small veins, interlobular veins, arcuate veins, interlobar veins, and finally returns to
systemic circulation through the renal vein [88, 127, 25, 9].
1.1.1 The nephron
The nephrons are the functional units of kidney. They are responsible for the filtra-
tion–secretion–reabsorption processes necessary for the production of urine. Anatom-
ically, each nephron consists of two parts: the renal corpuscle, and the renal tubule.
The renal corpuscle is formed by the network of glomerular capillaries and the
surrounding Bowman’s capsule. Blood plasma is filtered through the capillaries and
collected in Bowman’s capsule from where it is delivered into the proximal part of
renal tubule [159].
Beginning at the glomerulus, the renal tubule consists of the following successive
segments: proximal tubule (which is further divided in the convolved and straight
segments), loop of Henle (which is further divided in the descending and the as-
cending limbs), and the distal tubule. The distal tubule drains into the collecting
duct, which is connected via a sequence of minor and major calyces to the bladder
[88]. Each tubular part is associated with a different stage of the excretion–secretion
proses of the urine formation which is not further discussed in this thesis.
The early distal tubule approaches its parent glomerulus and passes between
the afferent and efferent arterioles forming the juxtaglomerular apparatus [9]. The
juxtaglomerular apparatus consists of the terminal segment of the supplying afferent
arteriole, the initial segment of the supplied efferent arterioles, and the macula densa
cells which are part of the distal tubule’s wall.
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Urine is formed in the renal tubule through the combination of the following
processes: (i) filtration which is the production of a protein free solution similar to
blood plasma that consists the first form of the tubular fluid, (ii) secretion which
is the extrusion of materials from the cytosol of the cells forming the tubular wall
and their addition to the tubular fluid, and (iii) reabsorption which is the removal of
material from the tubular fluid to the surrounding interstitial fluid and then back to
the bloodstream.
Filtration is solely held in the glomerulus, and provides the first stage of urine
formation. During the stage of filtration, water and blood solutes pass through
the glomerular capillaries to the space enclosed by Bowman’s capsule where it is
collected and delivered to the proximal tubule. The total volume of filtrate formed
by the kidney per unit time defines the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). As in all
capillary beds, GFR is determined by the hydrostatic blood pressure in the capillary
lumen, the hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding space (Bowman’s space), and the
colloid osmotic pressure of the plasma proteins [159, 110, 41, 14, 15, 83, 4, 78].
1.1.2 Autoregulation
Normal nephron function requires GFR to remain within a narrow window despite
changes in arterial pressure which is achieved by a variety of mechanisms. Mean
arterial pressures in the range 80–180 mmHg define the autoregulatory range, where
renal blood flow and GFR has been found to remain nearly constant [73, 82, 37, 148].
Further, besides stabilizing blood flow and GFR, renal autoregulation also includes
mechanisms aiming to protect the glomerular capillaries from barotrauma caused by
increased blood pressure [13, 169, 107, 105, 106].
Autoregulation is achieved by a variety of mechanisms acting in parallel that
independently set the pre- and, in a slower time scale and lesser degree, the post-
glomerular vascular resistances. The major such mechanisms are tubuloglomerular
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feedback and the myogenic response [73, 82, 37].
Tubuloglomerular feedback operates through the sequence: Increased arterial pres-
sure raises renal blood flow and glomerular capillary blood pressure. These changes
cause GFR, and thus sodium delivery to the distal tubule, to rise. Increased distal
delivery is sensed by the macula densa cells which activate mechanisms that increase
pre- and decrease post-glomerular resistance by constricting and dilating the afferent
and efferent arterioles respectively, therefore reducing blood flow, glomerular blood
pressure, and GFR [73, 82, 37].
The myogenic response describes the observed contraction/dilation of smooth
muscle cells in response to dilating/contracting loads. In the case of vascular smooth
muscles, increased blood pressure induces vasoconstriction, which overcomes the pas-
sive dilation of the vascular wall and reduces the diameter below the one at lower
pressure. This causes a rise in vascular resistance at higher pressure and allows for
autoregulation of blood flow downstream. The myogenic response is observed in most
vascular beds [21, 38], however it is particularly pronounced in the kidney [120, 73].
1.1.3 The afferent arteriole
The main role of the afferent arterioles is to supply the glomerulus with blood.
As part of the renal vasculature, afferent arterioles are responsible for most of the
blood flow regulation which achieve by dilating or constricting in response to signals
initiated by the autoregulatory mechanisms [73, 82, 37].
Renal afferent arterioles, as most of the small arteries and arterioles found in the
mammalian body, exhibit spontaneous rhythmic vasomotion [73, 24, 170, 34, 166].
The driving stimulus of vasomotion is believed to be oscillations of the same frequency
intrinsically appearing on the electrical activity of the smooth muscles consisting the
vascular walls [114].
In the myogenic response expressed by the afferent arterioles, hydrostatic blood
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pressure is sensed possibly as stress generated by the pressure difference across the
vascular wall, and trigers adjustments in lumen diameter that change vascular resis-
tance and therefore affecting blood flow [82, 39]. In response to an increase/decrease
in blood pressure, myogenic response operates in two phases: initially, a small pas-
sive increase/decrease in diameter is observed, which is followed by a significant
decrease/increase in diameter until it reaches a stationary level [82, 39].
As most vascular segments, each afferent arteriole consists of an exterior layer
of smooth muscle cells, and an interior layer of longidudially oriented endothelia
cells that come in direct contact with the bloodstream. Smooth muscles are long,
approximately cylindrical, cells that surround the endothelium enclosing the vascular
lumen in a spiral fashion [101]. The strength of the vascular wall is provided by the
smooth muscles, which are myogenically active, in contrast with the endothelium
which’s role is secondary and restricted to the production of various vasomodulators
like nitric oxide and others [82, 37].
1.1.4 Vascular smooth muscles
Vascular smooth muscles are responsible for the development of the myogenic tone
of the vascular beds. The basic cellular characteristics of smooth muscles concerning
its contractility are described below.
The cell membrane consists the physical boundary of the cell separating the
cytoplasm from the interstitium. Forming a barrier to the passage of ions (most
notably Ca2+, K+), cell membrane allows the muscle to maintain concentrations
in its interior at different levels from those in the exterior. Cytoplasm consists of
the cytosol which occupies about half the volume of the whole cell, and the various
cytoplasmic organelles.
The concentration of free Ca2+ in the cytosol is the major determinant of smooth
muscle contractility. The stress developed by the smooth muscle results from the in-
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teractions of the myosin and actin proteins, according to the sequence: An increase
in free Ca2+ results in the activation of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) which
phosphorylates the myosin light chains, resulting in an increase in myosin ATPase
activity and, consequently the formation of cross-bridges. Muscle contraction results
from the development of stress by the sliding of the actin over the myosin filaments,
driven by the formed cross-bridges. On the other hand, a decrease in free calcium re-
sults in the inactivation of MLCK, which inactivates the myosin light chains, allowing
the myosin phosphotase to dephoshorylate myosin which in turn leads in weakening
of the developed stress, and therefore muscle relaxation [117, 39, 77].
During smooth muscle contraction, free Ca2+ increases as a result of influx from
the surrounding interstitium or release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. During
relaxation, free Ca2+ decreases, which takes place by efflux from the cell membrane,
or by uptake from the intercellular stores [48].
Influx of Ca2+ through the cell membrane occurs mainly via ion channels, and
secondarily via exchangers. Both transporter systems do not require consumption of
energy since ions move down the electrochemical gradient. Channel mediated influx
occurs through Ca2+ selective channels or non-selective cation channels, that can be
voltage sensitive or voltage insensitive.
The unequal concentrations of ions in the cytosol and the interstitium give rise
to the development of electrical voltage difference across the cell membrane. The
membrane potential is defined as the difference:
vm = vint − vext
where vint and vext are the electrical potentials in the interior and exterior of the
membrane. The common convention is the extracellular space to be grounded, so vm
equals vint.
The maintenance of vm involves the transport of ions across the membrane. The
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ionic transport induces transmembrane electrical currents. The common conven-
tion is inward currents to amount for the entering of positive charged ions to the
cell, which rises vm causing depolarization, and outward currents to amount for the
entering of negative charged ions to the cell, which lowers vm causing hyperpolariza-
tion. The membrane potential at which the associated net ion flow is zero defines
the resting potential.
The cell membrane itself is an insulator, so being surrounded on both sides by
conducting fluid (cytoplasm and interstitium) endows it with capacitative properties.
Smooth muscle membrane capacity is proportional to the cell membrane area, with
proportionality constant 1 µF/cm2.
Local application of vasoconstrictors or vasodilators onto the surface of arterioles
induces both local and conducted responses implying the existence of intercellular
communication mechanisms [154, 115]. Intercellular communication is provided by
gap-junctions which are non-selective ion channels developed between adjacent cells
[17]. Their function is to form a direct connection of the cytosol of the cells al-
lowing the free pass of ions and other substances among them. Gap-junctions are
developed between similar cells (homo-cellular coupling), or between cells of different
type (hetero-cellular coupling). In the renal afferent arteriole both types are found:
smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle and smooth muscle–to–endothelium.
1.2 A modeling framework of smooth muscle myogenic mechanism
The myogenic mechanism of the smooth muscles that form the afferent arteriole
walls is the fundamental component of every modeling approach presented in this
thesis. Due to its importance, a brief description is given below. Aim of this section
is to provide a comprehensive framework upon which the rest of the work is built.
The described framework relies on the model developed in [27], which in turn is
an extension of the model firstly developed in [60]. For a detailed presentation the
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation on smooth muscle myogenic mechanism.
reader is referred therein or to the subsequent chapters of the thesis.
The model smooth muscle combines submodels of membrane electrophysiology,
cytosolic Ca2+ regulation, cross-bridges cycling, and wall mechanics. A schematic
diagram of the represented intercellular processes is shown on figure 1.1.
Briefly, membrane potential controls the opening of Ca2+ membrane channels,
that in turn determine the free cytosolic Ca2+ by controlling its influx. Cytosolic
Ca2+ determines the formation of cross-bridges. Vascular radius is determined by the
balance of tension developed actively by the muscle, which depends on the amount
of formed cross-bridges, and the opposing tension developed by transmural pressure.
The model also represents the myogenic response which is incorporated based on
the assumption that pressure changes induce the development of a transmembrane
current (see below) with specific characteristics. In this section, any effort to model
the asymmetric transient vasomotor responses is postponed for the subsequent chap-
ters. To simplify the presentation, the current representing the myogenic response
signal is assumed prescribed to time independent values only.
1.2.1 Membrane electrophysiology
The membrane model shares many similarities with the Morris-Lecar muscle model
[123], which in turn is a simplified version of the Hodgkin-Huxley model [68] that
was initially developed to describe the excitability of neuron cells.
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The model membrane incorporates three types of ion currents: ICa due to influx
of Ca2+, IK due to efflux of K
+, IL due to leak of other ions such as Na
+, Cl−, and
an unspecified current IMR that mediates the operation of the myogenic response.
Specifically, ICa is vm-gated, IK is [Ca
2+]- and vm-gated, while IL is non gated. The
ion currents assume the ohmic forms:
ICa = gCam(vm − vCa), IK = gKn(vm − vK), IL = gL(vm − vL)
where gCa, gK , gL and vCa, vK , vL are the maximum cell conductances and resting
potentials for the associated currents. The gating variables m, n take values in the
range 0–1 representing the fraction of open to the total available channels for the
associated currents. In the absence of spontaneous electrical activity (resting state),
the gating variables have the sigmoidal forms:
m∞ =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
vm − v1
v2
)
, n∞ =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
vm − v3
v4
)
Due to the fast kinetics of the Ca2+ gating, the models assumes m = m∞, while n
follows n∞ according to:
dn
dt
= φn cosh
vm − v3
2v4
(
n∞ − n
)
The depedence of n upon cytosolic Ca2+, is captured by setting:
v3 = −v5
2
tanh
(
[Ca2+]− Ca3
Ca4
)
+ v6
The equivalent electrical circuit of the model muscle membrane is shown on fig-
ure 1.2. Application of Kirchhoff’s laws implies:
Cm
dvm
dt
= −IK − ICa − IL + IMR
where Cm is the membrane capacitance.
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Figure 1.2: Smooth muscle membrane equivalent electrical circuit. Following the
common convention, extracellular space is assumed grounded.
The model assumes that the myogenic response is mediated by the opening of
non-selective cation channels which induce IMR. In general, the model assumes that
IMR is an increasing function of blood pressure. So smooth muscle membrane depo-
larizes with increasing pressure and vice versa. Fine details on the explicit pressure
dependence and the kinetics of IMR are given in the subsequent chapters.
1.2.2 Free cytosolic calcium regulation
Let CaB and Ca2+ denote the bound and unbound states of Ca2+ ions found in the
muscle’s cytosol. An approximation, [60], of the buffering process is described by the
reaction:
Ca2+ + B
k+

k−
CaB
where all buffers are contained in B. Due to the significantly faster kinetics of the
above reaction to the other intercellular processes, the reaction is assumed in equi-
librium:
[CaB] =
[Ca2+]BT
Kd + [Ca
2+]
where Kd = k−/k+, and BT = [B] + [CaB] is the total cytosolic buffer concentra-
tion. Let [Ca2+]T=[Ca
2+]+[CaB] denotes the total cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.
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Conservation of mass implies:
d[Ca2+]T
dt
= Jin + Jout
where Jin and Jout are the Ca
2+ influx and efflux, respectively. We assume that Jin
is attributed solely to ICa, hence:
Jin = −αICa
where the constant α = 1/(zCaβVSMF ) relates current with concentration. In detail,
VSM is the total volume of the model smooth muscle, β the fraction of VSM occupied
by the cytosol, zCa = 2 the valence of Ca
2+, and F the Faraday constant. The
negative sign is used since ICa < 0, by convention. The efflux it described by a first
order decay:
Jout = −kCa[Ca2+]
Combining with the equilibrium approximation, we get:
d[Ca2+]
dt
= (Jin − Jout) (Kd + [Ca
2+])2
(Kd + [Ca
2+])2 +KdBT
1.2.3 Cross-bridge cycling
Myosin light chain phosphorylation is modeled as a direct function of [Ca2+] having
the sigmoidal form:
ψ =
[Ca2+]3
[Ca2+]3m + [Ca
2+]3
with ψ denoting the ratio of phosphorylated myosin light chain to the total available.
The amount of formed cross-bridges is represented by ω which denotes the ratio of
formed cross-bridges to the total available. As in [60], the kinetics of ω are described
by the phenomenological equation:
dω
dt
= kψ
( ψ
ψm + ψ
− ω
)
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A B C
Figure 1.3: Model smooth muscle geometry and internal mechanics. A, smooth
muscle and vascular lumen. B, muscle’s cross-section. C, muscle’s mechanics. Arrows
indicate direction of blood flow (black) and tensions (red).
1.2.4 Muscle mechanics
To represent muscle mechanics, a similar approach to [21, 3, 20] is adopted. In
particular, vasomotion is driven by the balance between pressure-induced tension,
TP that causes vasodilation, and wall tension, Twall that causes vasoconstriction.
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic representation of the model muscle’s geometry and
internal mechanical representation. Wall tension consists of a passive and an active
components:
Twall = Tpass + Tact
The active component of wall tension is directly proportional to the amount of formed
cross-bridges ω, while the passive one is a function only of luminal radius.
Tension arising from transmural pressure is given by the Laplace law:
TP = (P − Pext)r
where P and Pext denote the hydrostatic pressures interior and exterior to the vas-
cular wall.
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Figure 1.4: Smooth muscle dynamics. A1, membrane potential; B1, Ca2+ and
K− channels gating; A2, free cytosolic Ca2+; B2, transmembrane Ca2+ current; A3,
muscle tensions; B3, muscle luminal radius. Spontaneous oscillations arise from the
interaction of membrane potential with K+ gating and are transmitted to muscle
radius.
Luminal radius r is determined by the balance of tensions developed across the
muscle’s wall:
dr
dt
=
1
τc
(
TP − Twall
)
The time constant τc is characteristic of the internal muscle’s viscosity [3].
1.2.5 Discussion
In the chapters that follow, the framework described above is adopted with appropri-
ate modifications when necessary. For example, for the construction of the vascular
model in Chapter 2, it is required the formation of a linear ensemble of smooth mus-
cles. In this case, appropriate currents that model smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle
and smooth muscle–to-endothelium communication are added.
Using the most common choice of parameter values (for example see [27, 60]
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Figure 1.5: Smooth muscle response to steady myogenic current IMR. A, time
average membrane potential; B, time average free cytosolic Ca2+; C, time average
luminal radius. Large IMR leads to membrane depolarization, increase of cytosolic
Ca2+, and muscle contraction. Low IMR, thought the opposite effects, leads to muscle
dilation.
or any of the subsequent chapters) and a prescribed myogenic current IMR = 0,
the model predicts spontaneous oscillations near 165 mHz, see figure 1.4. Such
oscillations originate in the limit cycle developed between vm and n, for details see
[60]. Oscillations of vm, are transmitted through m, to fluctuations of ICa. In turn,
ICa fluctuations are transmitted through Jin to [Ca
2+], which in turn drives cross-
bridge cycling ω, and active tension Tact. Finally, Tact transmits the oscillations to
luminal radius r (spontaneous vasomotion).
The application of IMR > 0 leads to membrane depolarization, which leads to
influx of Ca2+ through the enhancement of the opening of the associated channels,
which in turn leads to increase of cytosolic Ca2+, cross-bridge formation, active wall
tension, and thus vasoconstriction. Similarly, the application of IMR < 0 leads to
membrane hyperpolarization with the opposite effects which lead to vasodilation.
Figure 1.5 shows time averages of membrane potential, free cytosolic Ca2+, and
luminal radius for a range of prescribed IMR.
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2Autoregulation and Conduction of Vasomotor
Responses
2.1 Introduction
Electrical stimulation or micropipette application of appropriate vasoactive sub-
stances onto the surface of arterioles induces not only a local vasomotor response, but
also a conducted vasomotor response which propagates upstream and downstream
along the vessel. Conducted vasomotor responses are believed to be important in
the coordination of the microvascular tone.
Steinhausen et al. [155] analyzed the propagation of vasomotor responses, induced
by local electrical stimulation, in split hydronephrotic rat kidneys. Their results
indicate that the responses decay with increasing distance from the stimulation site,
and that the decay is significantly faster upstream than downstream. An explanation
for the asymmetric decay rates, which was elusive, is a motivation for the present
study.
In a previous study [27], we developed a detailed mathematical model of the
myogenic response of a small segment of the afferent arteriole (AA) wall, including
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the endothelium and the surrounding smooth muscle cells. That model was used to
examine the response of the AA segment to changes in mean and pulsatile pressure.
Simulation results of that model are consistent with the hypothesis that the AA
myogenic response plays an important role in protecting the glomerular capillaries
against elevated systolic pressures.
The goal of this study is to develop a multi-cell model of the AA by connecting
a series of AA smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells via gap junction coupling,
and to use the model to study the myogenic response of the AA, and its response
to local electrical stimulation. The AA model is intended to be used as an essential
component in models of integrated renal hemodynamic regulation.
2.2 Mathematical model
2.2.1 Multi-cell afferent arteriole model
The model is an extension of our previous AA cell model [27] and represents a segment
of an AA of length L (L ∼ 300µm), consisting of a series of Ncell = 101 smooth
muscle cell models [27], coupled via their gap junctions and via an endothelial cell
layer. (An odd number of smooth muscle cell models were represented so that there
is a middle cell that can be stimulated to study any asymmetry in the conduction of
vasoconstrictive response.) The model AA segment is connected in-series to a fixed
resistor, denoted Rend. The inflow pressure (P0(t) at x = 0) and the pressure at
the end of the fixed resistor Pend (at x = 2L) are assumed to be known a priori. A
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1. When the inflow pressure P0 is varied, or
when a vasoconstrictive or vasodilative response is induced, the pressure at the end
of the AA segment, which is denoted P (L, t) and which we refer to as the “outflow
pressure,” may also vary. We set Pend to 0 mmHg and Rend to equal the time-averaged
value of the total resistance of the unstimulated AA with P0 = 100 mmHg, so that
when the inflow pressure P0 = 100 mmHg, the outflow pressure P (L) ≈ 50 mmHg.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of model afferent arteriole (AA). Hydrody-
namic pressure P0(t) drives flow, Q(t), into AA entrance (x = 0) at time t. The
model AA is connected to a fixed resistor, Rend, at the end of which pressure is
fixed at Pend. Variations in luminal pressure P (x, t) induce myogenic response in
AA smooth muscle cells and change luminal radius r(x, t). AA smooth muscle cells
(SMC) and endothelial cells (Endo) are coupled by gap junctions.
Each AA smooth muscle cell model incorporates the ionic transports, cell mem-
brane potential, muscle contraction of the AA smooth muscle cells, and the mechan-
ics of a thick-walled cylinder. The model represents the interaction of Ca2+ and K+
fluxes mediated by voltage-gated and voltage-calcium-gated channels, respectively,
which gives rise to the periodicity of those transports. This results in a time-periodic
cytoplasmic calcium concentration, myosin light chains phosphorylation, and cross-
bridges formation with the attending muscle stress. The vessel’s transmural pressure
determines a hoop stress. The resultant hoop, elastic, and muscle stresses determine
the rate of change of the vessel’s diameter: vasomotion. In addition, the model in-
corporates the myogenic response mechanism that is based on the hypothesis that
the activity of non-selective cation channels is shifted by changes in transmural pres-
sure, such that vessel diameter decreases with increasing pressure and vice versa. A
detailed description of the equations for the AA smooth muscle cell model and the
model parameters can be found in the appendix at the end of the chapter and in
Ref. [27]. Below we describe a few key equations, including those that are modified
from the previous model [27].
The rate of change of free cytosolic calcium concentration in the i-th smooth
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muscle cell, denoted Cai, is given by
dCai
dt
=
(−αgCam∞ (vi − vCa)− kCaCai)( (Kd + Cai)2
(Kd + Ca
i)2 +KdBT
)
,
where α = 1/(zCaβVcellF ), zCa = 2 is the valence of the calcium ion, β is the fraction
of cell volume occupied by the cytosol, Vcell is the cell volume, F is the Faraday con-
stant, m∞ is the voltage-dependent equilibrium distribution of open calcium channel
states, gCa is the maximum whole-cell membrane conductance for the calcium cur-
rent, kCa is the first-order rate constant for cytosolic calcium extrusion, Kd is the
ratio of the forward and backward reaction rates of the calcium-buffer system, and
BT is the total buffer concentration.
Neighboring AA smooth muscle cell models communicate via their gap junctions.
The rate of change of the membrane potential of the i-th cell, vi, is the sum of
transmembrane currents:
C
dvi
dt
= −I iL − I iK − I iCa + I igap + I iSMC−endo + I imyo, (2.1)
where C denotes the cell capacitance. The transmembrane leak, potassium, cal-
cium, inter-smooth muscle cell gap junction, and smooth muscle-endothelial cell
gap junction currents, denoted I iL, I
i
K, I
i
Ca, I
i
gap and I
i
SMC−endo respectively, are
given by I iL = gL (v
i − vL), I iK = gKn (vi − vK), I iCa = gCam∞ (vi − vCa), I igap =
ggap (v
i−1 − 2vi + vi+1), and
I iSMC−endo = gSMC−endo (v
i
e − vi), respectively, where gL, gK, and gCa are associated
with the respective whole-cell membrane conductances, vL, vK, and vCa denote the
respective Nernst reversal potentials, vie denotes the membrane potential of the en-
dothelial cell, and ggap and gSMC−endo are the coupling strengths. I imyo denotes the
current arising from the myogenic response, which is described below.
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Myogenic response
Our model’s mechanism for the myogenic response is based on the hypothesis that
changes in hydrostatic pressure P induce changes in the activity of non-selective
cation channels. The resulting changes in membrane potential then affect calcium
influx through changes in the activity of the voltage-gated calcium channels [40].
This is represented by the pressure-dependent current I imyo in Eq. (2.1) (given in
pA), which is described by
dI imyo(t)
dt
=
{
−(75 · s−1)(I imyo(t)− I¯ imyo), if dPi(t−τm)dt ≥ 0,
−(1.25 · s−1)(I imyo(t)− I¯ imyo), if dPi(t−τm)dt < 0, (2.2)
where the target current I¯ imyo is given by (in pA)
I¯ imyo(t) = max
(
9.75× 10−2, 2.51× 10−7(P i(t− τm)− P i∗)3+
+2.73× 10−5(P i(t− τm)− P i∗)2 (2.3)
+0.96× 10−3(P i(t− τm)− P i∗))
where P i denotes the transmural pressure (in mmHg), and P i∗ denotes reference
transmural pressure, which is the pressure that the i-th cell normally feels. The
different rate constants in Eq. (2.2) corresponding to pressure increase or decrease
yield a faster vasoconstriction response compared to vasodilation. Because fluid
pressure decreases along the model AA, the AA cells respond to different external
environment. Thus, we adjust P i∗ based on the cells’ location within the AA, and
set P i∗ to be a linearly decreasing function of its center position (i − 12)∆x, where
∆x is the length of one AA subsegment, taken to be 3 µm. More specifically, we set
P i∗ = 100 mmHg−
(
(i− 1
2
)∆x/L
)× 50 mmHg. n the absence of pressure variations,
I imyo = 0.
The AA wall movement is driven by the balance of wall tension, which depends
on P i, and the elastic and contractile forces [27]. Because P i decreases along the AA,
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wall tension decreases; to ensure force balance, we scale the elastic and contractile
forces by a factor ξi that decreases linearly along the AA, from ξi = 1 at x = 0 to
ξi = 0.5 at x = L (see Eq. (2.9)).
It has been reported that the AA myogenic mechanism exhibits an asymmetry in
its response times for vasoconstriction and vasodilation [106, 104]. Loutzenhiser and
co-workers [106, 104] observed that the initial delay in the activation of a pressure-
dependent vasoconstriction was ∼0.3 s, whereas vasodilation exhibited an initial
delay of ∼1 s. To attain that asymmetry, the delay τm in Eq. (2.3) depends on the
rate of change of P i: τm = 0.3 s for increasing pressure, and τm = 1 s for decreasing
pressure.
Intercellular communication
Axial signal propagation along an AA segment takes place through two pathways:
gap junctions between neighboring AA smooth muscle cells, or conduction through
the endothelial cell layer. Communication through AA smooth muscle cell gap junc-
tions is represented by the I igap term in Eq. (2.1).
The endothelial cell layer consists of Ncell endothelial cell models; each is con-
nected via gap junctions to an AA smooth muscle cell and to its neighboring en-
dothelial cells. The model represents the membrane potential of the ith endothelial
cell, denoted by vie
Ce
dvie
dt
= gSMC−endo(vi − vie) + I igap,e, (2.4)
where Ce denotes the capacitance of the endothelial cell. The first term on the right-
side of Eq. (2.4), gSMC−endo(vi−vie), denotes the gap-junction current between smooth
muscle and endothelial cells. The second term, I igap,e = ggap,e(v
i−1
e − 2vie + vi+1e ),
denotes axial gap-junction current.
Axial gap junction communication requires the specification of boundary con-
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ditions for the first and last cells (i = 1 and Ncell). In the absence of an elec-
trical stimulation, we assume that the AA is electrically sealed at the two ends,
i.e., zero gap-junction currents at the two ends. Thus, I1gap = ggap (−v1 + v2) and
INcellgap = ggap
(
vNcell−1 − vNcell). Analogous boundary conditions are applied to the en-
dothelial cells. When a local electrical stimulation is applied to the vessel, a fraction
of that current is assumed to exit through the vessel boundaries. The remainder of
that current is presumably accounted for by the leak current, so that there is minimal
net charge accumulation within the vessel.
2.2.2 Luminal fluid model
Luminal flow through the model AA is assumed to be at quasi-steady state, and is
described by Poiseuille flow
dP
dx
= −8µQ
pir4
, (2.5)
where P is the hydrostatic pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity of blood, Q is the
volumetric flow rate, and r is the luminal radius.
As previously noted, the pressure drop across the AA segment and the resistor,
given by Pend − P0(t), is assumed to be known a priori. The resistance of the
AA segment is given by its luminal radius, which may change due to spontaneous
vasomotion, myogenic response, or electrically induced vasomotor response. Given
the pressure drop and the total resistance, the volumetric flow Q can be computed
as follows:
Q =
pi(P0(t)− Pend)
16µL
(
N∑
i=1
∆x
(ri)4
+Rend
)−1
,
Once Q is known, we can then update the hydrostatic pressure at each cell.
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Figure 2.2: Space and time-averaged luminal diameter of the AA (panel A) and
outflow pressure (panel B) as a function of inflow pressure P0 with (solid line) or
without (dotted line) myogenic response.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Autoregulatory response of the model vessel
We assessed the model AA’s ability to maintain a stable outflow pressure by applying
a range of time-independent inflow pressure and computing time-averaged luminal
diameters and outflow pressures. Results are shown in Fig. 2.2. Panel A, solid line,
shows time-averaged AA diameter profiles for various inflow pressures values, where
vasodilation can be seen at low pressure (80 mmHg), and vasoconstriction at higher
pressure (120 mmHg). From the outflow pressure values shown in Fig. 2.2B, solid
line, one observes that for inflow pressure between 80–180 mmHg, the model AA
maintained a somewhat stable outflow pressure that varied between ∼45–55 mmHg,
where 50 mmHg is the outflow pressure that corresponds to a reference inflow pressure
of 100 mmHg. When inflow pressure exceeded 180 mmHg, the model AA failed to
adequately compensate, and outflow pressure began to noticeably rise.
To illustrate the effects of the myogenic response, we simulated the administration
of papaverine, which is a smooth muscle relaxant that abolishes autoregulation in the
dog kidney [160]. We computed outflow pressure while neglecting myogenic response;
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i.e., we assumed that the activity of the non-selective cation channel is unaffected
by changes in transmural pressure. In all simulations, we set I imyo to 0 for all i’s.
In the absence of myogenic response, the model vessel reacts passively to changes
in transmural pressure (see Figs. 2.2A and 2.2B, dotted lines). At higher inflow
pressures, the vasodilation reduces vascular resistance, which lowers pressure drop
and further increases downstream pressure relative to base case, resulting in a larger
vessel diameter downstream (results not shown).
2.3.2 Responses to a step perturbation
To better understand the characteristic of our AA model, we simulated the time-
courses of the responses of diameter and pressure to a step increase or decrease in
input pressure. Results are shown in Fig. 2.3.
When inflow pressure was increased from 100 to 120 mmHg (Fig. 2.3A, solid
line), the model AA constricted. The time-course of the diameter corresponding
to the first AA cell is shown in Fig. 2.3B, solid line. The time-courses of the AA
diameter at other spatial locations are similar and not shown. The vasoconstrictive
response was fully attained after ∼10 s. The outflow pressure initially rose with the
inflow pressure, but, as the AA constricted, the outflow pressure gradually returned
to its reference value of ∼50 mmHg (Fig. 2.3C, solid line).
When inflow pressure was decreased from 100 to 80 mmHg, the model AA first
briefly exhibited a passive constriction, and then dilated (Fig. 2.3B, dashed line).
After an initial decline, outflow pressure (Fig. 2.3C, dashed line) and fluid flow (not
shown) returned to their respective references values. Vasodilation was fully attained
after ∼20 s.
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Figure 2.3: Model responses to a step 20% increase (solid lines) or decrease (dashed
line) in AA inflow pressure (panel A). Changes in AA diameter and outflow pressure
are shown in panels B and C, respectively.
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2.3.3 Responses to sinusoidal oscillations in inflow pressure
To study the characteristics of the transduction of oscillations in fluid pressure along
the AA, we superimposed a sinusoidal perturbation onto the steady-state inflow
pressure (x = 0): we applied a pressure of
P0(t) = P¯0 + Pp sin(2pift),
where P¯0 = 100 mmHg, Pp = 20 mmHg, and f denotes the oscillation frequency.
We first studied the model AA’s response to a slow sinusoidal perturbation with
f = 0.1 Hz. The resulting oscillations in AA luminal diameter and outflow pressure
are illustrated in Figs. 2.4A2 and 2.4A3. The interactions among pressure perturba-
tions, spontaneous oscillations in AA cellular transport and diameter, the asymmetric
myogenic response times to pressure increase and decrease, and the coupling among
the AA cells through gap junction, endothelial cells, and luminal fluid flow transform
the regular oscillations in inflow pressure to highly irregular oscillations in luminal
diameter and outflow pressure.
Next we imposed a faster oscillation of f = 1 Hz in the inflow pressure. Note
that these pressure oscillations are much faster than the natural frequency of the AA,
taken to be the frequency of the spontaneous vasomotion (∼170 mHz). The resulting
oscillations in AA luminal diameter and outflow pressure are illustrated in Figs. 2.4B2
and 2.4B3. Instead of responding to the high-frequency pressure variations passively
without attenuation, the model vessel exhibited a sustained vasoconstriction, owing
to the cumulative effect of the faster contractile responses [27, 106, 104].
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Figure 2.4: Oscillations, as function of time, in AA luminal diameter (panels A2
and B2) and outflow pressure (panels A3 and B3) when a sinusoidal perturbation is
applied to inflow pressure pressure (panels A1 and B1). Panels A1–A3: slow oscil-
lations at 0.1 Hz. Panels B1–B3: fast oscillations at 1 Hz. Fast pressure oscillations
give rise to a sustained vasoconstrictive response.
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2.3.4 Asymmetric upstream and downstream propagation
We used the model to analyze the propagation of vasoconstrictive responses, in-
duced by local electrical stimulation, along the AA. That is modeled by adding a
depolarization term, I idepol, to Eq. (2.1):
C
dvi
dt
= −I iL − I iK − I iCa + I igap + I iSMC−endo + I imyo + I idepol.
We assumed that only the middle AA smooth muscle cell was depolarized. Thus,
I idepol = 0 except when i equals the index of the middle AA cell (denoted Nmid =
(Ncell + 1)/2), in which case a depolarizing current was applied for t ≥ 20 s:
INmiddepol =
{
0, 0 ≤ t < 20 s,
11.31 pA, t ≥ 20 s. (2.6)
The value of I idepol was chosen to achieve a steady-state constricted diameter of
∼10 µm at the stimulation site. To avoid an excessive accumulation of current
within the vessel, we assumed that 50% of the depolarizing current exited through
the two ends of the model AA. Thus, we set I1gap = ggap (−v1 + v2) − 0.25INmiddepol and
INcellgap = ggap
(
vNcell−1 − vNcell) − 0.25INmiddepol Because the current leaving the two ends
of the AA is the same, any asymmetry in the propagation of the vasomotor response
is not caused by boundary conditions.
Figure 2.5 shows spatial profiles of smooth muscle cell and endothelial cell mem-
brane potentials, luminal pressure, and vascular diameter at three time instances.
The profiles labelled “t0” were obtained 0.01 s before the stimulation. At this time,
pressure exhibits an approximately linear drop, with vascular diameter and mem-
brane potential oscillating around constant means.
The profiles labelled “t1” in Figure 2.5 show the response of the AA 0.15 s after the
electrical stimulation is applied. Note that sufficiently far away from the stimulation
site, ve is higher than v, i.e., v lags ve, which indicates that axial propagation of
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Figure 2.5: Model responses to an electrical stimulation, in membrane potentials
v and ve (panel A), luminal diameter (panel B), and pressure (panel C). Profiles
are shown for three time instances: t0, 0.01 s before stimulation; t1, 0.15 s after
simulation; t2, 13.25 s after stimulation.
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vasoresponse takes place primarily through the gap-junctions among the endothelial
cells, which are assumed to have much higher conductance than the smooth muscle
cell gap junctions. Depolarization raised intracellular Ca2+ concentration of the
stimulated cell, and the AA constricted locally. The increase in vascular resistance
caused downstream pressure to decrease; in contrast, upstream pressure was not
affected. The lower downstream pressure induced a myogenic response there. Note
that near the two ends, the vessel was hyperpolarized, i.e., v(t1) < v(t0) near the
ends. That transient response is due to the boundary conditions imposed for the
smooth muscle cell gap-junction communication, where we assume that a fraction of
the stimulating current exits through the vessel ends, thereby transiently and locally
hyperpolarizing the vessel.
As the vasomotor response was conducted along the AA, the vessel further con-
stricted and the pressure drop increased. Profiles for membrane potential, luminal
pressure, and vascular diameter 13.25 s after the stimulation are shown in Fig. 2.5,
labelled “t2.” The model predicts that while the propagation of the depolarizing cur-
rent was approximately symmetrical around the stimulation point (see Fig. 2.5A),
the strength of the vasomotor response was stronger downstream (see Fig. 2.5B). To
further illustrate the asymmetry of the vasoconstrictive response, we show the lumi-
nal diameters of the upstream-most, middle, and downstream-most cells as functions
of time in Fig. 2.6A. At 30 s after the stimulation, the diameter of the downstream-
most cell was ∼80% of the upstream-most one.
We also show, in Fig. 2.6B, the percentage of the maximum response along the
AA, obtained approximately 30 s after the stimulation. The downstream and up-
stream decays are approximated by exponential functions with length constants of
340 and 121 µm, respectively. Steinhausen et al. [155] measured similar decay
constants of 420 and 150 µm in a vascular tree that comprised mostly of cortical
radial artery. The length-scale ratio predicted by the model (2.80) matches that of
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Figure 2.6: Propagation of vasoconstrictive response induced by an electrical stim-
ulation. A, responses of selected AA cells as functions of time. B, comparison of
model AA diameter profile, given as percentage of maximum response, obtained
∼30 s after stimulation, with exponential fit of measurements by Steinhausen et
al. [155].
Steinhausen et al.
The above results illustrate that symmetric electrical conduction along the AA
(Fig. 2.5A) transforms into asymmetric mechanical response (Figs. 2.5B, 2.6A, 2.6B).
That asymmetric decay can be attributed to two factors. The first contributing factor
is the shift in the autoregulatory response of a depolarized AA smooth muscle cell.
Below we conducted simulations that demonstrate the effect of depolarization on the
myogenic-induced vasodilation of an AA smooth muscle cell. Another factor is the
differences in the muscle mechanics of the smooth muscle cells, which may have arisen
as a result of the adjustments of the smooth muscle cell to their surrounding pressure
that, at steady state, decreases approximately linearly in space (see Eq. (2.9)). As-
suming that the myogenic response, in terms of the dependence of the non-selective
cation channel opening on pressure variations, is the same among the smooth muscle
cells, the balance between muscle stresses and wall tension (Eq. (2.10)) differs among
different cells except at the steady-state pressure.
To illustrate the above arguments, we simulated the individual myogenic re-
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Figure 2.7: Time-averaged AA luminal diameters as a function of perturbation
from reference transmural pressure, obtained for an upstream cell (solid lines) and a
downstream cell (dashed lines). Simulations were done with a depolarizing current
of 0.06 pA and without.
sponses of two cells along the AA segment, one at x = L/4 and the other at
x = (3/4)L, which we call “upstream cell” and “downstream cell,” respectively.
(Note that these two cells were chosen to be equidistant from the midpoint, where
the electrical stimulation was applied in the preceding experiment. Since the propa-
gation of the electrical current is approximately symmetric, the two cells’ membrane
potentials should not differ significantly.) In the following isolated-cell simulations,
we prescribed transmural pressure values, simulated only gap-junction current be-
tween smooth muscle and endothelial cells, and neglected axial gap-junction currents.
We computed time-averaged inner diameters of the two cells for a range of pressure
perturbations ∆P , given by perturbations from their reference pressure P ∗, which
are 87.5 and 62.5 mmHg, respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 2.7, the curves
labelled “No current.” Both model cells constricted as pressure increased, but con-
striction was stronger for the upstream cell. Nonetheless, at the pressures that the
two cells experienced during the preceding electrical stimulation experiment, which
deviated from the upstream and downstream reference pressure values by +2.50
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and −25.7 mmHg, respectively (see Fig. 2.5C), the cell models predicted that the
downstream cell was dilated relative to the upstream cell (compare open circles in
Fig. 2.7), a result that is inconsistent with the asymmetric conduction response.
We then repeated the isolated-cell simulations, this time with a depolarizing
current of 0.06 pA applied to each cell. That depolarizing current was chosen so
that the predicted membrane potentials are similar to their values in the proceeding
vasoresponse conduction simulations. The model predicted that, in the presence of
the depolarizing current, which induced vasoconstriction in the cells and shifted their
autoregulatory curves, the ability of the cells to dilate was impaired. As a result, at
lower pressures, the myogenic-induced vasodilation failed to sufficiently compensate
for the lower tension force, and the diameter of both cells decreased. The differences
in the cells’ muscle mechanics also play a role, in that the downstream cells are even
less able to dilate at low pressure. Recall that in the preceding electrical stimulation
experiment, the upstream and downstream cells experienced fluid pressures that
deviated from their reference pressure values by +2.5 and −25.7 mmHg, respectively.
At those pressure perturbations, the downstream cell exhibited a diameter that is
∼84% of the upstream cell (compare closed circles in Fig. 2.7.)
To use these results to explain the asymmetric propagation of vasoresponse along
the AA vessel, we note that following the application of the depolarizing current, the
AA constricted, vascular resistance increased, and downstream pressure decreased.
That drop in downstream pressure resulted in two competing effects: a decrease
in the tension force arising from transmural pressure, and a vasodilative myogenic
response. However, as can be seen in Fig. 2.7, a depolarized cell cannot effectively
dilate, and that impairment is more pronounced for downstream cells. Consequently,
the lower tension force dominated downstream, leading to a slower decay of the
vasoconstrictive response downstream. In other words, the balance between the two
competing effects resulting from the lower downstream pressure—vasoconstriction
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Table 2.1: Vasoresponse propagation length constants λ’s for differing boundary
conditions. αBC denotes the fraction of depolarizing current that escapes through
the ends of the AA (∗ denotes the base case).
αBC downstream λ upstream λ λ ratio
(µm) (µm)
Ref. [155] 420 150 2.80
0.3 334.95 123.58 2.71
0.4 383.15 131.24 2.92
0.5∗ 339.82 121.27 2.80
0.6 275.97 105.65 2.61
0.7 211.61 87.54 2.42
from the lower tension force, and vasodilation from myogenic response—shifted in
favor of the former when a depolarizing current is applied.
2.3.5 Parameter sensitivity studies
In the simulations for asymmetric propagation, we set the amount of depolarizing
current that exits through the two ends of the vessels, denoted by IBC, to IBC =
αBCI
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depol where αBC = 0.5. To assess the impact of that assumption on model
predictions, we conducted a parameter sensitivity study in which we recomputed
the conduction length constants for αBC = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7. Results are summarized
in Table 2.1. Model predicted that propagation length constants decrease as αBC
increases, because as more current was allowed to exit through the ends of the vessel,
the extent to which AA was depolarized was reduced (thus, less constriction). This
result is consistent with our argument that the asymmetric vasoresponse propagation
arises from the shift in the autoregulatory response of a depolarized smooth muscle
cell. Nonetheless, in all cases the model predicted a stronger downstream propagation
of the vasomotor response, with the downstream-upstream length-scale ratios all fall
within 15% of the value (2.80) measured by Steinhausen et al. [155].
The model assumes that the conductance among smooth muscle cells is low com-
pared to that among endothelial cells. To assess model sensitivity to variations in
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Table 2.2: Vasoresponse propagation length constants λ’s for varying gap-junction
coupling constants (∗ denotes the base case).
Percentage of downstream λ upstream λ λ ratio
base-case value (%) (µm) (µm)
inter-smooth muscle cell coupling, ggap
120 445.36 140.58 3.17
110 390.36 131.37 2.97
100∗ 339.82 121.27 2.80
90 290.31 110.01 2.64
80 232.25 94.40 2.46
inter-endothelial cell coupling, ggap,e
120 382.87 130.63 2.93
110 361.85 126.18 2.87
100∗ 339.82 121.27 2.80
90 318.95 116.39 2.74
80 295.18 110.37 2.67
smooth muscle cell-endothelial cell coupling, gSMC−endo
120 353.94 124.15 2.85
110 346.21 122.72 2.82
100∗ 339.82 121.27 2.80
90 332.72 119.80 2.78
80 325.68 118.29 2.75
gap-junction coupling, we varied ggap, ggap,e and gSMC−endo, and we recomputed con-
duction length constants. Results are shown in Table 2.2. With stronger coupling,
the vasoresponse decayed more slowly along the vessel, in both directions. When
ggap,e or gSMC−endo is varied from 80% to 120% of base-case values, the downstream-
upstream length-scale ratios λ all fall within 5% of base-case value. Model results
are relatively more sensitive to variations in smooth muscle cell coupling. Given the
same variations in ggap, λ varies by as much as 13%.
2.4 Discussion
To study the conduction of vasomotor response along the AA, a phenomenon that
is central to the coordination of the responses of individual cells, we have developed
a multi-cell model for the rat AA. The model AA’s myogenic response is based on
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the assumption that changes in hydrostatic pressure induce changes in the activity
of nonselective cation channels. The model was used to study the autoregulatory
response of the AA, and the mechanism by which vasoconstriction initiated from local
sites can spread upstream and downstream along the vessel. Through its myogenic
response, the model AA maintained an approximately stable outflow pressure for a
range of steady-state inflow pressure from 80 to 180 mmHg. Also, the model predicted
pressure-radius relations (Fig. 2.2A) that are consistent with that obtained in the
hydronephrotic rat kidney [106], and with those obtained for isolated rabbit AA,
with and without the application of the smooth muscle relaxant papaverine, which
abolishes autoregulation [49].
In addition to the above steady-state simulations, we studied the response of the
model to oscillating inflow pressure. Simulation results suggest that, owing to the
asymmetry in vasoconstriction and vasodilation response times, the AA may be able
to sense systolic pressure and respond with a sustained vasoconstriction when systolic
pressure is elevated (see Figs. 2.4B1 and 2.4B2). Similar results were obtained in
previous modeling studies [27, 104, 168].
2.4.1 Conduction of vasomotor response
August Krogh once proposed that the mechanism by which a vasodilatory response
propagates among the toes of the frog hind limb was provided by the innervation of
blood vessels [89]. However, decades of studies in the regulation of microcirculatory
blood flow has yielded a better understanding of the ultrastructural organization of
the arteriolar networks, and an alternative explanation for the conduction of vasomo-
tor response: electrotonic conduction of electrical signaling through the endothelial
or smooth muscle cell layer. It has been demonstrated in cheek pouch arterioles
that the propagation of vasoconstrictive or vasodilative response is coupled to varia-
tions in membrane potential [171, 167], which suggests that the conducted vasomotor
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response results from the conduction of a electrical signal along the vessel, both up-
stream and downstream.
Given that the propagation of vasomotor response in arterioles does not appear
to depend on flow-mediated changes (e.g., the increased production of NO induced
by higher shear stress) or neural transmission, it is generally believed that vasomotor
signal is conducted through the endothelial or smooth muscle cell gap junctions. Ev-
idence supporting the role of gap junctions includes the observation that conducted
vasomotor responses in hamster cheek pouch are abolished or attenuated with the
application of putative gap junction uncouplers [143, 172]. Moreover, electron mi-
croscopy has demonstrated that neighboring endothelial and smooth muscle cells
in renal vasculature [119], thoracic aorta [152], and iridial arterioles [67] are con-
nected by gap junctions, which render these cells electrically and chemically coupled
[12, 167, 142, 100, 118, 171, 172, 11, 67]. See Ref. [63] for a review on these issues.
When a depolarizing stimulus was applied to one of the AA cells, a local vasocon-
strictive response was induced, and that vasomotor response was conducted along the
vessel. Vasomotor responses decay with increasing distance from the stimulation site,
with a faster decay in the upstream flow direction than downstream, as observed by
Steinhausen et al. [155]. The mechanisms that account for a directional propagation
of vasomotor response was previously not well understood. Steinhausen et al. pro-
posed as potential factors the differences in vessel depths, in electrical conductance
of the surrounding tissues, in vascular reactivity between upstream and downstream
stimulate sites, in conduction of electrical current, and in transport of biochemical
factors in the vascular lumen [155]. Our model results suggest that a depolarizing
current reduces the dilation induced by the myogenic response of an AA smooth
muscle cell at low pressures, particularly for the downstream cells. That effect shifts
the balance between the myogenic response and the reduced tension force among the
downstream AA cells in favor of the latter factor, thereby generating a slower decay
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of the vasoconstrictive response downstream.
The model predicted that the downstream and upstream decays of vasomotor
responses are approximated by exponential functions with length constants 340 and
121 µm, respectively. Steinhausen et al.[155] reported decay constants of 420 and
150 µm, respectively. Upstream decay length constants of ∼300–600 µm were mea-
sured in renal microvasculature by Wagner et al. [165] for vasoconstriction caused
by microapplication of KCl, and by Chen et al. [28] for tubuloglomerular feedback
(TGF)-initiated vasoconstriction. The upstream decay length constant predicted by
our model is smaller than Steinhausen et al. [155] but falls within the range mea-
sured in in Refs. [28, 165]. The discrepancy in length scales determined by our model
and Steinhausen et al. may be attributed to the latter using a vascular tree that
comprised mostly of interlobular artery [155]. Nonetheless, the length-scale ratios
predicted by the model and in the experiments match. Given the preference for
propagation downstream, myogenic activation of interlobular artery is likely to be
more powerfully transmitted to downstream vascular segments.
2.4.2 Comparison with previous models
The multi-cell AA model of the present study is an extension of our previous AA cell
model [27], which represents the response of both the smooth muscle cells and the
endothelium along a very small segment of the AA, or one single cell. The AA cell
model [27] was in turn based on a model for cerebral arterioles in cat that was devel-
oped by Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout [61], with appropriate adjustments in
parameters. Consistent with the present study, the AA cell model [27] responded to
a high-frequency pressure oscillations with a sustained constriction. The AA model
of the present study was constructed by connecting instances of the AA cell model
in series, with each cell model coupled to its neighbors through gap junctions, which
allow the representation of electrotonic conduction along the AA. A fluid dynamics
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model was included to relate fluid pressure, fluid flow, and tubular resistance. Also,
some of the parameters of the AA cell model were adjusted to depend upon the
location within the AA because of the decrease in intravascular pressure along the
vessel.
Lush and Fray developed a mathematical model of the myogenic control of the
AA [109] (hereafter referred to as the L&F model), and used that model to study
the steady-state autoregulation of renal blood flow in the dog kidney. Their model
computes steady-state renal blood flow assuming a balance of the distensive and
constrictive forces acting on the AA. Similar to our model, the AA smooth muscle
contraction in the L&F model is assumed to be initiated by pressure-induced changes
in calcium permeability, and their model describes the effect of transmural pressure
on calcium permeability, intracellular calcium concentration, and contractile activity.
Because Lush and Fray focused on steady-state autoregulation, details of the kinet-
ics of the AA ionic transport and muscle mechanics were not represented, nor was
the asymmetry in the response times of the AA to pressure increase and decrease.
Also, individual AA cells are not differentiated in the L&F model. Despite these
differences, the L&F model and the present model predicted similar autoregulatory
responses (compare fig. 4 in Ref. [109] and Fig. 2.2).
Secomb and co-workers developed a model of blood flow regulation [19, 2]. Their
model’s representations of the active contractile force and resulting muscle mechanics
are similar to the L&F model, but the model by Secomb and co-workers represents
also metabolic vasoactive and shear stress-dependent responses. Their model was
formulated for both large and small arterioles, each with a different set of parameters.
Marsh et al. [112] also adopted the smooth muscle cell model of Gonzalez-Fernan-
dez and Ermentrout [61] to study the interactions between AA myogenic response and
TGF. However, as noted in a previous study [27], in Ref. [112] myogenic responses
were generated only in response to oscillatory transmural pressure, whereas it has
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long been observed that changes in mean pressure also induce myogenic responses
[106]. In contrast, our model exhibits myogenic responses as a function of both
pressure and its rate of change. Another difference is that the myogenic model
in Ref. [112] represents only two AA segments. Thus, each submodel represents a
rather long segment along the AA, whereas each of our AA cell submodel roughly
corresponds to an AA cell. Both AA segments in Ref. [112] share the same model
parameters; in contrast, based on the observation that the AA cells respond different
external environments (e.g., intravascular fluid pressure), we adjusted some of the
AA cell parameters based on their location within the AA.
2.4.3 Model limitations and future extensions
Because the model represents a series of AA and endothelial cells, some degree of
simplification was necessary to keep computational costs low. Thus, the model adopts
a phenomenological representation of certain details of the myogenic response. For
example, to recapitulate the asymmetric constrictive and dilation kinetics similar to
behaviors observed in vitro, the model myogenic mechanism represents asymmetric
time delays, based on experimental measurements [106, 104], and assumes a rate-
sensitive non-selective cation channels activation. While this model description yields
predictions that are consistent with experimental observations [106, 104], potentially
important details are neglected, including the possible involvement of ENaC channels
in the initiation of the myogenic response, signaling pathways underlying the vascular
smooth muscle constriction, or signaling mechanisms that modulate the myogenic
response.
Fluid dynamics in the AA is represented as quasi steady-state Poiseuille flow,
which assumes that the flow is laminar and through a long pipe with constant ra-
dius. Because the AA walls constrict and dilate, conditions for Poiseuille flow are
only approximately satisfied, provided that the amplitude of the vasomotion is suf-
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ficiently small, and the time-scale of the fluid dynamics is much faster than wall
mechanics. A more realistic fluid model would be the Navier-Stokes equations, but
the computations required for solving the Navier-Stokes equations are much more
time-consuming.
Despite its limitations, the present AA model can be used as an essential compo-
nent in models of integrated renal hemodynamic regulation. By coupling a number
of AA models, one can investigate how vasomotor responses propagate among a vas-
cular tree. And using an approach similar to Ref. [112], the AA model could then
be combined with a model of glomerular filtration (e.g., Ref. [42]) and a model of
the TGF mechanism (e.g., Ref. [91]), to study the interactions between the myogenic
and TGF mechanisms in the context of renal autoregulation.
2.5 Appendix: Model equations and parameters
This appendix contains model equations that describe the ionic transport and me-
chanical properties of an AA smooth muscle cell [27], as well as a list of model
parameters.
2.5.1 Ion transport and membrane potential
The smooth muscle cells of the AA can undergo contractions that are determined by
the free cytosolic calcium concentration Ca. The sum of Ca and bound buffer CaB
gives the total calcium concentration CaT , i.e.,
CaT = Ca + CaB (2.7)
The free cytosolic calcium and the unbound buffer B combine to yield CaB in a
reversible reaction that can be represented by
Ca +B
k+−−⇀↽−
k−
CaB.
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Because the kinetics of the calcium-buffer system is substantially faster than other
relevant membrane transporters, the above reaction is assumed to be at equilibrium.
Thus,
CaB =
CaBT
Kd + Ca
. (2.8)
By differentiating Eq. (2.7) with respect to time and using Eq. (2.8), one obtains
dCaT
dt
=
dCa
dt
(
1 +
BTKd
(Kd + Ca)2
)
.
The rate of change of CaT can be described by the following first-order kinetics:
dCaT
dt
= − 1
zCaβVcellF
gCam∞ (v − vCa)− kCaCa,
where Vcell is the cell volume; β is the fraction of cell volume occupied the cytosol;
F is the Faraday constant; zCa = 2 is the valence of the calcium ion; and kCa is the
first-order rate constant for cytosolic calcium extrusion. m∞ is the equilibrium dis-
tribution of open calcium channel states, and is described as a function of membrane
potential v [50, 96]:
m∞(v) = 0.5
(
1 + tanh
(
v − v1
v2
))
,
where v1 is the voltage at which half of the channels are open, and v2 determines the
spread of the distribution.
The opening of potassium channels induces a transmembrane K+ efflux, which
polarizes the cell membrane. To represent the K+ flux, we describe the rate of change
of the fraction of K+ channel open states, denoted n, by first-order kinetics [122]:
dn
dt
= λn (n∞ (v,Ca)− n) ,
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where n∞ denotes the equilibrium distribution of open K+ channel states. The rate
constant λn is given by
λn = φncosh
(
v − v3
2v4
)
,
where φn determines the rate at which the potassium channels open. This distribu-
tion depends on the membrane voltage v and the free cytoplasmic calcium concen-
tration Ca:
n∞(v,Ca) = 0.5
(
1 + tanh
(
v − v3
v4
))
,
v3 = −v5
2
tanh
(
Ca− Ca3
Ca4
)
+ v6.
The potential v3, which determines the voltage at which half of the potassium chan-
nels are open, is a function of Ca; v4 and Ca4 are measures of the spread of the
distributions of n∞ and v3, respectively.
2.5.2 Myosin phosphorylation
Oscillations in Ca vary the phosphorylation rate of the 20k-Da myosin light chains
(MLC), which are involved in the formation of crossbridges between overlapping
myosin and actin filaments. The formation of crossbridges causes smooth muscle
contractions. Because the kinetics of that phosphorylation, which is calcium depen-
dent, is much faster than other vasomotion processes considered here, we assume
that the fraction of phosphorylated MLC to total MLC, denoted by ψ, is given by
[136]
ψ =
Ca3
Ca3m + Ca
3 ,
where Cam is a constant. The phosphorylated myosin interacts with actin to form
crossbridges and develop stress [84]. Let ω denote the fraction of crossbridges formed;
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then we describe the net formation of crossbridges by means of the ordinary differ-
ential equation given by
dω
dt
= kψ
(
ψ
ψm + ψ
− ω
)
.
2.5.3 Vessel mechanics
Variations in the number of crossbridges induce variations in a contractile force,
which in turn gives rise to variations in AA diameter. To simulate the resulting
vasomotion, we consider the blood vessel to be a thick-walled cylinder. The motion
of the vessel wall is driven, in part, by the transmural pressure, muscle activity, and
wall deformation, which give rise to forces described below. Let ri and ro denote the
inner and outer vessel radius, respectively. Let P denote the transmural pressure, and
let x denote the average circumferential length, i.e., x = pi(ri + ro). The transmural
pressure causes the vessel to relax or contract, which then gives rise to a tension
force in the angular (θ) direction. That force, which we denote by fP , is given by
fP =
1
2
P
(
x
pi
− A
x
)
,
where A, the wall cross-sectional area, is given by A = pi (r2o − r2i ) [61].
Wall deformation gives rise to additional stresses along the θ-direction of the
wall. Let y and u be the circumferential lengths associated with the contractile
and series elastic components, respectively. We assume that those stresses consist
of the following components: a contractile component of length y, in series with an
elastic component of length u; these two components are in parallel with an elastic
component of length x = y + u (recall that x is the average circumference). We
consider the resulting hoop forces on a surface S, which is bounded by the inner
and outer radii of the vessel; S is assumed to be perpendicular to the angular (θ)
direction, and to have unit length along the axial direction. Then, given the stresses
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σx, σy, and σu (see below), the hoop forces on S of the ith AA smooth muscle cell
are:
f ix = ξ
iweSσ
i
x, f
i
y = ξ
iwmSσ
i
y, f
i
u = ξ
iwmSσ
i
u, (2.9)
where we and wm are weights representing the contribution by the elastic and mus-
cular components of the hoop forces, and ξi decreases linearly along the AA. The
rate of change of the parallel elastic component’s length is given by
dx
dt
=
1
τ
(fP − fx − fu) , (2.10)
where τ is a pseudo-time constant associated with the wall internal friction.
For a given number of crossbridges, the velocity of the contractile component (y)
is assumed to depend on the balance between the muscle load experienced by the
contractile component, given by the elastic stress σu and the contractile stress σy.
For σu ≤ σy, the velocity is also proportional to phosphorylation level [43, 44, 125].
Thus, following Ref. [61], we have
d(y/x0)
dt
= −av′ref
ψ
ψ(Caref)
(
1− σu/σy
a+ σu/σy
)
;
for σu > σy, the contractile component lengthens:
d(y/x0)
dt
= c
(
exp
(
b
(
σu
σy
− d
))
− exp (b(1− d))
)
.
To approximate experimental measurements [44, 45, 46, 47, 124], the hoop stresses
associated with the parallel elastic, contractile, and series elastic components, de-
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noted by σx, σy, and σu, respectively, are given in Ref. [61] by
σx = x3
(
1 + tanh
(
(x/x0)− x1
x2
))
+ x4 ((x/x0)− x5)− (2.11)
− x8
(
x6
(x/x0)− x7
)2
− x9,
σy = σy0
exp
(
−((y/x0)−y0)2
2(y1/((y/x0)+y2))
2y4
)
− y3
1− y3 , (2.12)
σu = u2 exp(u1(u/x0))− u3, (2.13)
where σy0 is the reference stress that depends on the fraction of crossbridges ω:
σy0 =
(
σ#y0
σ#0
)(
ψm + ψ(Caref)
ψ(Caref)
)
ω.
On the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11), the first term represents the stiff collagen
fibers that come into play for large expansions; the second term represents the com-
pliant elastin fibers that play a role in smaller deformations; the third term represents
the large stiffness that arises when the vessel radius is substantially reduced; and the
fourth term serves to fit σx to experimental data [124].
2.5.4 Parameters
A large number of parameters are used in this model to describe the AA’s geometrical
dimensions, membrane transport properties, and muscle mechanical properties. The
values of these parameters are given in Tables 2.3–2.7. Most of the parameters that
describe the transport and mechanical properties of the AA smooth muscle cells
are taken from Ref. [61] (with some modifications to account for the differences
in physical dimensions and in dynamic behaviors between the cerebral arterioles
modeled in Ref. [61] and the renal AA) and have previously been reported in Ref. [27].
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Table 2.3: Afferent arteriole geometric dimensions.
Parameter Value Unit
A 1.38× 10−6 cm2
L 303.00× 10−4 cm
Ncell 101 -
S 2.00× 10−4 cm2
∆x 3.00× 10−4 cm
Table 2.4: Smooth muscle cell electrochemical parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
α 96.62× 1015 nM·C−1
BT 10
5 nM
C 6.5 pF
Ca3 400 nM
Ca4 150 nM
Cam 277 nM
φn 0.925 s
−1
gL/C 1.00 s
−1
gK/C 4.00 s
−1
gCa/C 2.00 s
−1
ggap/C 950 s
−1
gSMC−endo/C 85 s−1
Kd 10
3 nM
kCa 190 s
−1
v1 -22.5 mV
v2 25.0 mV
v4 14.5 mV
v5 8.00 mV
v6 -15.0 mV
vL -70.0 mV
vK -95.0 mV
vCa 80.0 mV
Table 2.5: Arteriolar cell parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
gSMC−endo/Ce 13.60× 102 s−1
ggap,e/Ce 30.40× 103 s−1
C/Ce 16.0 -
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Table 2.6: Smooth muscle cell mechanical parameters (I).
Parameter Value Unit
x0 0.0150 cm
x1 1.20 -
x2 0.130 -
x3 2.22 -
x4 0.712 -
x5 0.800 -
x6 0.0100 -
x7 0.139 -
x8 0.890 -
x9 9.05× 10−3 -
u1 41.8 -
u2 4.74× 10−2 -
u3 5.84× 10−2 -
y0 0.928 -
y1 0.639 -
y2 0.350 -
y3 0.788 -
y4 0.800 -
Table 2.7: Smooth muscle cell mechanical parameters (II).
Parameter Value Unit
a 0.281 -
b 5.00 -
c 0.0300 s−1
d 1.30 -
kψ 0.250 s
−1
ψm 0.300 -
ωref 0.685 -
ψref 0.599 -
νref 0.240 s
−1
σ#y0 1.46× 107 dyn·cm−2
σ#0 1.69× 107 dyn·cm−2
τ 0.500 dyn·s·cm−1
we 1/9.00 -
wm 0.700 -
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3Control and Modulation of Fluid Flow
3.1 Introduction
For an animal’s kidney to function normally, glomerular filtration rate must stay
within a narrow window despite changes in arterial pressure. That goal is accom-
plished by autoregulatory mechanisms. One such mechanism is the myogenic re-
sponse, in which the afferent arteriole dilates or constricts in response to several
signals, including blood pressure and tubuloglomerular signal from macula densa
[37, 73, 79].
The afferent arteriole arises from the renal artery and branches into glomerular
capillaries. A portion of the blood plasma delivered by the afferent arteriole is fil-
tered through the glomerulus into the nephron. Via the myogenic response, vascular
smooth muscles of the afferent arteriole respond to increased intraluminal pressure
or stretch with active force development, thereby enabling the vessel to constrict.
In the arteriolar system, the myogenic response is thought to be important for local
autoregulation of blood flow and regulation of capillary pressure [104, 108].
Like many other small arteries and arterioles, the renal afferent arteriole exhibits
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spontaneous rhythmic activity, a.k.a. vasomotion [149]. Vasomotion is spontaneous
in the sense that vascular tone oscillates independently of heart beat, innervation,
or respiration. The driving stimulus of vasomotion is believed to be the oscillations
intrinsically appearing in the electrical activity of the cells that form the arteriolar
walls [129, 73]. Vasomotion is blocked by the same blockers (such as calcium and
potassium membrane channels blockers) that eliminate the myogenic response; thus,
the two are believed to be functionally related [56, 129].
Another renal autoregulatory mechanism is the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF)
system, which is a negative feedback loop in which the chloride ion concentration
is sensed downstream in the nephron by the macula densa cells. Experiments in
rats have demonstrated that TGF may induce regular oscillations in nephron flow
and related variables (e.g., intratubular fluid pressure and solute concentrations)
[75, 97]. In the case of spontaneously hypertensive rats, TGF-mediated oscillations
can be irregular and appear to have characteristics of chaos [71, 173]. We have previ-
ously studied the signal transduction process along the loop of Henle [92, 93]. That
transduction process involves the transformation of variations in tubular fluid flow
rate into chloride ion concentration variations in tubular fluid alongside the macula
densa. Owing to the nonlinearity of that transformation, harmonic frequencies are
generated and contribute to the complexity of TGF-mediated oscillations. However,
those models do not represent the afferent arteriole, which is the effector of both the
myogenic response and TGF.
In this study, we have developed a mathematical model of renal hemodynamics
in the rat kidney. This is the first mathematical model that combines (i) detailed
representation of ionic transport, membrane potential, and contraction of the affer-
ent arteriole smooth muscle cells; (ii) myogenic responses induced by steady pressure
steps and oscillatory pressure variations; (iii) glomerular filtration; and (iv) detailed
representation of tubular fluid flow and Cl− transport. Using this model, we investi-
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gated the extent to which autoregulation is attained by the myogenic response, and
we studied the signal transduction properties of the vascular and nephron segments,
and the extent to which they generate or suppress harmonic frequencies. A better
understanding of those properties should clarify the roles of those segments in the
regulation of single nephron glomerular filtration rate (SNGFR) and of water and
electrolyte delivery to the distal nephron. Model results suggest that heterodyning
may contribute to a low frequency oscillation that have been seen in vivo and in vitro
[80, 81, 151], and that is slower than the responses of the constituent components
represented in this model.
3.2 Mathematical Model
To model hemodynamics control in the rat kidney, we developed a model that com-
bines: (i) an afferent arteriole model previously developed by us [145]; (ii) a glomeru-
lar filtration model developed by Deen et al. [42]; (iii) a renal tubule model previ-
ously developed by us [93]. A schematic diagram for the combined model is given in
Fig. 3.1.
3.2.1 Afferent arteriole submodel
We represent an afferent arteriole segment of length LAA. The submodel consists of
a series of NAA vascular smooth muscle cells that form the vascular wall and an en-
dothelial layer. Smooth muscle cells communicate through electrical currents passing
between them and also through the endothelium. Each smooth muscle cell represents
membrane potential, cytosolic Ca2+ dynamics, cross-bridges cycling, and muscle me-
chanics. The model smooth muscles also incorporate the myogenic response, which
enables the vessel to constrict when luminal pressure increases, and vice versa. Lu-
minal blood flow is assumed to be pressure driven. A detailed description of the
submodel and a complete set of model equations can be found in Refs. [27, 145].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the model nephron. Afferent arteriole is shown
with a reduced number of vascular smooth muscles (VSM). Arrows indicate myogenic
response (red), and key fluid flow variables (black).
Below we summarize key model equations. Model smooth muscle cells are linearly
indexed with i, where i ranges from 1 (cell proximal to the renal artery) to NAA (cell
proximal to the glomerulus).
The rates of change of the membrane potentials of the smooth muscle cell vim(t)
and the associated endothelial compartment vie(t) are given by
Cm
dvim(t)
dt
= −IL(vim)− IK(vim, ni)− ICa(vim)+
+ Im−m(vim, v
i−1
m , v
i+1
m ) + Im−e(v
i
m, v
i
e) + I
i
myo, (3.1)
Ce
dvie(t)
dt
= −Im−e(vim, vie) + Ie−e(vie, vi−1e , vi+1e ), (3.2)
where Cm and Ce denote the smooth muscle and endothelial cell capacitances, re-
spectively. Equation (3.1) incorporates the leak current IL, ionic fluxes mediated
by voltage-gated and voltage-calcium-gated Ca2+ and K+ channels, denoted ICa and
IK , gap-junction communication between adjacent smooth muscle cells Im−m, current
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between smooth muscles and the endothelial compartment Im−e, and a current in-
duced by the myogenic response I imyo [145]. Equation (3.2) describes endothelial cell
membrane potential in terms of intercellular current between smooth muscle and en-
dothelial cells, and between adjacent endothelial cell compartments. These currents
(except for Imyo, see below) are given by
IL(vm) = gL(vm − vL), (3.3)
IK(vm, n) = gKn(vm − vK), (3.4)
ICa(vm) = gCam∞(vm)(vm − vCa), (3.5)
Im−m(vim, v
i−1
m , v
i+1
m ) = gm−m(v
i−1
m − 2vim + vi+1m ), (3.6)
Ie−e(vie, v
i−1
e , v
i+1
e ) = ge−e(v
i−1
e − 2vie + vi+1e ), (3.7)
Im−e(vm, ve) = gm−e(ve − vm). (3.8)
Boundary conditions are required to complete Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). For instance,
consider Eq. (3.6). At i = 1, we assume that smooth muscle cells further than a
distance of LAA (length of the model afferent arteriole) upstream are synchronized
so Im−m = 0, and we assume that Im−m decreases linearly to zero along that segment
(−LAA ≤ z < 0), which implies that v0m = v1m− (v2m− v1m)(NAA− 1)/NAA. Analogous
boundary conditions are imposed at i = N and on Eq (3.7).
The gating of K+ channels ni(t) is described by
dni(t)
dt
= φn cosh
(vim − v3(ci)
2v4
)
(n∞(vim, c
i)− ni), (3.9)
where ci denotes free cytosolic Ca2+ concentration. The potential v3, which deter-
mines the voltage at which half of the K+ channels are open, depends on free cytosolic
Ca2+: v3(c) = v6 + 0.5v5 tanh((c− c3)/c4). The equilibrium distribution of open K+
channels is given by
n∞(vm, c) =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
(
vm − v3(c)
v4
))
. (3.10)
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The gating of the Ca2+ channels is assumed to be at equilibrium
m∞(vm) =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
(
vm − v1
v2
))
. (3.11)
The Ca2+ current ICa induces changes in free cytosolic Ca
2+ concentration ci(t),
which is given by
dci(t)
dt
=
(Kd + c
i)2
(Kd + ci)2 +KdBT
(− αCaICa(vim)− kCaci). (3.12)
The above equation represents Ca2+ influx through the membrane channels, and
models the extrusion as a first-order decay. The nonlinear rate constant is obtained
by assuming that free cytosolic Ca2+ is in equilibrium with various buffers; for more
details see Refs. [27, 61].
An important characteristic of the afferent arteriole’s myogenic response is the
asymmetry in its response times for vasoconstriction and vasodilation [106, 104]: the
initial delay in the activation of a pressure-dependent vasoconstriction was observed
to be ∼0.3 s, with the time-profile of the response approximated by an exponential
having a time constant of 4 s. In contrast, vasodilation exhibits a longer initial
delay of ∼1 s, with a response that can be approximated by two exponentials having
time constants of 1 and 14 s, respectively. That response time asymmetry may be
attributable to the independently regulated pathways for constriction and dilation;
however, the details involved are not well understood and are beyond the scope of this
work. To represent the response time asymmetry, we adopt an empirical approach
and model the dynamics of I imyo(t) by
dI imyo(t)
dt
=
{
−kinc
(
I imyo − I¯ imyo(t, P iAA(t− τm))
)
, if
dPiAA(t−τm)
dt
≥ 0,
−kdec
(
I imyo − I¯ imyo(t, P iAA(t− τm))
)
, if
dPiAA(t−τm)
dt
< 0,
(3.13)
where P iAA(t) denotes luminal pressure, I¯
i
myo(t, PAA) denotes target current, given by
I¯ imyo(t, P
i
AA) = CmFmyo(P
i
AA − P¯ iAA), (3.14)
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Table 3.1: Parameters defining the cubic spline Fmyo(p) for −20 ≤ p ≤ 90 mmHg.
k pk Fmyo(pk) F
′
myo(pk)
- mmHg mV·s−1 mV·s−1·mmHg−1
1 -20.0 -2.84 0.00
2 -10.0 -2.26 0.05
3 0.00 -0.46 0.24
4 10.0 2.40 0.34
5 20.0 6.01 0.38
6 30.0 9.85 0.39
7 40.0 13.75 0.39
8 50.0 17.60 0.38
9 60.0 21.38 0.39
10 70.0 25.36 0.41
11 80.0 29.50 0.46
12 90.0 33.75 0.00
where Cm is the cell capacitance. The reference pressure P¯
i
AA is the pressure that the
i-th smooth muscle segment is normally exposed to, which decreases linearly from
100 mmHg to 50 mmHg along the vessel. For −20 ≤ p ≤ 90 mmHg, Fmyo(p) is the
piecewise cubic polynomial, with its values Fmyo(pk) and slopes F
′
myo(pk) at points
pk displayed in Table 3.1 for k = 1, . . . , 12. For p < −20 mmHg, Fmyo(p) is set to
Fmyo(p1), and for p > 90 mmHg to Fmyo(p) = Fmyo(p12). The different rate constants
kinc and kdec in Eq. (3.13), corresponding to pressure increase and decrease, yield a
faster vasoconstrictive response compared to vasodilation. The response delay τm in
Eq. (3.13) is set to 0.3 s for increasing pressure, and to 1 s for decreasing pressure
[106, 104].
Free cytosolic Ca2+ facilitates phosphorylation and cross-bridges formation that
results in the development of tension in the vascular wall. Let ωi(t) denote the
fraction of cross-bridges formed. The rate of change of ωi(t) is given by
dωi(t)
dt
= kψ
( ψ(ci)
ψ(ci) + ψM
− ωi
)
, (3.15)
where ψ(c) = c3/(c3M + c
3) is the phosphorylation level; for details see [27, 61].
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Muscle mechanics for each smooth muscle segment are represented by a mod-
ified Maxwell model, where a viscous component, an elastic component of length
xic(t), and a contractile component are connected in parallel. Further, the contractile
component consists of a contractile element of length yic(t) and an elastic element of
length uic(t) = x
i
c(t) − yic(t), which are connected in series. The rate of contraction
of the contractile element is
1
x0c
dyic(t)
dt
=

cc
(
exp(bc(σu/σy − dc))− exp(bc(1− dc))
)
,
σu(u
i
c)
σy(yic)
> 1,
−νref ψ(c
i)
ψref
ac
1− σu(uic)/σy(yic)
ac + σu(uic)/σy(y
i
c)
,
σu(u
i
c)
σy(yic)
≤ 1,
(3.16)
and the rate of change of the overall muscle circumferential length is
dxic(t)
dt
=
1
τc
(
fP (x
i
c, P
i
AA(t))− f ix(xic)− f iu(uic)
)
. (3.17)
That is, muscle tone is determined by the forces exerted by the hoop stress developed
by the elastic and contractile components, which can be found in Ref. [61, 145]. The
force developed by transmural pressure is given by fP (xc, PAA) = PAARAA(xc), with
the pressure exterior to the vascular wall assumed to be zero. If muscles are assumed
to be incompressible, then luminal radius RiAA(t) is related to circumferential length
by RiAA(t) = (x
i
c(t)/pi − A/xic(t))/2, where A is muscle cross-sectional area.
Luminal fluid flow is described as quasi-steady Poiseuille flow
∂PAA(z, t)
∂z
=
8µAA
piR4AA(z, t)
QAA(t), 0 ≤ z ≤ LAA. (3.18)
Inflow pressure at z = 0, denoted P0(t), is assumed known a priori. The model
arteriole segment is assumed to be connected in-series to a fixed downstream resistor
(ΩAA), with outflow pressure PAA−end assumed constant. Volumetric blood flow rate
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QAA(t) is given by
QAA(t) =
P0(t)− PAA−end
16µAALAA/pi
(
ΩAA +
∫ LAA
0
dz
R4AA(z, t)
)−1
, (3.19)
where µAA is luminal fluid viscosity. Equation (3.19) assumes that volumetric blood
flow rate is uniform throughout the arteriole and the downstream resistor.
3.2.2 Glomerular filtration submodel
To model glomerular filtration, we adopt a model developed by Deen et al. [42]. The
glomerulus is modeled as a single capillary extending from y = 0 to y = LGL, which
corresponds to the connections with the afferent and efferent arterioles, respectively.
Let QGL(y, t) and CGL(y, t) denote the volumetric plasma flow rate and plasma pro-
tein concentration, respectively. Conservation of plasma mass implies that
∂QGL(y, t)
∂y
= −Kf
(
PGL(y, t)− PT (0, t)− pi(y, t)
)
, (3.20)
where Kf is the filtration coefficient, PGL(y, t) is the hydrostatic pressure,
pi(y, t) = αGL1CGL(y, t) + αGL2C
2
GL(y, t) (3.21)
is the colloidal osmotic pressure inside the glomerular capillaries, and PT (0, t) is
the proximal tubule inflow pressure (predicted by the tubule submodel, below). We
assume a linear pressure decrease along the glomerular capillary
PGL(y, t) = PAA(LAA, t)− y∆PGL
LGL
, (3.22)
where ∆PGL is a constant, and PAA(LAA, t) is the pressure at the end of the afferent
arteriole. Conservation of protein mass yields CGL(y, t)QGL(y, t) = CGL(0, t)QGL(0, t),
which together with Eq. (3.20) results in
∂CGL(y, t)
∂y
=
Kf
QGL(0, t)
C2GL(y, t)
CGL(0, t)
(
PGL(y, t)− PT (0, t)− pi(y, t)
)
. (3.23)
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The inflow plasma protein concentration is fixed at CGL(0, t) = 5.5 g/dl. The inflow
rate is
QGL(0, t) = (1−Ht)QAA(t), (3.24)
where QAA(t) is the volumetric flow rate delivered by the afferent arteriole, given
in Eq. (3.19), and Ht is the hematocrit. By integrating Eq. (3.23), one obtains
CGL(LGL, t), which is used to compute QGL(LGL, t) from the conservation of plasma
mass. Single nephron glomerular filtration rate is then given by
QF (t) = QGL(0, t)−QGL(LGL, t). (3.25)
3.2.3 Renal tubule submodel
The tubule submodel represents a proximal tubule and a short loop of Henle, which
consists of a descending limb and an ascending limb. The model tubule spans from
x = 0 to x = LT , where LT = 1.58 cm, with the proximal tubule spanning the initial
1 cm and the thick ascending limb the terminal 0.5 cm. Along the tubule, the model
predicts fluid pressure PT (x, t), fluid flow rate QT (x, t), and fluid Cl
− concentration
CT (x, t), which is believed to be a key signal for the tubuloglomerular feedback
mechanism (not represented in this study). The tubular walls are assumed to be
compliant, with a radius that depends passively on transmural pressure gradient
RT (x, PT (x, t)) = αT (x)(PT (x, t)− PT,ext) + βT (x), (3.26)
where PT,ext is the extratubular pressure, αT (x) characterizes tubular compliance,
and βT (x) is the unpressurized radius.
Tubular fluid is assumed to be pressure-driven. At the entrance of the model
tubule (i.e., x = 0), flow rate equals the glomerular filtration rate QF (t) (predicted
by the glomerular filtration submodel, Eq. (3.25)). The end of the model tubule (i.e.,
x = LT ) is connected in series to a downstream resistor (ΩT ) with the end-pressure
fixed at PT−end.
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The proximal tubule and the initial segment of the descending limb are water
permeable. Taking into account transmural water flux, denoted by ΦT (x, t), pressure
and flow rate along the model tubule are given by
∂PT (x, t)
∂x
= − 8µT
piR4T (x, PT (x, t))
QT (x, t), (3.27)
∂QT (x, t)
∂x
= −2piRT (x, PT (x, t))∂RT (x, PT (x, t))
∂PT
∂PT (x, t)
∂t
− ΦT (x, t). (3.28)
It has been observed experimentally that along the proximal tubule increases in
filtration rate incur a concomitant increase in proximal reabsorption [141]; such pro-
portional changes are called glomerular-tubular balance [59]. Micropuncture experi-
ments have shown that ∼2/3 of the water and Cl− are reabsorbed along the proximal
convoluted tubules. Thus, with a base-case glomerular filtration rate of 30 nl/min
(denoted QT0), water flow rate into the proximal straight tubule is 10 nl/min. Given
these considerations, the transmural water flux term ΦT (x, t) is given as a step-like
function, constructed so that the model predicts a steady-state water flow rate that
is consistent with the above measurements and that is ∼7.0 nl/min at the loop bend
[93]:
ΦT (x, t) =
QF (t)
QT0
ΦT,base(x), (3.29)
To compute model solutions, Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) were combined to eliminate
QT , yielding the PDE
2αT (x)
∂PT (x, t)
∂t
=
R2T (x, PT (x, t))
2µT
∂RT (x, PT (x, t))
∂x
∂PT (x, t)
∂x
+
R3T (x, PT (x, t))
8µT
∂2PT (x, t)
∂x2
+
ΦT (x, t)
piRT (x, PT (x, t))
.
(3.30)
Equation (3.30) was solved simultaneously with Eq. (3.27) for PT and QT . Bound-
ary conditions for the system are QT (0, t) = QF (t), and QT (LT , t) = (PT (LT , t) −
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PT−end)/ΩT , where PT−end and ΩT denote the end pressure and downstream resis-
tance, respectively. Micropuncture studies in rat [32] suggests a passive dependence
of distal tubule resistance on tubular pressure. Thus, the model assumes a sigmoidal
dependence of ΩT on distal pressure, given by
ΩT = ΩT,ref
(
1− tanh(sΩ,T (P¯T − P¯T,ref ))
)
(3.31)
where P¯T is the average of PT (LT , t) and PT−end, and P¯T,ref is a constant reference
pressure.
Chloride ion (Cl−) concentration is given by conservation of mass
R2T (x, PT (x, t))
∂CT (x, t)
∂t
= −2RT (x, PT (x, t))CT (x, t) ∂
∂t
RT (x, PT (x, t))
− 1
pi
∂
∂x
(QT (x, t)CT (x, t))
− 2RT,ss(x)
(
Vmax(x)CT (x, t)
KM + CT (x, t)
+ κ(x)(CT (x, t)− CT,ext(x))
) (3.32)
where RT,ss(x, t) is the steady-state tubular radius, and CT,ext(x) is the extratubu-
lar (interstitial) Cl− concentration, which is set to 115 mM along the cortex and
increases linearly along the cortico-medullary axis to 275 mM at the outer-inner
medullary boundary. The first term inside the large pair of parentheses corresponds
to active solute transport characterized by Michaelis-Menten-like kinetics of maxi-
mum active transport rate Vmax(x) and Michaelis constant KM ; the other term rep-
resents transepithelial diffusion, characterized by transmural Cl− permeability κ(x).
Fluid entering the proximal tubule is assumed to have constant Cl− concentration
115 mM.
3.2.4 Parameters and numerical method
Parameter values for the afferent arteriole and tubule submodels can be found in
Refs. [145, 93]. Parameters that have not been previously reported or differ from
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values in Refs. [145, 93], as well as parameters for the glomerular filtration submodel,
are summarized in Table 3.2.
To compute numerical solutions for the model equations, we first discretized the
model equations in space. For the model afferent arteriole, we computed model
solution at locations zi = (i − 1
2
)hAA, for i = 1, · · · , NAA and hAA = LAA/NAA.
Each grid point zi represents a smooth muscle cell model. For the model tubule, we
computed model solution at xi = (i−1)hT , for i = 1, · · · , NT and hT = LT/(NT −1).
A uniform spatial grid was not used for the glomerular filtration model, as explained
below. Only the tubule submodel includes PDEs, namely (3.30) and (3.32); the
afferent arteriole and glomerular filtration submodels includes ODEs, in time or
space only. The PDEs of the tubule submodel were first discretized in space using
the centered difference method adopted in Ref. [91]. The resulting system of coupled
ODEs was integrated in time using an adaptive time-stepping method based on
numerical differential formulae (matlab ode15s). During each time step, the afferent
arteriole flow Eq. (3.18), and glomerular protein conservation Eq. (3.20) must be
integrated in space. An adaptive Runga-Kutta method (RK45) was used to integrate
Eq. (3.23), whereas Eq. (3.18) was numerically integrated using the Trapezoidal rule.
An adaptive method was not used for the latter so that the fluid pressure is known at
the locations of the smooth muscle cells. Note that the myogenic response, Eq. (3.13),
involves delay. Because a variable time-stepping method was used, model solution
may not have been computed at time tn−τm, and thus the delayed values P iAA(tn−τm)
and dP iAA(tn−τm)/dtmay not be known. In that case, their values were approximated
by linear interpolation. Due to the interpolation used in the approximation of the
delayed values, the resulting numerical method is limited to second order temporal
accuracy.
In the numerical discretization, we set NAA and NT to 101 and 543, respectively,
and we constrained the time-step not to exceed 0.3 s, which is the shorter delay τm
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Table 3.2: Model parameters not reported in Refs. [145, 93]
.
AA ac 2.81 -
we 0.17 -
µAA 16.0 cP
GL Kf 2.07 nl·min−1·mmHg−1
∆PGL 3.02 mmHg
Ht 0.45 -
αGL1 1.63 mmHg·dl·g−1
αGL2 0.29 mmHg·dl2·g−2
LGL 1 -
TB LT 1.58 cm
µT 0.67 cP
PT−end 2.00 mmHg
ΩT,ref 0.71 mmHg·min·nl−1
sΩ,T 0.86 mmHg
−1
P¯T,ref 4.5 mmHg
ΦT,base,PCT 0.02 nl·min−1·cm−1
ΦT,base,PST 0.05 nl·min−1·cm−1
κPST,PCT 0.60 µm·s−1
κDL,TAL 0.40 µm·s−1
Vmax,PCT 8.40 nmol·cm−2s−1
Vmax,PST,DL 0.0 nmol·cm−2s−1
Vmax,TAL 18.15 nmol·cm−2s−1
associated with the vasoconstrictive response.
As in Ref. [93], the profiles αT (x), βT (x), ΦT,base(x), RT,ss(x), Vmax(x), κ(x),
and CT,ext(x) are given as piecewise functions. To avoid numerical errors that may
arise from using a centered finite-difference method to compute the derivatives of
discontinuous functions, we replaced them by appropriate smooth approximations.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Base-case spatiotemporal behavior
Using base-case parameters and a fixed afferent arteriole inflow pressure of P0(t) =
100 mmHg, we computed fluid pressure, fluid flow rate, and luminal radius along
the model vessel and nephron, and we also computed Cl− concentration along the
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Table 3.3: Time-averaged base-case predictions at steady afferent arteriole inflow
pressure of 100 mmHg. P0 and PD denote afferent arteriole entrance and exit pres-
sure, respectively. Subscripts T , LB, and MD denote tubular entrance, loop bend,
and macula densa, respectively.
P0 100.00 mmHg
PD 49.87 mmHg
QAA 319.27 nl·min−1
PT 13.02 mmHg
PLB 8.87 mmHg
PMD 7.03 mmHg
QT 30.07 nl·min−1
QLB 7.16 nl·min−1
QMD 7.16 nl·min−1
CT 115.00 mM
CLB 250.41 mM
CMD 32.15 nM
proximal tubule and loop of Henle. Model variables associated with the afferent ar-
teriole exhibit spontaneous limit-cycle oscillations (vasomotion): the interactions of
Ca2+ and K+ fluxes, which are mediated by voltage-gated and voltage-calcium-gated
channels, respectively, give rise to periodicity in the transport of those two ions. This
results in time-periodic variations in cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration, phosphoryla-
tion, and cross-bridges formation with the attending muscle stress, similar to results
obtained in previous modeling studies [61, 27, 145]. Periodic variations in vascular
luminal radius translate into variations in vascular resistance, fluid pressure, fluid
flow, glomerular filtration rate, and eventually, tubular flow and solute transport.
Figure 3.2 depicts the time courses of fluid pressure, and fluid flow at the entrance,
middle, and exit of the afferent arteriole, as well as fluid pressure, fluid flow, and
tubular fluid Cl− concentration at the entrance of the proximal tubule, loop bend,
and macula densa. Time averaged values of model’s predictions are summarized in
Table 3.3.
Snapshots in time of pressure, flow rate, and Cl− concentration are shown in
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Figure 3.2: Base-case temporal predictions. A1, A2: pressure and flow rate in the
afferent arteriole (AA); B1, B2: pressure and flow rate along the proximal tubule
and loop of Henle; C1, C2: tubular fluid Cl− concentration at loop bend and macula
densa, respectively.
Fig. 3.3. Flow rate along the afferent arteriole is constant, which results in an
approximately linear decrease in fluid pressure, whereas flow rate decreases along
the proximal tubule and loop of Henle as determined by the outward-directed water
flux term ΦT (x, t). Chloride concentration along the proximal tubule remains almost
flat, increases along the descending limb and then progressively decreases along the
thick ascending limb.
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Figure 3.3: Spatial profiles of fluid pressure (solid lines) and flow rate (dashed lines)
along the afferent arteriole (A) and along the proximal tubule and loop of Henle (B).
C: tubular fluid Cl− concentration profile. Afferent arteriole and tubular lengths are
normalized by LAA and LT , respectively. Dotted line indicate the position of the loop
bend. Profiles change dynamically due to spontaneous vasomotion. Profiles shown
are snapshots at time t = 25 s (see Fig. 3.2).
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3.3.2 Autoregulatory response to steady pressure perturbations
We studied the model’s response to sustained P0(t) perturbations. Figure 3.4 displays
the normalized deviations of time-averaged pressure and flow at various locations
within the model nephron, and Cl− concentration at the macula densa, as functions
of a range of time-independent P0 values. These deviations were normalized by the
corresponding base-case values of Table 3.3. Two sets of simulations were carried out:
one with the full model (solid lines), and one with the myogenic response disabled
(dashed lines). The latter case was implemented by setting the myogenic current
I imyo(t) to zero.
At low inflow pressure (P0 < 100 mmHg), the full model predicts vasodilation,
which reduces vascular resistance and raises downstream pressure; at high pressure
(P0 > 100 mmHg), the afferent arteriole smooth muscle cells constrict, with opposite
effects. With these myogenic responses, the model attains a hemodynamic “plateau”
for P0 that falls within the range 90–190 mmHg, where time-averaged downstream
fluid pressure and flow values remain close to base-case values.
The sigmoidal dependence of I¯ imyo on pressure deviations (see Table 3.1) implies
lower and upper limits beyond which the induced I imyo fails to provide further al-
teration in smooth muscle membrane potential. Due to this restriction, vascular
diameter at low (P0 < 80 mmHg) or high (P0 > 200 mmHg) pressures does not
adjust sufficiently. As a result, some of the pressure perturbation is transmitted
downstream. Because the model afferent arteriole fails to adequately compensate,
outflow delivery deviates noticeably from base case.
When the myogenic response was disabled, the model predicted a steady increase
in vascular and tubular fluid pressure and flow, as P0 was increased. It is noteworthy
that macula densa Cl− concentration is highly sensitive to increases in tubular inflow
conditions (Fig. 3.4E). However, at low inflow pressure and tubular flow, Cl− con-
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Figure 3.4: Autoregulatory responses to sustained steady P0 perturbations, ob-
tained with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) the myogenic response. Results
are shown as deviations from base-case values, normalized by respective reference
values (listed in Table 3.3). A, B: afferent arteriole outflow pressure and flow rate,
respectively; C, D: proximal tubule inflow pressure and flow rate, respectively; E:
tubular fluid Cl− concentration at macula densa.
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centration at thick ascending limb becomes low enough that the active reabsorption
of Cl− is sufficiently slow to be balanced by the passive diffusion into the lumen. At
this point, a “static head” is reached, in which the axial gradient of the luminal Cl−
concentration profile near the macula densa approaches zero, and Cl− concentration
at macula densa no longer decreases as inflow pressure is further lowered.
3.3.3 Response to step-pressure changes
We simulated the responses of flow and Cl− transport to a rapid step-like increase
and decrease in P0(t). Specifically, the afferent arteriole inflow pressure had the form
P0(t) = P¯0 ± Pp1 + tanh(t/sp)
2
, (3.33)
where P¯0 = 100 mmHg, Pp = 15 mmHg, and sp = 0.10 s. With these parameters, the
pressure step approximately completes within ∼0.5 s. Results are shown in Fig. 3.5.
With both pressure up- and down-steps, the responses of pressure and flow rate
at the afferent arteriole and the proximal tubule were almost instant. In contrast,
the response of the macula densa Cl− concentration had a delay of ∼5 s. Follow-
ing the step perturbations, all variables underwent a transient overshoot that lasted
considerably longer for the pressure down-step than the pressure up-step. Charac-
teristically, the Cl− concentration response induced by the pressure down-step was
fully developed within ∼40 s, while for the pressure up-step the response was fully
developed within ∼25 s. It is also noteworthy that the deviation in macula densa Cl−
concentration, relative to its base-case value, is much larger than the corresponding
relative change in pressures and flow rates.
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Figure 3.5: Model responses to step-pressure changes in afferent arteriole inflow
pressure. Solid lines: step-increase; dashed lines: step-decrease. A, B: afferent
arteriole inflow and outflow pressures, respectively; C, D: proximal tubule inflow
pressure and flow rate, respectively; E: tubular fluid Cl− concentration at macula
densa.
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3.3.4 Spectral response to sinusoidal pressure perturbations
To study the characteristics of the transduction of oscillations in P0(t) into oscilla-
tions in fluid flow and tubular Cl− transport, we superimposed a sinusoidal pertur-
bation onto P0(t), i.e., for t ≥ 0 we applied an inflow pressure of
P0(t) = P¯0 + Pp sin(2pifextt), (3.34)
where P¯0 = 100 mmHg and Pp = 2.5 mmHg. The frequency fext was varied between
0 and 250 mHz.
Figure 3.6 shows the power spectral density of proximal tubule inflow pressure for
three fext values: 0, 30, 60 mHz. To compute power spectra, we sampled the proximal
tubule inflow pressure at 80 Hz, over the time window 100 ≤ t ≤ 1738 s. At t =
100 s, practically all transient responses had dissipated. The sampled pressure values
were normalized by 13 mmHg and the resulting time series was used to compute
power spectra. For the numerical evaluation of all power spectra presented here no
windowing is used, which results in spectral leakage and consequently widening of
the associated spectral peaks.
The case with fext = 0 corresponds to the base case where no external forcing
was applied; thus, Fig. 3.6C1 is the same as the top time course in Fig. 3.2B1. In
this case, model variables oscillated with frequency fmyo = 165 mHz, driven by the
spontaneous vasomotion exhibited by the afferent arteriole. The spectrum shown in
Fig. 3.6C2 contains a single peak at fmyo. The harmonics 2fmyo, 3fmyo, etc. are also
present (harmonics not shown).
Sinusoidal forcing introduces complexities into the power spectra of the system.
When an external forcing of 30 mHz was applied, the resulting power spectrum
(Fig. 3.6B2) shows not only the frequencies of the forcing and vasomotion (at 30 and
165 mHz, respectively), harmonics of the forcing (60, 90, 120, 150 mHz), but also
linear combinations of these frequencies (105, 135, 195 mHz), which arise from a phe-
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Figure 3.6: Proximal tubule inflow pressure responses to pressure perturbations
at fext = 60 mHz (A1), 30 mHz (B1), and 0 mHz (C1, unperturbed pressure, i.e.,
Fig. 3.2B1). Corresponding power spectra are shown in A2, B2, C2, respectively.
Dotted lines denote fext and vasomotion frequency fmyo.
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nomenon known as heterodyning (see Discussion). A similar analysis can be applied
to the power spectrum obtained when a 60 mHz forcing was imposed (Fig. 3.6A2).
The model’s response to P0 oscillations at frequencies 0–250 mHz is summarized
in Fig. 3.7, which shows the power spectral density (color coded) of the frequency
components (horizontal axis) corresponding to the forcing frequencies. The magenta
lines identify spectral peaks, which arise from vasomotion, external forcing, hetero-
dyning, and harmonics. The line labelled fmyo, which corresponds to vasomotion,
runs parallel to the fext-axis, which suggests that the vasomotion frequency is insen-
sitive to the forcing frequency of the applied perturbations. The line labelled fext,
which corresponds to the frequency of the external forcing, extends from the origin
and runs diagonally across the f–fext plane. One can also discern additional lines
that extend from the origin. These lines, which can be approximated by f = kfext,
where k = 2, 3, . . . , correspond to the harmonics of the forcing frequency. Heterodyn-
ing, which generates frequencies from mixing the forcing and myogenic frequencies,
gives rise to lines αfmyo ± βfext = 0, where α and β are integers.
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Figure 3.8: Proximal tubule inflow pressure responses to pressure perturbations at
fext = 60 mHz (A1) and 30 mHz (B1), obtained with the myogenic response disabled.
Corresponding power spectra are shown in A2, B2, respectively. Dotted lines denote
fext and vasomotion frequency fmyo.
Interestingly, the model also revealed a small range of fext for which only one
dominant frequency can be identified. That region corresponds to the narrow sparse
band of 160 ≤ fext ≤ 170 mHz in Fig. 3.4. In this region, fext is sufficiently close
to fmyo that the two oscillations synchronize, resulting in the disappearance of all
frequencies that would otherwise be generated from heterodyning.
Next we considered the signal transduction properties of different segments of
the nephron. To that end, we applied sinusoidal inflow pressure perturbations at
30 mHz, and computed oscillations in tubular fluid pressure, fluid flow, and chloride
concentration at the proximal tubule entrance, loop bend, and macula densa. Those
time courses, normalized by the respective reference values (listed in Table 3.3), are
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Figure 3.9: Pressure, flow, and [Cl−] oscillations, driven by sinusoidal pressure
forcing at 30 mHz, obtained at proximal tubule entrance (top row), loop bend (mid-
dle row), and macula densa (bottom row). Time courses have been normalized by
respective reference values (listed in Table 3.3).
shown in Fig. 3.9. Due to the tortuosity of the proximal tubule which results in
a model tubule of considerable length, and to the nonlinear dependence of ΩT on
distal tubular pressure, significant damping is observed in the pressure oscillations. A
comparison of proximal tubule inflow and thick ascending limb outflow pressure time
courses reveals an amplitude reduction of ∼75% in agreement with measurements
[72]. If ΩT were fixed, the amplitude damping is lowered to ∼50% (results not
shown).
The more significant damping on flow oscillations along the proximal tubule and
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descending limb is attributable to the assumption of fractional reabsorption, such
that water reabsorption is proportional to glomerular filtration rate (Eq. (3.29)).
Recall that boundary chloride concentration at the proximal tubule was assumed
constant. Thus, the oscillations in [Cl−] at the loop bend arose from oscillations
in fluid flow rate and the resulting oscillations in Cl− transport along the proximal
tubule and descending limb. It is noteworthy that Cl− oscillations of significant
amplitude were generated both at low and high frequencies. A comparison between
the [Cl−] profiles at loop bend and macula densa suggests that the thick ascending
limb imposes significant damping on [Cl−] oscillations, especially at high frequencies.
In other words, the thick ascending limb serves as a low-pass filter for the [Cl−] signal.
Besides mediating spontaneous vasomotion, the myogenic response determines
arteriolar flow and pressure, and thus also tubular transport. To study the impacts of
the myogenic response on the spectral complexity of the tubular fluid oscillations, we
repeated the above simulations for fext = 30 and 60 mHz, with the myogenic response
disabled. That is, we set I imyo(t) = 0 for all smooth muscles. The resulting proximal
tubule inflow pressure time courses and the corresponding power spectral densities
are shown in Fig. 3.8. A comparison of Fig. 3.8, panels A2 and B2, with Fig. 3.6,
panels A2 and B2, suggests that the absence of the myogenic response significantly
reduces the spectral complexity of the tubular flow oscillations. In Figs. 3.8A2 and
3.8B2, the only clearly identifiable peaks are found at fmyo = 165 mHz, and fext = 30
or 60 mHz, and at the major heterodynes at fmyo±fext. Unlike in Fig. 3.6, harmonics
and other heterodynes are substantially weaker.
3.3.5 Spectral response to sinusoidal electrical perturbations
Besides the myogenic response considered thus far, the afferent arteriole is the effector
also of a number of other regulatory mechanisms. One such mechanism is the TGF
mechanism, by which an electrical signal is sent to distal afferent arteriole cells to
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induce vasoconstriction or vasodilation in response to variations in luminal fluid Cl−
concentration near the macula densa. It is known that TGF can lead to oscillations in
tubular fluid flow and Cl− transport. To simulate that oscillatory signal, and to study
the spectral complexity of the tubular flow oscillations that the signal generates, we
kept P0 constant at 100 mmHg and applied a sinusoidal current
Iext(t) = CmIp sin(2pifextt), (3.35)
to the membrane potential dynamics, Eq. (3.1), of the 20 smooth muscles proximal to
the glomerulus. To facilitate a comparison between these simulations with the ones
carried with sinusoidal pressure perturbations, the amplitude Ip was set to 4 mV·s−1,
so that at fext = 30 mHz the amplitudes of the induced proximal tubule pressure
oscillations were similar in the two sets of simulations.
The electrical perturbation induced periodic polarization and depolarization in
the 20 afferent arteriole cells to which the current was applied, as well as in all
upstream arteriole cells, albeit to a lesser extent, owing to the intercellular coupling
via gap junctions and via the endothelium.
The interactions among spontaneous vasomotion (at fmyo) and electrically-in-
duced vasomotion (at fext) resulted in composite periodic oscillations in vascular
resistance, afferent arteriole flow, glomerular filtration rate, tubular flow, and Cl−
transport. Proximal tubule inflow pressure oscillations are shown in Fig. 3.10 (A1
and B1), for fext = 60 and 30 mHz. The power spectra, obtained as described above,
exhibit complexity similar to those obtained for sinusoidal pressure perturbations
(compare with Fig. 3.6). Harmonics and heterodynes can be identified in the power
spectra (Fig. 3.10, A2 and B2). Further, a contour plot of power spectral density as
a function of f and fext is qualitatively similar to Fig. 3.7 (not shown).
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3.4 Discussion
We have developed a mathematical model that simulates fluid flow along the afferent
arteriole, glomerulus, and short-loop nephron in a rat kidney. The model predicts
dynamical fluid pressure, flow rate, and Cl− concentration profiles (Fig. 3.3). Also,
within the afferent arteriole smooth muscles, the model predicts that interactions
among Ca2+ and K+ membrane transports spontaneously generate cytosolic Ca2+
oscillations resulting in vasomotion with frequency ∼165 mHz [27, 145].
The model afferent arteriole’s myogenic response is based on the assumption that
changes in luminal pressure induce changes in the activity of nonselective cation
channels, which in turn changes the smooth muscle cell membrane potential that
sets the vascular tone and thus resistance to blood flow. Through its myogenic
response, the model afferent arteriole is effective in maintaining almost stable afferent
arteriole’s outflow for steady inflow pressure in the range 90–190 mmHg. As a result,
flow and Cl− transport in the renal tubule are also stabilized in that range of inflow
pressures (Fig. 3.4). A stable glomerular filtration rate is essential for maintaining
normal kidney functions. Abnormally high arteriolar pressure that is not effectively
regulated by the afferent arteriole may lead to damages in the glomerulus, whereas
exceedingly low glomerular filtration may impair the elimination of waste products
such as urea and creatinine. Indeed, failure to adjust doses of drugs that are normally
excreted by the kidneys, e.g., aminoglycoside antibiotics and heparin, may lead to
accumulation of those drugs at toxic levels.
In addition to studying the model’s response to steady pressure perturbations,
we obtained model results for periodic pressure or electrical forcing. A prediction
of the model nephron is that heterodyning increases the complexity of the power
spectra associated with the oscillations of fluid flow and Cl− transport variables.
Heterodyning is the phenomenon in which when two input frequencies (which, in
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our case, correspond to spontaneous vasomotion and the pressure or electrical forc-
ing) are combined in a nonlinear signal processor, new frequencies are generated that
are linear combinations of the original frequencies. As can be observed in Figs. 3.6,
3.7, 3.8, and 3.10, the heterodynes are associated with frequencies at approximately
αfmyo+βfext, where α and β are integers. The strongest of such peaks are predicted
at the frequencies fmyo ± fext. These peaks have been previously identified experi-
mentally using spectral analysis in Sprague-Dawley and spontaneously hypertensive
rats [135, 29].
With appropriate forcing frequencies, the model predicts spectral peaks in the
low frequency band around or below 10–20 mHz (see Figs. 3.6, 3.7, and 3.10). These
peaks are heterodynes that arise from the interaction between the external forcing
and the spontaneous vasomotion, or between their harmonics. (Note that TGF
may be seen as an instance of (almost) periodic external electrical forcing.) It has
been previously proposed that spectral peaks in this frequency range, which have
been identified in vivo and in vitro using spectral analysis [80, 81, 151], indicate
the existence of a third autoregulatory mechanism. Our model results suggest that
heterodyning may explain, or at least contribute to, the generation of these slow
oscillations.
Previous efforts in modeling renal autoregulation include a model of the myogenic
control of the afferent arteriole by Lush and Fray [109], who used that model to
study the steady-state autoregulation of renal blood flow in the dog kidney. Further,
Moore et al. [121] presented a steady-state model of the renal vascular and tubular
systems to simulate TGF and myogenic mechanisms. Because these models focused
on steady-state autoregulation, details of the kinetics of the ionic transport and
arteriolar muscle mechanisms were not represented.
In this study, the representation of the smooth muscle cells in the afferent ar-
teriole submodel is based on our previous work [27, 145], which was in turn based
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on a model for the cat cerebral arterioles developed by Gonzalez-Fernandez and Er-
mentrout [61], with appropriate adjustments in parameters and the addition of the
myogenic response. The model in Ref. [61] was also adopted by Marsh et al. [112]
to study the interactions between myogenic response and TGF. In that model, myo-
genic responses were generated only by oscillatory transmural pressure, although
experimental observations have indicated that changes in mean pressure also in-
duce myogenic responses [106]. In contrast, our model exhibits myogenic responses
as a function of both pressure and its rate of change, with the current associated
with the myogenic response chosen such that the autoregulatory plateau agrees with
experimental findings (Fig. 3.4). Another difference is that the myogenic model in
Ref. [112] represents only two myogenically active afferent arteriolar segments. Thus,
each submodel represents a rather long segment along the afferent arteriole, whereas
in the present study, each afferent arteriolar cell submodel roughly corresponds to
an afferent arteriole cell [102], with parameters adjusted for each cell based on the
observation that the arteriolar cells are exposed to different external environments
(e.g., intravascular fluid pressure).
The present model can be used as an essential component in models of integrated
renal hemodynamic regulation. An important renal autoregulatory mechanism that
is not represented in the current model is the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) sys-
tem, which is a negative feedback loop in which glomerular filtration rate is adjusted
according to Cl− concentration that is sensed downstream in the nephron tubule by
the macula densa cells. Our decision not to include TGF in this study was driven
by the goal to paint a clear picture of the roles of myogenic response and vasomo-
tion, and their interactions, in renal blood flow, and our belief that the inclusion of
a feedback mechanism should be done only after a thorough understanding of the
individual components.
By incorporating the TGF response in future studies, one may study the interac-
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Figure 3.10: Proximal tubule inflow pressure responses to electrical perturbations
at fext = 60 mHz (row A) and 30 mHz (row B), and corresponding power spectra.
Dotted lines denote fext and vasomotion frequency fmyo.
tions between the myogenic and TGF responses, which share the afferent arteriole as
a common effector. Further down the road, by coupling a number of these nephrovas-
cular hemodynamics models, one can investigate the propagation of vasomotor and
TGF response along the renal vasculature.
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4Assessment of Renal Autoregulation
4.1 Introduction
The generally stable glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a result of renal autoreg-
ulation, as is the protection of glomerular capillaries from excessive intravascular
pressure and shear stress. Renal autoregulation is mediated by several mechanisms:
the myogenic response, which is a property of the preglomerular vasculature wherein
a rise in intravascular pressure elicits a reflex constriction that generates a compen-
satory increase in vascular resistance; and the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF),
a negative feedback response that balances glomerular filtration with tubular reab-
sorptive capacity [37, 73, 82]. A third mechanism has been speculated to make a
minor contribution; this mechanism appears to be much slower and remains poorly
understood [82, 150]. A fourth mechanism, which has been termed connecting-tubule
TGF, appears to induce dilation in the afferent arteriole when sodium concentration
rises in the connecting tubule [137].
The major autoregulatory mechanisms, myogenic response and TGF, operate via
depolarization of the afferent arteriole smooth muscle cells. By sharing a common
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of model configuration. Red arrows represent myo-
genic and TGF currents. R, P , Q, C, and Ω denote radius, fluid pressure, fluid flow,
concentration, and resistance. Afferent arteriole segment is shown with a reduced
number of smooth muscles (SM). Inset: Equivalent circuit of the model vasculature.
effector, the two mechanisms are expected to interact. To study the two mechanisms
and their interactions, we have developed a mathematical model that combines the
myogenic response and TGF at the nephrovascular level in the rat kidney. The other
two mechanisms, which are less well characterized, are not considered. We use the
model to assess the relative contributions of myogenic response and TGF to overall
autoregulation, under physiological and pathophysiological conditions.
4.2 Mathematical model
A schematic diagram of the renal autoregulation model is given in Fig. 4.1. The
model consists of three major components: (i) an afferent arteriole segment [145],
(ii) glomerular filtration [41], and (iii) a short loop nephron segment [90]. These
components are described below.
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4.2.1 Afferent arteriole submodel
The representation of the afferent arteriole segment is based on a model previously
developed by us [145]. It represents an afferent arteriole segment consisting of a
series of NAA = 101 smooth muscle cell models [27], electrically coupled via gap
junctions and via an endothelial cell layer. The cellular dynamics of each smooth
muscle cell, influenced by the autoregulatory mechanisms, determine the vascular
tone. The resulting vascular resistance is the main determinant of blood flow and
single-nephron GFR (SNGFR) (see below).
Each smooth muscle cell model incorporates cell membrane potential, transmem-
brane ionic transports, cytosolic Ca2+ regulation, and muscle contraction. The in-
teractions between Ca2+ and K+ fluxes, which are mediated by voltage-gated and
voltage-calcium-gated channels, respectively, give rise to the development of spon-
taneous oscillations in membrane potential. This in turn results in oscillations in
cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration and muscle tone.
Detailed descriptions of the afferent arteriole smooth muscle cell and vessel models
can be found in Refs. [27, 145]. Here we summarize key components of the model
and highlight modifications from previous models.
Smooth muscle cell membrane potential
The smooth muscle cells that form the afferent arteriole are indexed by i, where i = 1
and i = NAA denote the cells proximate to the renal artery (z = 0) and glomerulus
(z = LAA), respectively. The rate of change of the membrane potential v
i
m of the
i-th smooth muscle is a function of the sum of transmembrane currents
Cm
dvim
dt
= −I iL − I iK − I iCa + I im−m + I im−e + I iMR + I iTGF, (4.1)
where Cm denotes the cell capacitance, and I
i
L, I
i
K, I
i
Ca, I
i
m−m, I
i
m−e denote trans-
membrane leak current, potassium current, calcium current, gap junctional current
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between smooth muscle cells, and gap junctional current between smooth muscle cell
and the endothelium, respectively. The remaining currents, I iMR and I
i
TGF, arise from
the operation of the myogenic response and TGF (see below).
Myogenic response The model assumes that the activity of non-selective cation chan-
nels is shifted by changes in intravascular pressure, such that the smooth muscle
membrane depolarizes with increasing intravascular pressure and vice versa. This
process is represented by a pressure-dependent current I iMR in Eq. (4.1) given by
d
dt
I iMR(t) =
{
−kinc
(
I iMR(t)− I¯ iMR(P iAA(t))
)
, if d
dt
P iAA(t− τm) ≥ 0,
−kdec
(
I iMR(t)− I¯ iMR(P iAA)(t)
)
, if d
dt
P iAA(t− τm) < 0,
(4.2)
where P iAA denotes the intravascular pressure. The rate of change of I
i
MR at time
t depends on the direction in which P iAA is changing at an earlier time t − τm.
If d
dt
P iAA(t − τm) ≥ 0, then the afferent arteriole responds to a pressure increase;
conversely, if d
dt
P iAA(t−τm) < 0, the afferent arteriole responds to a pressure decrease.
The target current I¯ iMR increases with pressure and saturates at sufficiently large
perturbations; see Fig. 4.2A. Specifically, I¯ iMR is given by the following sigmoidal
function:
I¯ iMR(P
i
AA) = Cm
(
IMR,min+
IMR,max − IMR,min
1−
(
IMR,max
IMR,min
)
exp
(− sMR(P iAA(t− τm)− P¯ iAA))
)
(4.3)
The reference pressure P¯ iAA varies among the cells inasmuch as the baseline luminal
pressure profiles, which reduces linearly along the vessel from 95 mmHg to 50 mmHg.
The model assumes that the myogenic current is a function of local pressure only,
whereas channel-mediated currents typically depend on membrane potential and
resting potential. Because the cation channels that might be involved in the myogenic
response have yet to be identified, the related resting potential too is unknown.
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Owing to these uncertainties, the simplifying assumption of a pressure-dependent
myogenic current is made.
To model the asymmetry in the vasoresponse time courses reported in [106, 105],
the rate constants kinc and kdec in Eq. (4.2), which correspond to pressure increase
and decrease, are set to 0.55 s−1 and 0.13 s−1, respectively. Similarly, the response
delay τm is set to 0.3 s for pressure increase and to 1 s for pressure decrease.
Tubuloglomerular feedback The TGF signal is represented by the current I iTGF, which
is applied to the smooth muscles spanning the distal 60 µm of the afferent arteriole.
The current I iTGF is assumed to exhibit a sigmoidal dependence on intratubular
macula densa [Cl−] (denoted CMD),
I iTGF(CMD) = Cm
ITGF,min + ITGF,max − ITGF,min
1−
(
ITGF,max
ITGF,min
)
exp(−sTGF(CMD − C¯MD))
 , (4.4)
where C¯MD = 32 mM is the operating macula densa [Cl
−]. The parameters ITGF,max,
ITGF,min, and sTGF determine the dynamic range and open-loop gain of TGF.
Calcium dynamics and crossbridge phoshorylation Free cytosolic Ca2+ concentration,
denoted ci, is assumed in equilibrium with the buffer BT and is related to influx
though the membrane channels I iCa by
dci
dt
=
(Kd + c
i)2
(Kd + ci)2 +KdBT
(
− αCaI iCa − kCaci
)
, (4.5)
where αCa, which depends on the cytosolic volume and valence of the calcium ion,
relates the calcium current to changes in cytosolic [Ca2+], and kCa is the first-order
rate constant for cytosolic calcium extrusion [26]. Cytosolic [Ca2+] determines the
phosphorylation level ψi
ψi =
(ci)3
c3M + (c
i)3
, (4.6)
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which in turn determines the fraction of formed crossbridges, denoted ωi, according
to
dωi
dt
= kψ
( ψi
ψi + ψM
− ωi
)
. (4.7)
Parameters value can be found in Table 4.2.
Muscle mechanics To represent muscle mechanics, we have adopted the model for-
mulated by Secomb and co-workers [21, 3, 20]. In this model, vasomotion is driven
by the balance between pressure-induced tension, T iP, and wall tension, T
i
wall. Wall
tension consists of a passive and an active components, T iwall = T
i
pass + T
i
act. The
active wall tension component is given by
T iact = ω
iT iact,max, (4.8)
where T iact,max is the maximum active tension that can be generated at a given vessel
circumference (see below). The muscle activation level is taken equal to the fraction
of formed crossbridges ωi.
For a given smooth muscle luminal radius RiAA, the following wall tensions are
developed
T ipass = Cpass,0 exp
(
Cpass,1
( RiAA
RAA,c
− 1
))
, (4.9)
T iact,max = Cact,0 exp
((RiAA/RAA,c − Cact,1
Cact,2
)2)
. (4.10)
Parameter values are listed in Table 4.3. Tension arising from transmural pressure
is given by the Laplace law:
T iP = (P
i
AA − Pext)RiAA. (4.11)
The extravascular pressure Pext is assumed constant at 5 mmHg.
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The difference between pressure-induced tension and the wall tension gives rise
to changes in vascular radius
dRiAA
dt
=
1
τc
(
T iP − ξiT iwall
)
. (4.12)
Because the hydrostatic pressure P iAA decreases along the vessel, baseline T
i
P also
decreases axially. Thus, a scaling factor ξi, which decreases linearly from 4/3 to 2/3
along the vessel, is included to scale the wall tension accordingly.
Blood flow
To compute vascular blood flow, we assume that the model afferent arteriole is con-
nected in series to a pre-afferent arteriolar resistor ΩRA and a post-afferent arteriolar
resistor ΩEA; see inset in Fig. 4.1. The overall resistance of the model afferent arte-
riole is computed from the radius profile
ΩAA =
8µAA
pi
∫ LAA
0
dz
RAA(z)4
, (4.13)
where µAA denotes blood viscosity.
The perfusion pressure PRA is assumed known a priori. The post-efferent arteri-
olar pressure PEA,end is kept constant at 0 mmHg. We assume simple Poiseuille flow
so that arteriolar flow can be computed from the pressure drop along the afferent
arteriole and the arteriolar resistance
QAA =
PRA − PAA(t, LAA)
ΩRA + ΩAA
. (4.14)
Along the post-glomerular vascular segment, blood flow is given by the difference
between arteriolar flow and SNGFR, and is related to pressure drop and vascular
resistance as follows:
QAA −QF = PGL(t, LGL)− PEA,end
ΩEA
. (4.15)
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where PGL(t, LGL) is the hydrostatic pressure at the end of the glomerular capillary
(see below). The relation between PAA(t, LAA) and PGL(t, LGL) is described in the
following subsection. The values of ΩRA and ΩEA are chosen such that in the base
case they account for 5% and 50% of the pressure drop PRA − PEA,end, respectively.
Blood pressure at the entrance of the afferent arteriole is P0 = PRA−QAAΩRA, and
the pressure gradient along the arteriolar lumen is given by the Poiseuille equation
∂PAA
∂z
= − 8µAA
piR4AA
QAA. (4.16)
4.2.2 Glomerulus submodel
To model glomerular filtration, we adopt the model developed by Deen et al. [41]. The
glomerulus is represented as a single capillary extending from y = 0 to y = LGL, with
the two end-points corresponding to the connections with the afferent and efferent
arterioles, respectively. Let QGL and CGL denote the plasma flow rate and plasma
protein concentration, respectively. Based on conservation of plasma mass, we have
∂QGL
∂y
= −Kf
(
PGL − PF − pi
)
, (4.17)
where Kf is the ultrafiltration coefficient. PGL is the hydrostatic pressure, assumed
to decrease linearly along the capillary PGL = PAA(t, LAA) − y∆PGL/LGL, where
∆PGL is constant. PF denotes the proximal tubule inflow pressure (computed in the
subsection below), and pi denotes colloid osmotic pressure
pi = αGL1CGL + αGL2C
2
GL. (4.18)
Conservation of protein yields CGL(t, y)QGL(t, y) = CGL(t, 0)QGL(t, 0), which to-
gether with Eq. (4.17) results in
∂CGL
∂y
=
Kf
QGL(t, 0)
C2GL(t, 0)
CGL(t, 0)
(
PGL − PF − pi
)
. (4.19)
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Plasma protein concentration entering the glomerulus is assumed fixed at 5.5 g/dl.
Plasma enters at a rate determined by hematocrit Ht and arteriolar blood flow
QGL(0, t) = (1−Ht)QAA(t). (4.20)
Integrating Eq. (4.19), one obtains CGL(LGL, t), which is used to computeQGL(LGL, t)
from the conservation of plasma mass. SNGFR is given by
QF(t) = QGL(0, t)−QGL(LGL, t). (4.21)
4.2.3 Tubule submodel
The tubule model, based on a previously-applied TGF model [90], represents a proxi-
mal tubule followed by a short loop of Henle, extending from x = 0 (connection with
the glomerulus) to x = LTB (site of macula densa). More specifically, the tubule
model comprises the proximal convoluted tubule (5 mm), proximal straight tubule
(2.5 mm), descending limb (1.5 mm), and thick ascending limb (5 mm) (see Fig. 4.1).
The model predicts intratubular pressure (PTB), water flow rate (QTB), and Cl
−
concentration (CTB). Tubular walls are assumed to be compliant, with a radius that
depends passively on transmural pressure gradient
RTB = αTB(PTB − Pext) + βTB, (4.22)
where αTB characterizes tubular compliance, and βTB is the unpressurized radius.
Water transport
Tubular water flow is assumed to be pressure driven. The proximal tubule and the
initial segment of the descending limb of Henle’s loop are water permeable. Taking
the transmural water flux ΦTB into account, pressure and flow rate along the model
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nephron are given by
∂PTB
∂x
= − 8µTB
piR4TB
QTB, (4.23)
∂QTB
∂x
= −2piRTB∂RTB
∂t
− ΦTB. (4.24)
At the site of macula densa, the model tubule is connected to a resistance ΩDT,
at the end of which pressure is assumed to be fixed at PDT,end = 2 mmHg. Thus,
tubular fluid pressure and flow at the macula densa are related by
PTB(LTB, t) = PDT,end +QTB(LTB, t)ΩDT. (4.25)
Micropuncture studies indicate a strong passive dependence of distal tubule’s resis-
tance on pressure [32]. Consequently, ΩDT is modeled with a sigmoidal dependence
on intratubular pressure
ΩDT = ΩDT,ref
(
1− tanh
(PDT − 4.5
1.16
))
, (4.26)
where PDT (given in mmHg) is the average of PTB(t, LTB) and PDT,end.
Transmural water flux depends on SNGFR and on perfusion pressure
ΦTB = SGTB(QF)SPN(PRA)ΦTB,base, (4.27)
where ΦTB,base is the baseline water flux profile. The factor SGTB models glomero-
tubular balance [156, 158]
SGTB(QF) =
1
1 + 0.7
(
30
QF
− 1
) , (4.28)
where QF is given in nl/min. The second factor SPN accounts for pressure natriure-
sis, where proximal tubular water reabsorption decreases when perfusion pressure
increases,
SPN(PRA) = 1− 0.45
(
max(PRA, 80)
100
− 1
)
, (4.29)
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where PRA is in mmHg. The slope −0.45 is chosen so that proximal tubule reabsorp-
tion is reduced by 55% when perfusion pressure is raised to 200 mmHg.
Chloride transport
Chloride concentration along the tubule is given by conservation of mass
∂
∂t
(
piR2TBCTB
)
= − ∂
∂x
(
QTBCTB
)
− 2piRTB,ss
(
VmaxCTB
KM + CTB
+ κTB(CTB − CTB,ext)
)
where RTB,ss is the steady-state tubular radius. Interstitial Cl
− concentration, de-
noted CTB,ext, is set to 115 mM in the cortex and increases to 275 mM at the outer-
inner medullary boundary [94]. The first term in the last pair of parentheses cor-
responds to active solute transport characterized by Michaelis-Menten-like kinetics,
and the second term represents transepithelial diffusion with transmural permeabil-
ity κTB. Strictly speaking, Na
+ ion is actively transported via the Na+/K+-ATP
pump, with Cl− ion transported passively through the basolateral membrane. On
the apical side, the NKCC2 transporter binds one Na+ ion for each K+ or NH+4 ion
plus two Cl− ions. Thus, the Michaelis-Menten term in in the above equation is
an approximation, which appears to be sufficient. At the entrance of the proximal
tubule (x = 0), tubular fluid [Cl−] is set to 115 mM.
To represent glomerulotubular balance, whereby the NaCl and water reabsorption
along the proximal tubular varies in tandem, we assume that along the proximal
tubule, maximum active NaCl transport Vmax exhibits an analogous dependence upon
SNGFR and perfusion pressure as the transmural water flux ΦTB, given by
Vmax =
(
1 + 0.65
(
SGTB(QF)− 1
))(
1 + 2
(
SPN(PRA)− 1
))
Vmax,base, (4.30)
where Vmax,base is the baseline maximum transport rate along the proximal tubule.
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Figure 4.2: Autoregulatory currents, normalized by smooth muscle capacitance
Cm. A, normalized myogenic response current; B, normalized TGF current.
4.2.4 Parameters
The model involves a large number of parameters. Parameters for the afferent ar-
teriole model are adopted from Ref. [145]; parameters for the glomerular filtration
model are based on Refs. [4, 120]; parameters for the tubule model are adopted from
Ref. [90, 146]. Baseline profiles of selected parameters and the resulting steady-state
solution for the tubule model are shown on Fig. 4.3. Parameter values not found in,
or modified from, the above references are given in Tables 4.3–4.4.
The TGF current I iTGF has been constructed such that baseline open-loop TGF
gain equals 3 and that SNGFR falls within the range 20–40 nl/min, [95, 70]. The
target myogenic current I¯ iMR has been chosen as the lowest current necessary for the
model to predict stable time-averaged SNGFR for perfusion pressures in the range
80–180 mmHg [73, 148]. The two currents are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Baseline spatial profiles of model parameters and steady-state solu-
tion, normalized by respective boundary values. A, extratubular Cl− concentration
CTB,ext, water reabsorption rate ΦTB, and maximum active transport rate Vmax. B,
steady-state tubular pressure PTB, flow rate QTB, radius RTB, and intratubular Cl
−
concentration CTB, obtained for SNGFR 30 nl/min. Dotted lines indicate cortico-
medullary boundary, outer-inner stripe boundary, and loop bend.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Base-case predictions
The model equations were solved using baseline parameters and a steady perfusion
pressure PRA = 100 mmHg. The model predicts an arteriole flow that oscillates
around 280 nl/min. The oscillations involve a slow, TGF-mediated oscillation at
36 mHz, and a fast, myogenic oscillation at 167 mHz; see Fig. 4.4. Both oscillations
are initiated by periodic changes in afferent arteriole smooth muscle membrane po-
tential, which translate into fluctuations in vascular tone. The resulting vasomotion
alters the vascular resistance and blood delivery to the glomerulus, which transmits
the fluctuations to SNGFR and downstream tubular transport. Time-averaged, min-
imum, maximum, and amplitude values of key model variables are listed in Table 4.5.
A snapshot of the pressure, flow, and concentration profiles along the afferent arteri-
ole and tubule, together with the corresponding envelopes (minimum and maximum
values), is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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When TGF gain, which is proportional to the slope of the TGF response curve
at the operating point (Fig. 4.2B), is reduced to < 60% of its baseline value by
decreasing sTGF (Eq. (4.4)) accordingly, the TGF-mediated oscillations disappear,
whereas the myogenic oscillations persist (not shown).
4.3.2 Assessment of autoregulation
To assess the individual contributions of the myogenic and TGF mechanisms to re-
nal hemodynamic control, we conducted simulations in which we selectively inhibited
these mechanism by setting the appropriate currents (IMR and ITGF) in Eq. (4.1) to
zero. For each set of simulations, we compute time-averaged SNGFR and total arte-
riolar resistance for a range of steady renal perfusion pressure, from 60 to 200 mmHg.
These results are shown in Fig. 4.6. In the base case (curve labelled “i”), SNGFR
exhibits a wide plateau, where it stays within 5% of its baseline value, for perfu-
sion pressures 80–180 mmHg [74, 36]. For the same range, afferent arteriole outflow
pressure is also maintained close to its baseline value. In contrast, afferent arteriole
inflow pressure increases inasmuch as perfusion pressure, wheres in the middle of the
arteriole pressure varies between 65 and 120 mmHg, consistent with measurements
by Carmines et al. [22].
Hydrostatic pressure profiles along the arteriolar length for perfusion pressures
near the lower limit, center, and upper limit of the autoregulatory range are shown
in Fig. 4.7. The profound pressure drop occurring at the terminal vascular segment
is attributed in large part to the operation of TGF, which despite the gap junctional
coupling of the smooth muscles that allows the TGF signal to spread thought the
whole vessel, its effect is larger near its direct application site (i.e. distal 60 µm).
When both autoregulatory mechanisms are disabled (curve labelled “iv”), the
SNGFR curve is predicted to rise with a slightly concave-upward shape as pressure
increases, inasmuch as the higher blood pressure results in passive vasodilation, which
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Figure 4.4: Time-course of baseline fluid pressure, fluid flow, arteriolar resistance,
and tubular fluid [Cl−] at selected locations. Present are a slow, TGF mediated
oscillation (period ∼30 s) and a fast, myogenic oscillation (period ∼6 s). Subscripts
0, M, D denote afferent arteriole entrance, middle, and exit; subscripts F, LB, MD
denote proximal tubule entrance, loop bend, and macula densa.
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Figure 4.5: Base-case spatial profiles for afferent arteriole and tubular fluid pres-
sure, fluid flow, arteriolar resistance, and tubular fluid [Cl−]. Solid lines show profiles
obtained at time 15 s; associated envelopes are shown in dashed lines. Dotted lines
in panels B1–B3 indicate loop-bend position.
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Figure 4.6: Time-averaged SNGFR (A) and vascular resistance (B) as functions of
perfusion pressure. i, base case (full autoregulation); ii, TGF inhibited; iii, myogenic
response inhibited; iv, no autoregulation. Results suggest that the contribution of
myogenic response is substantially larger than TGF in stabilizing SNGFR.
lowers vascular resistance and yields a higher SNGFR. This result is consistent with
findings by Dokkum et al. in the fawn-hooded rat [164].
When only TGF is inhibited, the model predicts a rise in SNGFR for perfusion
pressure above baseline value, but the arteriolar resistance and SNGFR profiles gen-
erally follows the corresponding baseline profiles (see Fig. 4.6, curve labelled “ii”). In
contrast, when myogenic response is inhibited, SNGFR deviates substantially from
its baseline value when perfusion pressure exceeds 110 mmHg or falls below 80 mmHg
(see Fig. 4.6, curve labelled “iii”). These results indicate that the contribution of
TGF is significant only for a narrow range of pressure values around the baseline,
where pressure natriuresis induces significant changes in macula densa [Cl−], thereby
initiating a substantial TGF response and causing the appropriate changes in vascu-
lar tone to stabilize SNGFR. When perfusion pressure, and thus macula densa [Cl−],
deviate substantially from baseline, however, the TGF signal becomes ineffective
owing to its sigmoidal response (see Fig. 4.2B).
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Figure 4.7: Time-averaged blood pressure profiles along the model afferent arteriole
for perfusion pressures 90, 130, 170 mmHg. Afferent arteriole exit pressure it well
autoregulated despite the large perfusion pressure variation.
4.3.3 Response to rapid pressure increase
We study the model’s response to a rapid, step-like increase in input pressure from
80 to 160 mmHg. Figure 4.8 shows the imposed changes in the perfusion pressure
and the resulting autoregulatory currents and vascular resistance time courses. For
simplicity, the currents activating the myogenic response are shown only for the first
and last smooth muscles of the afferent arteriole.
After an initial delay, the pressure step induces a rapid vasoconstriction mediated
by nearly maximal IMR and ITGF (Fig. 4.8B). That constrictive response leads to an
overshoot in vascular resistance seen at 25 s (Fig. 4.8C). A slower response follows,
during which the proximal part of afferent arteriole remains constricted and absorbs
most of the applied perturbation, whereas the distal vascular segment dilates and
gradually returns to its reference dimension. During that phase, a transient oscilla-
tion is also observed that quickly dissipates after one period (∼30 s), consistent with
the biphasic responses reported by Just [82]. About 1.5 min after the pressure step,
the system attains a steady state with a SNGFR of 35.7 nl/min, which is 19% higher
than baseline, resulting in a rise in macula densa [Cl−] and a sustained constrictive
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TGF response.
To determine the origin of the transient oscillation described above, we first
note that the TGF current is transiently activated following the initial overshoot,
which suggests that the oscillation may be TGF-mediated. To assess the validity
of that hypothesis, we repeated the pressure-step simulation with TGF inhibited.
The model predicts an impaired autoregulatory response that is, when assessed in
terms of arteriolar resistance, ∼80% of the baseline value. A similar initial overshoot
in arteriolar resistance, with a smaller amplitude, is observed (see Fig. 4.8C). In
contrast, in the absence of TGF, that overshoot in arteriolar resistance is followed
by a gradual, monotonic decrease to its steady-state value. Hence, together these
observations suggest that the transient post-overshoot oscillation observed in the
base case is mediated by TGF.
Furthermore, the above results suggest that the contributions of TGF and myo-
genic mechanism to the overall vasoconstrictive response are approximately 20% and
80%, respectively, for the particular pressure step applied (80 to 160 mmHg). Note
that the exact split depends on the size of the pressure step. Recall that the con-
tribution of TGF to steady-state perfusion pressure perturbations is significant only
within a narrow band of pressure (Fig. 4.6). Thus, if the beginning and end pressure
values of the pressure step both fall within this pressure band, then the contribution
of TGF to the vasoconstrictive response is significantly larger (∼40%).
When the myogenic response is inhibited, with either TGF intact or similarly
inhibited, the afferent arteriole responds to the pressure step-perturbation with a
passive dilation (results not shown), resulting in no attenuation of the applied per-
turbation and thus a substantially higher SNGFR.
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Figure 4.8: Model response to pressure up-step. A, input perfusion pressure.
B, baseline myogenic and TGF currents. C, afferent arteriole resistance, for base
case and with TGF inhibited. Vascular resistance shows a biphasic response: an
overshoot, followed by a transient oscillation. That oscillation disappears when TGF
is inhibited.
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4.3.4 Rate-dependent response to pressure-ramp perturbations
Flemming et al. measured the response of renal vascular conductance to ramp-shaped
changes in renal perfusion pressure [55]. Their results indicate that the changes in
conductances are “markedly influenced by the velocity of pressure changes,” with
faster pressure changes inducing larger conductance increases. Further, that effect is
more pronounced during an increasing pressure-ramp as compared to a decreasing
ramp. To assess the underlying mechanisms leading to such rate-dependent vasore-
sponse we conducted the following simulations.
In separate simulations, we applied to the model’s perfusion pressure a fast
ramp-shaped perturbation at 1 mmHg/s, and a slow ramp-shaped perturbation at
0.1 mmHg/s. These pressure perturbations and the predicted vascular conductances
are shown in Figs. 4.9A1– B1. The model exhibits two-phase responses to all ramps,
fast and slow, increasing and decreasing. When the perfusion pressure is approxi-
mately above 80 mmHg, the model maintains almost perfect autoregulation, with
vascular conductance varying in the opposite direction of perfusion pressure. How-
ever, when the perfusion pressure drops below 80 mmHg, the model arteriole fails to
sufficiently reduce wall tension to counteract the drop in pressure-induced tension.
Consequently, vascular conductance varies in tandem with perfusion pressure.
Consistent with the measurements by Flemming et al. [55], conductance time-
course associated with the fast ramp exhibits a marked asymmetry, but not for
the slow-ramp response. Specifically, the asymmetric response is characterized by
(i) a shorter passive response interval during the decreasing pressure-ramp (marked
“F2” in Fig. 4.9B2) than during the increasing ramp (marked “F3”), and (ii) a
higher maximum conductance (overshoot) during the increasing pressure-ramp as
compared to the decreasing ramp. This asymmetry, which Flemming et al. refer to
as “hysteresis,” was not further investigated in Ref. [55] is studied closely below.
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Figure 4.9: Model response to slow and fast pressure ramps. A1-B1, input perfu-
sion pressure; note different scaling of time axes. A2-B2, arteriolar vascular conduc-
tance. In both cases, the decreasing pressure ramp induces a two-phase response in
vascular conductance, with active vasodilation followed by passive vasoconstriction.
An analogous two-phase response is observed along the increasing pressure ramp.
The response is markably asymmetric for the fast ramp.
Somewhat surprisingly, TGF appears to play no significant role in the observed
conductance asymmetry. Simulations in which TGF was disabled predict qualita-
tively similar conductance time courses (results not shown).
The asymmetry in the peak conductances can be attributed, in large part, to the
asymmetry in the kinetics of the myogenic response. To illustrate this, we compute
the trajectories of myogenic current (IMR) and perfusion pressure of the arteriolar
smooth muscle cells. For simplicity, trajectories associated with the first cell are
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Panels A1-B2 show normalized myogenic current (IMR/Cm) as function of pressure;
panels A2 and B2 show arteriolar radius. Solid lines, responses during increasing
pressure ramp; dashed lines, responses during decreasing pressure ramp. Owing to
the slower myogenic response to pressure reductions, the myogenic current fails to
equilibrate during the decreasing fast pressure ramp.
shown on Fig. 4.10A1 – B1; the rest of the cell behave similarly and are not shown.
For the slow ramp, the myogenic current trajectories produced by increasing and de-
creasing pressure ramps almost overlap (see Fig. 4.10A1), with the target myogenic
current given by I¯MR (see Eq. (4.2)). In contrast, the increasing and decreasing fast
ramps produce significantly different myogenic current trajectories (see Fig. 4.10B1).
This mismatch is attributed to the rate-dependent kinetics of the myogenic mecha-
nism, given in Eq. (4.2), which provides a faster response to increasing pressure than
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Figure 4.11: Glomerular hyperfiltration in diabetes. Solid lines: SNGFR under
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ating point is located at 30 nl/min and 32 mM, and diabetic operating point is at
48 nl/min and 27 mM (marked by circles).
to decreasing pressure. As a result, the myogenic current trajectory corresponding to
the increasing pressure-ramp lies close to the target current, whereas the trajectory
corresponding to the decreasing pressure ramp is situated much above the target
current; see Fig. 4.10B1. The separation is much less noticeable with the slow ramp,
in which case the myogenic current is given sufficient time to equilibrate. The tra-
jectory of the arteriolar radius follows that of the myogenic current (Fig. 4.10A2 –
B2).
4.3.5 Hemodynamics in diabetes
We conduct simulations to assess the extent to which functional impairment in af-
ferent arteriole voltage-gated Ca2+ (VGC) channels observed in diabetic rats [23] di-
minishes the vasoconstrictive response, that causes glomerular hyperfiltration. The
model represents the voltage-dependent distribution of open Ca2+ channel states by
mi∞(v
i
m) = 0.5
(
1 + tanh
(
vim − v1
v2
))
, (4.31)
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where v1 = −22.5 mV is the voltage at which half of VGC channels are open in the
unimpaired state, and v2 = 25 mV determines the spread of the opening distribution.
To represent VGC impairment, we increase v1 to −20.7 mV.
At the onset of diabetes, the proximal tubule is known to hypertrophize [161]. As
a result, water and salt reabsorption along the proximal tubule increases, a process
which we simulate by increasing proximal tubule transmural water flux and maximum
active transport rate by 78% and 150%, respectively. Diabetes is also associated
with TGF resetting [157, 163], which we represent by lowering the operating macula
densa [Cl−] (C¯MD in Eq. (4.4)) from its baseline value of 32 to 27 mM. Finally, the
ultrafiltration coefficient Kf is increased by 20% from the baseline value [7].
With this set of modified parameters, the model predicts hyperfiltration in dia-
betes, with a SNGFR of 48 nl/min, 60% above base case. Together with a higher
proximal tubule reabsorption, however, loop-bend flow rate remains at 7 nl/min,
whereas macula densa [Cl−] is reduced by 5 mM, consistent with experimental re-
sults by Vallon and Thomson [162, 163].
We then conduct simulations to further investigate TGF efficiency in diabetes.
First, we note that the open-loop TGF gain is given by the product of (i) the slope of
the curve of SNGFR as a function of macula densa [Cl−], evaluated at the operating
point, and (ii) the inverse of the slope of the curve of macula densa [Cl−] as a function
of prescribed SNGFR, again evaluated at the operating point. Thus, to determine
TGF gain in the diabetic model, we compute the curves in (i) and (ii); the results
are shown in Fig. 4.11.
The curves labelled “TGF baseline” and “TGF diabetes” are obtained, for the
base and the diabetic cases, respectively, with macula densa [Cl−] prescribed. Owing
in large part to VGC impairment, the diabetic model predicts a substantial degree
of hyperfiltration. As a result, the diabetes curve is shifted upward from baseline
(see Fig. 4.11).
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Figure 4.12: Autoregulatory plateaus of simulated diabetes. Time-averaged
SNGFR as functions of perfusion pressure. i, base case (full autoregulation); ii,
TGF inhibited; iii, myogenic response inhibited; iv, no autoregulation.
The curves labelled “GTB baseline” and “GTB diabetes” are obtained with
SNGFR prescribed; that is, the ordinate (SNGFR) is the inputs, and abscissa (CMD)
is the predicted values (Fig. 4.11). These simulation results are presented in this
manner to facilitate comparison with data in Ref. [163], figure 2. The upward shift
of the diabetes curve results from the elevated proximal tubular reabsorption and
the consequently lowered macula densa [Cl−].
Open-loop TGF gains for the base case and for the diabetes case can be computed
by evaluating the slopes of the curves in Fig. 4.11 at the respective operating points
(denoted by open circles) as described above. The baseline TGF gain is 3, and
the diabetic TGF gain is reduced by 41% to 1.74. That reduction of TGF gain is
attributable, in comparable degrees, to the impaired responsiveness of the afferent
arteriole to the TGF signal, due to impairment of VGC channels, and to proximal
tubule hypertrophy: the operating-point slope of the “TGF diabetes” curve is 26%
lower than base case, whereas the corresponding slope of the “GTB diabetes” curve
is 20% lower.
To assess renal autoregulation under diabetic conditions, we first consider steady
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perfusion pressures and conducted simulations analogous to those used for Fig. 4.6.
When both myogenic response and TGF are intact, the model predicts stable SNGFR
for perfusion pressures between 85–115 mmHg, a plateau that is significantly nar-
rower than the base case (compare Figs. 4.6 and 4.12). In particular, the ability of
the myogenic response to stabilize SNGFR is significantly impaired in diabetes, as
indicated by the shape of the SNGFR profile labelled “ii,” which corresponds to the
case with TGF inhibited.
We then compare the model’s response to fluctuations in blood pressure under
normal and diabetic conditions, by imposing a sinusoidal oscillations to a mean
perfusion pressure of 100 mmHg. The applied oscillations have a frequency of 1 Hz
and an amplitude of 60 mmHg (Fig. 4.13A). Both the normal and diabetic models
respond with sustained vasoconstriction, owing to the faster myogenic response to
pressure elevations than to pressure decreases [26, 144, 103], such that after an initial
transient elevation, afferent arteriole outflow pressure returns to the level before the
perturbation is applied (Fig. 4.13, panels B and C). As previously discussed, the
diabetic model exhibits glomerular hyperfiltration, as can be seen in the higher peak
and average pressures (compare panels B and C).
4.3.6 Sensitivity studies
The model comprises a large number of parameters. In the following set of sensitivity
studies, we assess the degree to which the model’s autoregulation is impacted by
variations in selected parameters which characterize the myogenic response and TGF.
We first vary the target myogenic current I¯MR by ±10% and ±20%, as shown in
Fig. 4.14. When I¯MR is reduced from its baseline value, the model fails to attain a
stable SNGFR for any significant pressure range (see Fig. 4.14B). When I¯MR is raised
above its baseline value, the model over-compensates, as expected; the deviation
from the stable SNGFR value is particularly marked when TGF is inhibited (see
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Figure 4.13: Simulations of normal and diabetic kidney’s response to blood pres-
sure fluctuations. A, perfusion pressure, with sinusoidal oscillations at 1 Hz. B,
model response with normal physiological parameters; C, model response with dia-
betic parameters.
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Figs. 4.14C).
Pressure natriuresis affects distal fluid and chloride delivery, thereby has a sub-
stantial impact on the TGF signal. Thus, we conduct simulations in which we altered
the sensitivity of proximal tubular reabsorption to perfusion pressure (see Fig. 4.15).
We observed that the resulting autoregulation plateaus are similar to base case; com-
pare Figs. 4.6 and 4.15. This is not surprising because, as previously noted, TGF
has a significant contribution to overall autoregulation over only a narrow band of
perfusion pressure. Thus, it would be interesting to study how this pressure range
is affected by the sensitivity of pressure natriuresis: To what extent does this range
increase when the slope of the pressure natriuresis is halved? As shown in the inset
of Fig. 4.15C, reducing the pressure natriuresis slope by half increases the pressure
range slightly but does not double it. Owing to the nonlinear response of the af-
ferent arteriole smooth muscles, pressure natriuresis has a larger (but still minor)
effect on SNGFR at lower perfusion pressure. Indeed, for perfusion pressure higher
than 110 mmHg, variations in pressure natriuresis response have negligible impact
on overall autoregulation.
Another potentially interesting parameter is the TGF gain, which is proportional
to sTGF. As previously noted, TGF mediated oscillations in tubular flow are only
predicted with sufficiently large sTGF values. Varying sTGF has little impact on
overall autoregulation, measured by time-averaged SNGFR (results not shown).
4.4 Discussion
Given the wide ranges in which blood pressure varies in rat and other mammals,
the relative stability of renal blood flow indicates the effectiveness of autoregula-
tion. Multiple roles have been assigned to the importance of autoregulation. By
varying the arteriolar muscle tone appropriately as blood pressure fluctuates, the
myogenic response functions to maintain an approximately constant renal blood flow
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and glomerular filtration rate [73, 82, 107, 37]. For its part, TGF matches tubular
load to the nephron’s reabsorptive capability [82, 73, 126]. Together, the myogenic
response and TGF regulate filtration and reabsorption, two processes that play a
major role in determining the final urine production, and in regulating whole-body
salt and water balance.
Another role of autoregulation is to preserve the glomerular structure, which is a
high-pressure capillary bed prone to physical injury. Indeed, studies have identified
a strong correlation between transmission of high systolic pressure to the glomerulus
and renal injury [66]. Loutzenhiser et al. [13, 169, 107, 105, 106] suggested that, ow-
ing to the asymmetry in vasoconstriction and vasodilation myogenic response times,
the afferent arteriole may sense systolic pressure at heart-beat frequency and re-
spond with a sustained vasoconstriction when systolic pressure is elevated. Model
simulations by our group and others agree with the hypothesis [27, 103, 145]. This
protective function of autoregulation differs from its other function previously dis-
cussed, which regulates filtration rate and which is determined primarily by mean
perfusion pressure, and not peak pressure. Under physiological conditions, where
mean and systolic blood pressures vary in tandem, a myogenic response determined
by systolic pressure would also regulate renal blood flow and glomerular filtration
rate. However, under some pathophysiological conditions, where changes in systolic
and mean blood pressures can be decoupled, an elevation in systolic pressure would
result in myogenic vasoconstriction, even if mean perfusion pressure is unchanged or
decreased.
The present model predicts that SNGFR is almost perfectly regulated for perfu-
sion pressure within 80–180 mmHg (see Fig. 4.6), in good agreement with Refs. [37,
73]. The contribution of TGF is significant only within a narrow band of perfusion
pressures (80–110 mmHg). For pressure variations within this band, TGF contributes
to up to ∼40% of the overall regulatory response, estimated by changes in vascular
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resistance. However for perfusion pressures that deviate substantially from baseline,
the sigmoidal response of the TGF response limits the effectiveness of the mechanism.
The present model considers an afferent arteriole and a loop of Henle in isolation.
By no means do we wish to suggest that TGF in each nephron operates independently
of other nephrons. Indeed, the TGF systems of nephrons whose afferent arterioles
arise from a common interlobular artery are known to be coupled [69, 76], with the
TGF signal propagating rapidly via the afferent arteriolar endothelium. It has been
suggested that this interaction has the potential to augment the contribution of TGF
to autoregulation [37]. Given that internephron TGF-mediated vascular cross-talk is
generally constructive, it can increase the gain of the TGF response. However, the
sigmoidal shape of the TGF response would still limit the contribution of TGF to
the same narrow band of perfusion pressures.
The model predicts a biphasic response to a rapid pressure up-step (Fig. 4.8).
That response is mediated by both TGF and myogenic mechanisms; indeed, when
either is inhibited, the model predicts a monophasic response (Fig. 4.8). This re-
sult is consistent with the observations of Just [82], which assessed the time-courses
of vascular resistance following a rapid pressure increase, under control conditions
and under partial inhibition of TGF using furosemide. One discrepancy between
the simulation results and Just’s measurements is that the model’s response to the
pressure up-step is fully completed within 1.5 min, whereas Just observe that after
1.5 min, a small component of the response remains, which requires additional time
to complete. The above discrepancy may provide evidence for the presence of other
autoregulatory mechanisms, as proposed by Just [82], which are not represented in
the present model.
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4.4.1 Comparison with previous modeling studies
In the past decades, much modeling effort has been directed to investigating the
mechanisms that control renal blood flow [113, 114, 120, 54]. Moore and Casel-
las [120] used a compartment-based integrative model to examine the hypothesis
that synergistic interactions might occur between TGF and myogenic autoregula-
tory mechanisms. A limitation of that model is that it is formulated for steady state
and does not predict transient responses. Their simulations predict strong ascending
myogenic responses, in which TGF-mediated, locally-induced vasoconstriction raises
upstream intravascular pressure and, as a result, triggers a myogenic response in
the proximal arteriolar segments. In contrast, a modeling study by Feldberg and
Holstein-Rathlou [54], as well as simulations using the present model (results not
shown) suggest that the impact of ascending myogenic response is negligible.
Marsh et al. [113, 114, 115] present a detailed and comprehensive model of re-
nal autoregulation that represents the dynamical interactions of TGF and myogenic
mechanisms. That model shares several similarities with the present model, such
as the representation of the afferent arteriolar smooth muscle intracellular dynam-
ics and glomerular filtration. A major difference between the present work and
that of Refs. [113, 114, 115] is that in the present model, the afferent arteriole re-
sponds directly to time-varying and time-independent perturbations in intravascular
pressure, whereas the myogenic response in the model of Refs. [113, 114] is acti-
vated only by time-varying pressure perturbations. Thus, with the present model,
we are able to assess the autoregulatory response to different steady-state perfu-
sion pressures (Fig. 4.6). Additionally, pressure natriuresis is not represented in
Refs. [113, 114, 115].
Cupples et al. [35] used a model that combines TGF and pressure natriuresis to
assess the contribution of TGF to autoregulation. In that model, the sensitivity of
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proximal tubule reabsorption to perfusion pressure was assumed to be much higher
than the present study. Consequently, the contribution of TGF to autoregulation
was found to be important over a range of perfusion pressures that is wider than
in the present study. It is noteworthy that the model in Ref. [35] assumes a linear
relationship between TGF signal and vascular resistance. In contrast, that relation-
ship is nonlinear and indeed much more complex in the present model. Thus, results
of our sensitivity studies indicate that the contribution of TGF may be much less
sensitive to pressure natriuresis than previous models indicated.
The present model is an extension of an open-loop model previously developed
by us [146]. The open-loop model focuses on signal transduction along the afferent
arteriole and the nephron, and does not represent TGF. With the inclusion of both
TGF and myogenic mechanisms in the present model, we are able to study the full
autoregulatory process, and also to assess and compare their relative contributions
under steady and time varying perfusion pressure.
4.4.2 Renal hemodynamics in diabetes mellitus
Alterations in glomerular hemodynamics critically contribute to the pathophysiol-
ogy of diabetes. Thus, it is important to understand the mechanisms underlying
altered autoregulation. Carmines et al. [23] found that depolarization-induced Ca2+
influx and the resulting increase in intracellular [Ca2+] are attenuated in the affer-
ent arteriole of diabetic rats, and that those responses are rapidly restored by the
normalization of extracellular glucose levels. Our model predicts that minor impair-
ment of VGC function, characterized by a 1.8 mV increase in the half-max voltage
associated with the VGCs, leads to significant attenuation in the afferent arteriole’s
myogenic response, resulting in glomerular hyperfiltration. In addition, fractional
reabsorption of fluid and electrolytes in the proximal is increased in the early stages
of diabetes in both humans [65] and experimental animals [6, 162]. Such increases
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Table 4.1: Autoregulatory current parameters.
parameter value units
IMR,min -4.87 mV·s−1
IMR,max 30.1 mV·s−1
sMR 0.24 mmHg
−1
ITGF,min -12.3 mV·s−1
ITGF,max 9.22 mV·s−1
sTGF 0.85 mM
−1
may lower [Cl−] at the macula dense, thereby inducing a TGF signal that increases
SNGFR (through vascular dilation), contributing to further alterations in glomerular
hemodynamics in diabetes.
Model simulation results indicate that the VGC impairment leads to a substantial
reduction in the blood pressure range in which SNGFR can be stabilized. Nonethe-
less, the diabetic model retains some, if not all, of its ability to buffer blood pres-
sure fluctuations. When fast pressure oscillations are applied, the afferent arteriole
smooth muscle cells of the diabetic model generate sustained vasoconstriction, despite
the VGC impairment, thereby protecting the downstream glomerular capillaries from
the elevated systolic pressure, albeit perhaps not to the same degree as the healthy
kidney (Fig. 4.13).
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Table 4.2: Model parameters.
parameter value units
Afferent arteriole submodel
LAA 303 µm
µAA 16.7 cP
ΩRA 1.07 mmHg·s·nl−1
ΩEA 12.0 mmHg·s·nl−1
τc 675 mmHg·s
kψ 0.32 s
−1
kCa 190 s
−1
αCa 96.6 nM/fC
Kd 10
3 nM
BT 10
5 nM
cM 400 nM
ψM 0.55 -
Glomerulus submodel
Ht 0.45 -
∆PGL 3.00 mmHg
Kf 2.14 nl·min−1·mmHg−1
αGL1 1.63 mmHg·dl·g−1
αGL2 0.29 mmHg·dl2·g−2
Tubule submodel
LTB 15 mm
ΩDT,ref 42.9 mmHg·s·nl−1
µTB 0.72 cP
KM 70 mM
Table 4.3: Muscle mechanics parameters.
parameter value units
Cpass,0 18.2 cm·mmHg
Cpass,1 9.76 -
Cact,0 39.7 cm·mmHg
Cact,1 1.00 -
Cact,2 0.54 -
RAA,c 13.0 µm
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Table 4.4: Tubular parameter profiles.
position 0 < x < 6 6 < x < 8.5 8.5 < x < 10 10 < x < 15 mm
αTB 0.23 0.23 0.13 0.13 µm·mmHg−1
ΦTB,base 22.8 21.2 44.2 0 nl·min−1·cm−1
Vmax,base 8.00 11.5 0 16.2 nmol·s−1·cm−2
κTB 1.00 1.00 0.15 0.15 µm·s−1
position x = 0 x = 6 x = 8.5 x = 10 x = 15 mm
βTB 9.60 9.60 9.60 5.50 9.75 µm
CTB,ext 115 127 191 275 115 mM
Table 4.5: Baseline results obtained for steady perfusion pressure 100 mmHg. P ,
Q, C denote pressure, flow rate, and [Cl−], respectively. Subscripts 0, M, D denote
afferent arteriole entrance, midpoint, and exit; subscripts F, LB, MD denote proximal
tubule entrance, loop bend, and macula densa.
average maximum minimum amplitude units
P0 95.0 95.7 94.1 0.81 mmHg
PM 72.8 76.6 70.4 3.14 mmHg
PD 50.2 58.1 44.2 6.96 mmHg
QAA 281 333 242 45.6 nl/min
PF 13.2 14.8 11.6 1.58 mmHg
PLB 9.28 10.4 8.22 1.06 mmHg
PMD 7.03 7.50 6.51 0.49 mmHg
QF 30.2 43.0 21.4 10.8 nl/min
QLB 7.31 9.80 5.16 2.32 nl/min
QMD 7.31 9.74 5.22 2.26 nl/min
CLB 224 251 207 21.7 mM
CMD 35.4 63.8 17.8 23.0 mM
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5Assessment of Renal Oxygenation in
Cardiopulmonary Bypass
5.1 Introduction
A prevalent complication of surgical procedures that require cardiopulmonary bypass
(CPB) is acute kidney injury (AKI) [85]. Even mild AKI following CPB surgery is
prognostically important, being associated with a more than 4-fold increase in the
risk of in-hospital death [85] as well as extended hospital stays through additional
complications [85]. When AKI is severe enough to require renal replacement therapy
(in 1–2% of CPB surgery patients), mortality rate exceeds 60% [111].
Renal hypoxia might be an important pathway in the development of AKI during
CPB surgery, particularly if there is a mis-match between changes in renal oxygen
delivery and oxygen consumption [51]. Renal oxygen delivery is mainly determined
by renal blood flow (RBF) [51]. Renal oxygen consumption is mainly driven by the
metabolic work of tubular sodium reabsorption, which in turn is largely driven by
the filtered load of sodium, and thus glomerular filtration rate (GFR) [51]. Arterial
pressure is often set to a low level during CPB (50–70 mmHg). Further, autoregula-
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tion of RBF and GFR is compromised [1]. Consequently, changes in RBF and GFR
during CPB will likely have a major impact on the risk of AKI.
Multiple factors compromise renal autoregulation during CPB. Firstly, the CPB
circuit must be primed with a cell free solution, resulting in hemodilution [139].
The potential importance of hemodilution is evidenced by the observation that a
hematocrit of less than 21% is an independent risk factor for AKI after cardiac
surgery [139]. Secondly, tissue perfusion during CPB is non-pulsatile. The pulsatility
of renal arterial pressure is a critical determinant of the myogenic component of
the autoregulatory response, as evidenced by experimental findings and simulations
from mathematical models [106, 27, 145]. Collectively, these data indicate that
oscillations in renal arterial pressure induced by the beating heart lead to sustained
vasoconstriction of the afferent arteriole.
Thus, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that renal ischemia and dysfunction
of glomerular filtration could arise during CPB as result of complex interactions
between the effects of altered blood viscosity due to hemodilution and hypothermia,
the absence of pulsatility of blood flow, and hypotension. Clearly, our ability to study
these phenomena in the clinical situation is limited. Our ability to study them in
intact animals is also limited, because of the number of experimental conditions that
would need to be studied in order to allow such interactions to be fully interrogated.
Therefore, in the current study we have utilized a computational model to examine
how the renal hemodynamic changes during CPB might lead to renal circulatory
dysfunction.
5.2 Methods
The model kidney is assumed to consist of identical nephrovascular units, with each
consisting of a nephron, and the attached glomerulus, afferent and efferent arterioles.
To represent such unit we adopt the model of Chapter 4. In each unit, hemodynamic
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Figure 5.1: Single nephron autoregulatory plateaus for pulsatile flow. Plateau
values for single nephron blood flow and SNGFR are 280 and 30 nl/min, respectively.
control is provided by the myogenic response and tubuloglomerular feedback. Renal
oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption is computed separately for the cortex and
medulla. The former is determined by blood flow and the latter by NaCl reabsorp-
tion. Details are described in the next sections.
5.2.1 Representative nephrovascular unit
The nephrovascular model presented in Chapter 4 has been adopted with the mod-
ifications described below, which concerns heart beat, hypotension, variable hemat-
ocrit, and variable temperature.
Perfusion pressure
Perfusion pressure PRA is assumed to be time dependent:
PRA = Pm + Pc sin(2pifct) (5.1)
where Pm is mean arterial pressure (MAP), fc is heart rate, and Pc is the induced
amplitude. For all simulations fc is set to 6 Hz. Pulse amplitude Pc is either 0
(no pulsation) or 20 mmHg (pulsation). These values are based on data for the rat
[62, 16, 5].
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Parameters for the myogenic response are chosen such that with pulsation, the
model predicts autoregulatory plateaus that fall within 80–180 mmHg (see Fig-
ure 5.1), consistent with the generally accepted range e.g. [148, 73, 37]. This is
achieved by changing the reference pressure of the activation of the myogenic re-
sponse P¯ iAA (see Eq. (4.3)) from 95–50 to 104.75–55.51 mmHg (values denote afferent
arteriole entrance and exit, respectively).
During CPB, renal perfusion pressure drops below the lower limit of autoreg-
ulation. As a result, glomerular pressure and thus efferent arteriole pressure drop
significantly below the physiologic levels, which in turn results in vasoconstriction of
the post glomerular vasculature. In order to account for the phenomenon, efferent
arteriole luminal radius REA is evaluated in a manner similar to afferent arteriole:
dREA
dt
=
1
τc
(
TP − ξEATwall
)
(5.2)
where ξEA = 0.30. The reference radius REA,c is set at 9.18 µm. The pressure that
induces TP is evaluated by the average of glomerular capillary pressure and PEA,end.
Since the efferent arteriole is myogenically inactive, we assumed a constant cross-
bridge formation value ωEA of 0.10. The rest of the parameters defining the strength
of Twall are the same as in the afferent arteriole (see Eqs. (4.9)–(4.10)).
When perfusion pressure is pulsatile, a portion of the cardiac oscillations reaches
the glomerular capillaries [16, 5]. In this case, plasma filtration, determined by
Eq. (4.17), is driven by a waveform that consists of 3–4 wavelengths, based on the
estimated transit time along the glomerular bed. Thus, glomerular filtration is ex-
pected to significantly damp the cardiac oscillations. To account for such damping,
blood flow QAA and glomerular capillary pressure PD (outputs of the vascular sub-
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Figure 5.2: Blood viscosity η dependence on hematocrit. Pre- and post-glomerular
reference blood viscosity ηref equals blood viscosity of the associated segment at
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model) are passed through a linear low pass filter:
dQ∗AA
dt
=
1
τGL
(
QAA −Q∗AA
)
(5.3)
dP ∗D
dt
=
1
τGL
(
PD − P ∗D
)
(5.4)
The effect of the above filter is to damp the high frequency oscillations in PD and
QAA by averaging them over the time interval (t−τGL, t). Single nephron glomerular
filtration rate is computed by Q∗AA and P
∗
D, see Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4. The time
constant τGL = 0.61 s is chosen according to the estimated transit time along the
glomerular bed.
Hematocrit
Besides influencing the glomerular plasma flow, hematocrit also influences blood vis-
cosity [132, 133]. To account for such influence, blood viscosity is evaluated according
to the in vivo hematocrit–viscosity relation developed by Pries et al. in Ref. [134]
(equation (9) therein). The influence of hematocrit on blood viscosity is shown on
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Figure 5.2.
The application of the hematocrit–viscosity relation requires the assumumption of
luminal radii across the model vasculature. We assume the following: (i) pre afferent
arteriole 120 µm, (ii) afferent arteriole 10 µm, (iii) glomerular capillaries 5 µm, and
(iv) efferent arteriole 10 µm. These choices are based on Refs. [127, 24, 128]. Note
that anatomically the pre afferent arteriole vasculature consists of several segments
of different radii, all of which are significantly larger than 25 µm [127]. Further,
the viscosity law is insensitive to radii for that large vessels. So, the estimate in
(i), which assumes a uniform radius for the whole pre afferent arteriole vasculature,
likely provides a good description of the phenomenon.
Temperature
Temperature affects plasma viscosity [99, 153]. Due to the similarity in the composi-
tion of tubular fluid and plasma, it is natural to expect a similar relationship between
temperature and tubular fluid’s viscosity. Further, if we assume that Darcy’s law or
similar principles underlies glomerular filtration, it is natural to expect that the ultra-
filtration coefficient Kf changes with temperature too. According to measurements
in the rat kidney obtained under hypothermic conditions [18], temperature also af-
fects: afferent and efferent arteriolar vascular tones, tubular water reabsorption, and
tubular NaCl reabsorption.
Those effects have been incorporated in most cases phenomenologically as de-
scribed below. Due to the sparsity of available data, temperature effects are mod-
eled by linear functions fitted to data at 37◦C (reference temperature) and 28◦C
(hypothermic temperature).
1. Effect on afferent arteriole vascular tone. We assume that afferent arteriole
myocyte cytosolic Ca2+ increases with decreasing temperature. In particular,
this is achieved by assuming that cytosolic Ca2+ extrusion rate, see Eq. (4.5),
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decreases linearly with temperature. Fitting the model to the data reported in
[18], the extrusion rate at 28◦C has to be reduced by 20% relative to 37◦C.
2. Effect on efferent arteriole vascular tone. We assume that efferent arteriole
muscle activation increases linearly with temperature. Muscle activation at
28◦C is 12% larger than at 37◦C, [18].
3. Plasma viscosity increases linearly with decreasing temperature [99]. In par-
ticular, between 28◦C and 37◦C plasma viscosity increases by 25%.
4. The ultrafiltration coefficient Kf decreases linearly with decreasing tempera-
ture. To achieve agreement with [18], Kf at 28
◦C is decreased by only 5%
relative to 37◦C, a decrement that is 4 times smaller than what is predicted
by Darcy’s law, which assumes that Kf is inversely proportional to plasma
viscosity.
5. Tubular fluid viscosity is assumed to increase more than plasma viscosity.
Based on [18], hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s space at 28◦C is nearly the
same that at 37◦C, which demands tubular fluid viscosity increases 3.6 times
more than plasma viscosity.
6. Effect on proximal tubule water reabsorption. Under physiologic conditions,
proximal tubule fractional water reabsorption changes in tandem with SNGFR
[158, 156]. In contrast, cooling at 28◦C results in almost no change, despite
the apparent reduction of SNGFR. This phenomenon is captured by assuming
that the efficiency index of glomerotubular balance, see Eq. (4.28), increases
linearly with decreasing temperature from 0.70 at 37◦C to 1.14 at 28◦C.
7. Effect on proximal tubule NaCl reabsorption. Proximal tubule is assumed to
reabsorb equal quantities of water and NaCl independently of temperature.
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8. Effect on Henle’s loop NaCl reabsorption. Along the thick ascending limb
maximum transport rate Vmax,TAL is assumed to reduce linearly with decreas-
ing temperature. Reference [18] reports GFR, urine flow rate and urine Na+
concentration at 37◦C and 28◦C. Assuming that plasma Na+ concentration is
150 mM independently of temperature, one estimates a reduction of absolute
NaCl reabsorption between the temperatures 37◦C and 28◦C of 49%. To attain
that reduction, we reduce Vmax,TAL by 56%.
5.2.2 Renal oxygen transport
Let QAA denote the single nephron blood flow as predicted by the nephrovascular
model described in the previous section. Assuming that the kidney consists of N
identical nephrons, whole kidney blood flow is given by:
Qtotalblood = NQAA (5.5)
A portion of Qtotalblood is delivered to the cortex and the rest to the medulla. Thus:
Qcortexblood = q
cortexQtotalblood (5.6)
Qmedullablood = q
medullaQtotalblood (5.7)
Due to conservation qcortex+qmedulla = 1. Since experimental observations of cortical
and medullary blood flow do not give conclusive data of the exact details of regional
autoregulation [51, 53, 130, 116], it is assumed that qcortex and qmedulla are indepen-
dent of perfusion pressure. This is equivalent to assuming that medullary blood flow
is autoregulated the same way as cortical blood flow, which in turn is autoregulated
the same way as Qtotalblood.
There is agreement that the ratio Qmedullablood /Q
cortex
blood is in the range 5–20%, for
example see Ref. [138, 130, 10] and the references therein. In this study, we assume
that qcortex = 0.90 and qmedulla = 0.10.
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Oxygen delivery
Let H denote the systemic hematocrit. Similar to blood flow, assume:
Hcortex = hcortexH (5.8)
Hmedulla = hmedullaH (5.9)
There is consensus that hcortex = 1. Assuming that Hmedulla is approximated by the
discharge hematocrit as estimated [174], we get hmedulla = 0.80.
Let Dcortex and Dmedulla denote cortical and medullary oxygen delivery. By the
standard model [131] of oxygen transport:
Dcortex = CfreeQ
cortex
plasma + CboundQ
cortex
RBC (5.10)
Dmedulla = CfreeQ
medulla
plasma + CboundQ
medulla
RBC (5.11)
Plasma and red blood cells flows are:
Qcortexplasma = (1−Hcortex)Qcortexblood −Qcortexfiltered (5.12)
QcortexRBC = H
cortexQcortexblood (5.13)
Qmedullaplasma = (1−Hmedulla)Qmedullablood −Qmedullafiltered (5.14)
QmedullaRBC = H
medullaQmedullablood (5.15)
where Qcortexfiltered and Q
cortex
filtered denote the glomerular filtration rates from the superficial
and juxtamedullary nephrons, respectively. For this study are assumed:
Qcortexfiltered = g
cortexNQF (5.16)
Qmedullafiltered = g
medullaryNQF (5.17)
where QF is SNGFR, which is predicted by the single neprhon model. The constants
gcortex = 0.84 and gmedulla = 0.16 are chosen similar to Ref. [33], according to the
estimated fraction of juxtamedullary to superficial nephrons in the rat kidney.
Kidney oxygen delivery is:
Dtotal = Dcortex +Dmedulla (5.18)
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Free and bound oxygen concentrations are given by the standard [131] formulas:
Cfree = σplasmaPO2 (5.19)
Cbound = bHbcHbsHb (5.20)
where σplasma is oxygen solubility in plasma, cHb is concentration of hemoglobin in
erythrocytes, bHb is hemoglobin binding capacity, and sHb is the saturation modeled
by the Hill equation:
sHb =
P nO2
P n50 + P
n
O2
(5.21)
The temperature dependence of hemoglobin saturation is estimated experimen-
tally in [140] to be:
P50 = P50,ref exp
( αT
Tref − T0 −
αT
T − T0
)
(5.22)
It has been experimentally validated that blood and plasma solubility is a constant
fraction of water solubility independently of temperature [31, 30]. Therefore the
temperature dependence of solubility is captured by assuming that σplasma scales
according to the empirical equation given in [8]. Thus, solubility is evaluated as:
σplasma = σplasma,ref exp
(Tref − T
βT
)
(5.23)
Parameter values are listed in table 5.1. The value of cHb has been estimated from
unpublished data of Roger Evans, Department of Physiology, Monash University.
Oxygen consumption
Let T total and Tmedulla denote the net rates of NaCl reabsorption from whole kid-
ney and medulla, respectively. Assuming, as above, that the kidney consists of N
identical nephrons, we get:
T total = NJ total (5.24)
Tmedulla = NJmedulla (5.25)
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Table 5.1: Oxygen delivery parameter values.
parameter value units reference
bHb 4 - [57]
cHb 4.76 mM -
n 2.5 - [57]
σplasma,ref 1.34 µM/mmHg [58]
P50,ref 26 mmHg [57]
Tref 37
◦C -
T0 273
◦C [140]
αT 2146
◦C [140]
βT 53.65
◦C [8]
where J total and Jmedulla denote the corresponding single nephron rates computed for
the whole model nephron and only the medullary part of it. In particular, J total and
Jmedulla consist of two parts: active and passive (back leak). In view of Section 4.2.3
of Chapter 4, those are given by the integrals of:
jact = 2piRTB,ss
VmaxCTB
KM + CTB
(5.26)
jpass = 2piRTB,ssκTB(CTB − CTB,ext) (5.27)
over the whole model nephron and only the medullary part of it.
Using a uniform transport efficiency along all nephron segments of 1 mol of O2
for 28 mol of NaCl, similar to Ref. [52], we get:
V total =
T total
28
+ V totalbasal (5.28)
V medulla =
Tmedulla
28
+ V medullabasal (5.29)
where V totalbasal and V
medulla
basal denote oxygen consumption that takes place independently
of NaCl transport. In this study, V totalbasal and V
medulla
basal are assumed independent of NaCl
reabsorption.
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Oxygen fractional extraction is given by:
F total =
V total
Dtotal
(5.30)
Fmedulla =
V medulla
Dmedulla
(5.31)
Total basal oxygen consumption is set atN×350 pmol/min, which gives a baseline
F total of 20%, as it has been estimated experimentally in [52]. Medullary basal oxygen
consumption is assumed to consist 4% of total basal consumption, according to
modeling estimates of Brendan Fry and Anita Layton, Department of Mathematics,
Duke University.
5.3 Results
Motivated by experimental and clinical data, Refs. [18, 1], we used the model to
simulate the scenarios: (i) baseline, (ii) normothermia, (iii) hypothermia, (iv) pre
CPB, (v) hypothermic CPB, (vi) CPB rewarming, and (vi) post CPB. A summary
of the parameter values chosen for each scenario is given in Table 5.2.
The experimental scenarios (ii)–(iii) simulate only the effect of cooling on renal
function. These scenarios are used to validate the underlying assumptions of section
5.2.1.
The clinical scenarios (iv)–(vii) are used to assess the renal function during CPB.
Specifically, the pre CPB scenario simulates heart driven (pulsatile) flow with moder-
ate hypotension that arises as a result of anesthesia. The hypothermic and rewarming
CPB scenarios simulate pump driven (non pulsatile) flow under hemodilution and
temperatures of 28◦C and 37◦C, respectively. The post CPB scenario simulates heart
driven flow with moderate hypotension and hemodilution.
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Table 5.2: Parameter values for the simulated CPB scenarios. Normothermic and
hypothermic scenarios are motivated by [18]. CPB scenarios are motivated by [1].
base- normo- hypo- pre- CPB-hypo- CPB-re- post-
line thermia thermia CPB thermic warming CPB units
MAP 100 120 120 75 50 50 75 mmHg
Pc 20 20 20 20 0 0 20 mmHg
Hct 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 %
T 37 37 28 37 28 37 37 ◦C
PO2 100 100 100 100 400 400 100 mmHg
Table 5.3: Comparison of normothermic and hypothermic scenarios. Values refer
to a single nephron. Notation: QAA blood flow, QF SNGFR, FF filtration fraction,
PD glomerular capillary hydrostatic pressure, PF Bowman’s space hydrostatic pres-
sure, QTAL flow rate along the thick ascending limb, FPR fractional proximal water
reabsorption, J total net NaCl reabsorption.
normothermia hypothermia units
QAA 285.2 149.8 nl/min
QF 29.2 15.1 nl/min
FF 18.9 18.6 %
PD 50.3 44.3 mmHg
PF 13.7 13.1 mmHg
QTAL 8.4 4.3 nl/min
FPR 71.3 71.5 %
J total 3001 1532 pmol/min
5.3.1 Model validation
Model predictions for the normothermic and hypothermic scenarios are summarized
on Table 5.3. A comparison of the predicted relative differences between the two
scenarios reveals good agreement with the corresponding differences reported in [18],
see Table 5.4.
5.3.2 Assessment durring CPB
Table 5.5 shows a summary of predicted values for the baseline and the simulated
CPB scenarios. During the hypothermic and rewarming phases of CPB, blood flow
and SNGFR are dramatically reduced relative to baseline. The effect of these reduc-
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Table 5.4: Comparison of model predictions with experimental data. Notation: QAA
blood flow, QF SNGFR, PD glomerular capillary hydrostatic pressure, PF Bowman’s
space hydrostatic pressure, QTAL flow rate along the thick ascending limb, J
total net
NaCl reabsorption. Experimental values are taken from [18], periods 1 and 2. Per-
centages are evaluated as the relative change between the corresponding normothemic
and hypothermic values.
simulated experimental
(%) (%)
QAA -47.5 -44.5
QF -48.2 -49.1
PD -11.9 -18.2
PF -4.3 -2.5
QTAL -48.5 -49.3
J total -49.2 -49.3
Table 5.5: Summary of renal function during CPB. Values refer to a single nephron.
Notation: QAA blood flow, QF SNGFR, FF filtration fraction.
base- pre- CPB-hypo- CPB-re- post-
line CPB thermic warming CPB units
QAA 280.5 251.4 134.2 180.9 420.7 nl/min
QF 29.8 28.0 11.7 17.1 30.9 nl/min
FF 19.6 21.1 11.6 12.6 10.1 %
J total 3196 3172 1303 1958 3441 pmol/min
J totalact 3529 3593 2527 2710 3798 pmol/min
Jmedulla 264 292 92 341 282 pmol/min
Jmedullaact 287 295 124 300 293 pmol/min
tions on renal oxygenation is further investigated below.
Figure 5.3 shows the rates of net and active NaCl reabsorption. Whole kidney
reabsorption is reduced during the hypothermic and rewarming CPB phases. The low
perfusion pressure in these phases causes vasoconstriction in the afferent arteriole,
thereby lowering SNGFR. As a result of glomerulotubular balance, proximal tubule
reabsorption, as well as overall NaCl reabsorption, are reduced accordingly.
In contrast, medullary reabsorption is reduced only during the hypothermic
phase, whereas it appears slightly increased relative to baseline at the rewarming
phase. The former is a consequence of the reduction of reabsorption along the TAL
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Figure 5.3: Rates of NaCl reabsorption during CPB. Rates refer to a single
nephron. J and Jact denote net and active reabsorption.
induced by cooling.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the oxygen delivery and consumption rates for the simulated
CPB scenarios. As is expected, the low NaCl reabsorption rate during the hypother-
mic and rewarming CPB phases leads to reduced oxygen consumption. However,
hemodilution combined with the predicted reduction of blood flow (Table 5.5) re-
sults in a dramatic reduction in oxygen delivery rate, which exceeds the reduction
in oxygen consumption. As a result, medullary oxygen availability during the hy-
pothermic and rewarming CPB phases is predicted to fall nearly 5 times below the
baseline level.
Fractional oxygen extraction for the whole kidney and the medulla is summarized
in Figure 5.5. The model predicts that whole kidney oxygen fractional extraction
achieves its maximum during the hypothermic phase, whereas medullary fractional
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Figure 5.4: Oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption rates during the simulated
CPB periods. Rates have been scaled down to the single nephron level. Correspond-
ing quantities for the whole kidney can be retrieved by multiplying with N .
extraction achieves its maximum during the rewarming phase. In large part because
of the low medullary oxygen consumption during the hypothermic phase.
5.3.3 CPB oxygenation sensitivity studies
The model have been used to estimate the effects and relative contributions of the
factors affecting oxygenation during CPB. Namely, total and medullary fractional
oxygen extraction have been estimated by varying MAP, hematocrit, and temper-
ature. For all simulations PO2 is set at 400 mmHg and blood flow is assumed to
be non pulsatile. Results are shown on Figure 5.6. The reference state is set at
MAP of 50 mmHg, hematocrit of 25%, and temperature of 37◦C. Simulations with
the reference state at a temperature of 28◦C give qualitatively similar results (not
shown).
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Figure 5.5: Renal oxygenation during CPB. Model predicts significantly reduced
whole kidney oxygenation during both the hypothermic and rewarming phases of
CPB. Medullary oxygenation is reduced only during the rewarming phase.
In all cases, fractional oxygen extraction increases with reduced MAP, hematocrit,
and temperature, at least for the values obtained during CPB. The only apparent
mismatch is the medullary oxygenation which slightly increases with temperatures
that are above 26◦C, Fig. 5.6C. This reflects the strong influence of cooling on reduc-
ing TAL active reabsorption, which in turn reduces medullary oxygen consumption.
Simulation results suggest that hypotension has the most prominent effect on
oxygenation. Both total and medullary fractional extraction increase to 100% at
sufficiently low MAP. This can be explained by two factors. First, low MAP nearly
stops renal blood flow. As a consequence, oxygen supply is reduced nearly to zero.
Second, oxygen consumption does not reduce below the basal level.
A similar behavior is observed also at low hematocrit values. In this case, oxygen
supply is reduced due to the apparent reduction of erythrocyte flow. However, the
oxygen dissolved in plasma is sufficient to balance oxygen consumption, at least up
to a degree, so fractional extraction stays below 100%.
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Figure 5.6: Renal oxygenation sensitivity during normothermic CPB. For all simu-
lations it is assumed PO2 = 400 mmHg and no pulsation. Reference state is at MAP
of 50 mmHg, hematocrit of 25%, and temperature 37◦C (denoted by doted lines).
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Development of hypoxia
As can be seen from the results on Fig. 5.5, the simulated CPB predicts the de-
velopment of conditions that favor renal hypoxia. From the total oxygen fractional
extraction shown on Fig. 5.5, it may appear that the kidney is endangered mostly
during the hypothermic phase. However, a closer examination indicates that the
biggest threat occurs during rewarming, where medullary oxygenation is at its min-
imum.
During CPB surgery, control over perfusion pressure is limited. Results shown on
Fig. 5.6 indicate that a perfusion pressure close or below 40 mmHg leads to dramatic
increase in oxygen extraction, for both the whole kidney and the medulla. Thus,
poor control of renal perfusion pressure during CPB has the potential of significantly
increasing the risk of hypoxia.
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5.4.2 Model limitations
The incorporation of the temperature effects on vascular tone of the arterioles is
phenomenological. Nonetheless, the model predicts hemodynamics that are in good
agreement with the available observations Ref. [18], Table 5.4.
The model of the nephron used in this study represents the minimum tubular
processes necessary for the closure of the TGF loop. Water and NaCl transport
downstream of the site of macula densa are not represented. Oxygen consumption
associated with NaCl reabsorption by the distal nephron and collecting duct system
is included in the basal consumption, which is assumed independent of the rest of
NaCl reabsorption and temperature.
The nephrovascular model represents a short loop nephron. Therefore, medullary
NaCl reabsorption as well as medullary blood flow concern only the outer medulla
and no prediction for the inner medulla is made.
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6Conclusions and future directions
6.1 Conclusions
The work presented in this dissertation focuses mainly on the development and the
mathematical analysis of a model of renal hemodynamics in which both autoregu-
latory mechanisms, i.e. myogenic response and tubuloglomerular feedback, are rep-
resented [27, 145, 147, 146]. The developed model is the only currently available
dynamic model that represents renal autoregulation by combining both mechanisms.
Other proposed models are time-independent [120], incorporate only the myogenic
response [105] or only tubuloglomerular feedback [115]. Therefore, their applicability
in clinical scenarios is limited.
Under baseline conditions the model predicts two interacting oscillations. Affer-
ent arteriolar smooth muscle membrane potential fluctuates spontaneously due to
periodic calcium and potassium fluxes, resulting in the faster of the observed oscil-
lations (Chapters 1–4) . The time between an increase in distal nephron salt and
its subsequent reduction due to tubuloglomerular feedback gives rise to the slower
oscillations (Chapter 4).
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Increased or reduced systemic arterial pressure, due to activation of the autoregu-
latory mechanisms, leads to compensatory adjustments of afferent arteriole diameter
that keep time average blood flow nearly constant (Chapters 3–4). In contrast,
complete or partial inhibition of the autoregulatory mechanisms fails to predict or
drastically limits such adjustments. As a consequence, autoregulation is missing
(Chapter 4).
Due to its ability to regulate downstream pressure, the model is successful in cap-
turing the asymmetry in the propagation direction of the vasomotor responses that
is seen experimentally [154] to decay faster in the downstream than in the upstream
direction (Chapter 3). Such asymmetric propagation is speculated to influence kid-
ney activity in the organ level. Its exact role remains to be elucidated by further
studies.
6.2 Future directions
The model developed in this thesis can be utilized as the basis for the development
of a computational model of renal hemodynamics in the organ level. The resulting
model, that will fill the apparent gap of dynamical renal models, will provide an
integrated model of renal autoregulation that can be combined with systemic models,
e.g. [64], to study long and short term organ behavior. The resulting model can be
also utilized to model the underlying pathophysiology causing renal damage that
is clinically and experimentally inaccessible [107]. Cases of particular importance
include hypertension and diabetes, as they are the most common causes of end-stage
renal disease. An analysis of the contributions of the autoregulatory mechanisms
and the interactions developed among them under these conditions can elucidate the
progression stages with a potential impact on treatment and prevention.
Such an extension requires the following steps: (i) construction of a nephrovascu-
lar network, (ii) representation of modulating effects, and (iii) detailed representation
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of vascular blood flow. These steps are briefly analyzed in the next sections.
6.2.1 Construction of nephrovascular network
The current model represents phenomena within a single nephron and the attached
afferent arteriole. There is evidence of phenomena taking place within larger re-
gions that include the coordinated operation of multiple nephrons fed by the same
interlobular artery, as well as, to an even larger extent, phenomena arising by the
coordination of such regions that may influence hemodynamics at the organ level
[69, 76].
The proposed nephrovascular model can be extended by combining several in-
stances into a network of realistic size and architecture [127]. With such a model, the
investigation of the role of the aforementioned interactions in enhancing or blunting
renal autoregulation at the organ level, and the determination of the extent to which
the asymmetry of vasomotor responses affects network behavior can be elucidated.
6.2.2 Representation of modulating effects
A majority of phenomena operating in slow time scales modulate renal autoregula-
tion and play a prominent role in kidney and whole body physiology [37, 82]. The
proposed model can be extended to such time scales with the inclusion of at least
the renin-angiotensin system, which is a hormone system capable of exercising pow-
erful influence on systemic pressure and renal autoregulation [86]. Such an extension
demands the appropriate representation of systemic and intrarenal inputs such as
angiotensinogen and renin levels secreted by liver and juxtaglomerular cells, etc.
6.2.3 Detailed representation of vascular blood flow
Nitric oxide (NO) is a plasma substance with known vasorelaxant effects [37, 82].
In the renal circulation, NO is secreted by the endothelium in response to increased
shear stress. It is then carried downstream by the bloodstream where it acts upon
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the surrounding smooth muscles by reducing the vascular tone, causing dilation and
partial inhibition of the myogenic response.
For the incorporation of these effects to the afferent arteriole component of the
proposed model, it is needed the replacement of the Poiseuille flow, that is currently
utilized, with a representation provided by the Navier-Stokes equations that accounts
for the accurate evaluation of shear stress and transport along the vascular lumen.
The vasorelaxant effect of NO, as well as the activation of the myogenic response,
under this set up, results in a fluid-structure interaction problem. Such problems are
commonly difficult and challenging to compute.
For the numerical solution of the model equations that concern blood flow, an
extended version of the immersed interface method developed for the incompressible
axis-symmetric Navier-Stokes in [98] could be adopted. Such extension needs to
consider the case of interfaces separating fluids of different viscosity. In the specific
case of the renal afferent arteriole, the interface will represent the vascular walls, while
the separating fluids will represent blood and interstitial fluid. The forces driving
the inverface movement will be provided by the mechanical stresses developed across
the vascular wall, which in turn depend on local transmural pressure and muscle
activation.
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Appendix A
Complete set of smooth muscle model equations
In this chapter, is presented the complete set of model equations concerning the sin-
gle vascular smooth muscle (VSM) representation. In the combined nephrovascular
model (see next chapter) are contained a total of NAA VSM, that are linearly ar-
ranged between i = 1 (VSM proximate to the cortical radial artery) and i = NAA
(VSM proximate to the glomerulus). The axial center of each VSM is located at:
zim =
(
i− 1
2
)
hm
where hm = LAA/NAA is the axial length occupied by each VSM, and LAA is the
total AA length.
A.1 Electrophysiology
Muscle and associated endothelial compartment membrane potentials are given by:
Cm
dvim
dt
= −I iL − I iK − I iCa − I im−e + I im−m + I iTGF + I iMR
Ce
dvie
dt
= I im−e + I
i
e−e
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For simplicity, the above equation are cast into the normalized forms:
dvim
dt
= −I˜ iL − I˜ iK − I˜ iCa − I˜ im−e + I˜ im−m + I˜ iTGF + I˜ iMR
dvie
dt
= Cm−e
(
I˜ im−e + I˜
i
e−e
)
where Cm−e = Cm/Ce. Ion currents:
I˜ iL = g˜L(v
i
m − vL)
I˜ iK = g˜Kn
i
g(v
i
m − vK)
I˜ iCa = g˜Cam
i
g(v
i
m − vCa)
Electrical communication:
I˜ im−e = g˜m−e(v
i
m − vie)
I˜ im−m = g˜m−m(v
i−1
m − 2vim + vi+1m )
I˜ ie−e = g˜e−e(v
i−1
e − 2vie + vi+1e )
For the smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle and endothelium–to–endothelium currents
are used leaky boundary conditions, which are implemented through the ghost values:
v0m = v
1
m +
v1m − v2m
NAA
, vNAA+1m = v
NAA
m +
vNAAm − vNAA−1m
NAA
v0e = v
1
e +
v1e − v2e
NAA
, vNAA+1e = v
NAA
e +
vNAAe − vNAA−1e
NAA
Calcium and potassium ion channel gating and equilibrium gating:
dnig
dt
= φn(n
i
g,∞ − nig) cosh
vim − vim,3
2vm,4
mig = m
i
g,∞
mi∞ =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
vim − vm,1
vm,2
)
ni∞ =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
vim − vim,3
vm,4
)
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The dependence of nig upon c
i (see below) is captured by setting:
vim,3 = vm,6 −
vm,5
2
tanh
(ci − c3
c4
)
A.2 Autoregulatory mechanisms
A.2.1 Myogenic response
The electrical current mediating the myogenic response depends on local blood pres-
sure P iAA = PAA(z
i
m) (see next chapter) according to the delay differential equation:
dI˜ iMR
dt
=
kinc
(
I˜∞MR(P
i
MR(t− τm))− I˜ iMR
)
, triggered by pressure rise
kdec
(
I˜∞MR(P
i
MR(t− τm))− I˜ iMR
)
, triggered by pressure drop
The pressure activating the myogenic response and the associated reference are:
P iMR(t− τm) = P iAA(t− τm)− P iAA,ref
P iAA,ref =
(
1− 1 + 2i
2NAA
)
(P ref0 + ∆P
ref
0 ) +
(1 + 2i)
2NAA
(
P refD +
P refD
P ref0
∆P ref0
)
The target current I˜∞MR is given by a simple sigmoidal curve:
I˜∞MR(p) = I˜
min
MR +
I˜maxMR − I˜minMR
1− bMR(p)
bMR(p) =
I˜maxMR
I˜minMR
exp
( I˜maxMR − I˜minMR
I˜minMR I˜
max
MR
sMRp
)
A.2.2 Tubuloglomerular feedback
The electrical current mediating the tubuloglomerular feedback depends on macula
densa luminal Cl− concentration CMD = CTB(LTB) (see next chapter) according to:
I˜ iTGF =
{
0, i < NAA −NTGFAA
I˜∞TGF , i ≥ NAA −NTGFAA
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The target current I˜∞TGF is given by a simple sigmoidal curve:
I˜∞TGF = I˜
min
TGF +
I˜maxTGF − I˜minTGF
1− bTGF
bTGF =
I˜maxTGF
I˜minTGF
exp
( I˜maxTGF − I˜minTGF
I˜minTGF I˜
max
TGF
sTGF (CMD − C∞MD)
)
A.3 Cytosolic Ca2+ regulation
Cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration is evaluated assuming the reaction with the buffer
is at equilibrium:
dci
dt
=
(Kd + c
i)2
(Kd + ci)2 +KdBT
(
− α˜CaI˜ iCa − kCaci
)
A.4 Cross-bridge cycling
The formation of crossbridges and the phosphorylation of myosin light chain are
governed by:
dwif
dt
= kψ
( ψi
ψm + ψi
− wif
)
ψi =
(ci)3
(cm)3 + (ci)3
A.5 Muscle mechanics
Muscle luminal radius is obtained by the balance of tensions developed across the
muscle’s cross-section:
τc
dRiAA
dt
= TP (R
i
AA, P
i
AA)− Twall(ξiAA, wif , RiAA/RcAA)
Interval viscosity is set at τc = R
c
AA(P
ref
c −Pext). The developed tensions depend on
local blood pressure P iAA, formed crossbridges w
i
f (i.e. muscle activation), and muscle
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length (which is proportional to RiAA):
TP (r, p) = (p− Pext)r
Twall(ξ, w, r) = ξ
(
Tpass(r) + wTact(r)
)
Tpass(r) = Cpass exp
(
CPpass(r − 1)
)
−
(CPPpass
r
)2
Tact(r) = Cact exp
(
−
(r − CPact
CPPact
)2)
The scaling ξiAA is assumed to decrease linearly along the vascular axis:
ξiAA =
(P refD − P ref0 )(i+ 1/2) + (P ref0 − Pext)NAA
(P refc − Pext)NAA
and the reference is set at P refc = (P
ref
0 + P
ref
D )/2.
A.6 Glossary and parameter values
In the following sections, time and space dependence is denoted explicitly. In con-
trast, dependence only on parameters is not denoted.
A.6.1 Variables
t, time • i, index indicating VSM position in AA • zim, VSM axial location • hm,
VSM axial length • vim(t), VSM membrane potential • vie(t), endothelium com-
partment membrane potential • I iL(t), leak membrane current • I iK(t), potassium
membrane current • I iCa(t), calcium membrane current • I im−e(t), smooth muscle–to–
endothelium curent • I im−m(t), smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle current • I ie−e(t),
endothelium–to–endothelium current • I iMR(t), MR mediating current • I iTGF (t),
TGF mediating current • I˜ iL(t), normalized leak membrane current • I˜ iK(t), normal-
ized potassium membrane current • I˜ iCa(t), normalized calcium membrane current •
I˜ im−e(t), normalized smooth muscle–to–endothelium curent • I˜ im−m(t), normalized
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smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle current • I˜ ie−e(t), normalized endothelium–to–
endothelium current • I˜ iMR(t), normalized MR mediating current • I˜ iTGF (t), nor-
malized TGF mediating current • I˜∞MR(t), normalized target MR current • I˜∞TGF (t),
normalized target TGF current • nig(t), potassium channels gating • mig(t), calcium
channels gating • nig,∞(t), potassium channels equilibrium gating • mig,∞(t), calcium
channels equilibrium gating • v0m(t) and v0e(t), left ghosts • vNAA+1m (t) and vNAA+1e (t),
right ghosts • vim,3(t), potassium channels gating sensitivity • ci(t), free cytosolic
Ca2+ concentration • P iAA(t), VSM blood pressure • PAA(t, z), blood pressure pro-
file (see next chapter) • P iMR(t), VSM pressure activating MR • P iAA,ref , reference
pressure for MR activation • bMR(t), auxiliary MR activation function • bTGF (t),
auxiliary TGF activation function • CMD(t), luminal macula densa Cl− concentra-
tion (see next chapter) • CTB(t, x), TB Cl− concentration profile (see next chapter)
• LTB, TB length (see next chapter) • wif (t), fraction of formed to total available
crossbridges • ψi(t), myosin light chain phosphorylation • RiAA(t), VSM luminal ra-
dius • TP (·), Laplace tension • Twall(·), wall tension • Tpass(·), passive component of
wall tension • Tact(·), active component of wall tension • ξiAA, wall tension scaling •
P refc , reference Laplace pressure • τc, VSM internal viscosity.
A.6.2 Parameters
NAA = 101, total number of VSM in AA • NTGFAA = 20, number of VSM directly
affected by TGF • LAA = 303 µm, total AA length (see next chapter) • Cm = 6.5 pF,
VSM membrane capacitance • Cm−e = 16, VSM to endothelium membrane capac-
itances ratio • g˜m−e = 85 Hz, smooth muscle–to–endothelium normalized conduc-
tance • g˜m−m = 950 Hz, smooth muscle–to–smooth muscle normalized conductance
• g˜e−e = 2g˜m−m, endothelium–to–endothelium normalized conductance • g˜L = 1 Hz,
leak current normalized conductance • g˜K = 4 Hz, potassium current normalized con-
ductance • g˜Ca = 2 Hz, calcium current normalized conductance • vL = −70 mV,
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leak current reversal potential • vK = −95 mV, potassium current reversal poten-
tial • vCa = 80 mV, calcium current reversal potential • φn = 0.925 Hz, potassium
channels opening rate • vm,1 = −22.5 mV, calcium channels gating sensitivity •
vm,2 = 25 mV, calcium channels gating sensitivity • vm,4 = 14.5 mV, potassium
channels gating sensitivity • vm,5 = 8 mV, potassium channels gating sensitivity •
vm,6 = −15 mV, potassium channels gating sensitivity • c3 = 400 nM, potassium
channels gating sensitivity • c4 = 150 nM, potassium channels gating sensitivity •
kinc = 0.550 Hz, MR activation rate constant for pressure increase • kdec = 0.125 Hz,
MR activation rate constant for pressure decrease • τm = 0.3 or 1.0 s, MR activation
delay • P ref0 = 95 mmHg, reference AA inflow pressure (see next chapter) • P refD =
50 mmHg, reference AA outflow pressure (see next chapter) • ∆P ref0 = 11 mmHg,
pulse amplitude MR activation correction (see next chapter) • I˜minMR = −4.872 mV/s,
normalized minimum MR target current • I˜maxMR = 30.049 mV/s, normalized maxi-
mum MR target current • I˜minTGF = −12.327 mV/s, normalized minimum TGF tar-
get current • I˜maxTGF = 9.215 mV/s, normalized maximum TGF target current •
sMR = 0.245 mmHg
−1, MR activation sensitivity • sTGF = 0.847 mM−1, TGF
activation sensitivity • C∞MD = 32 mM, reference luminal macula densa Cl− con-
centration (i.e. TGF target value) • Kd = 103 nM, free cytosolic Ca2+ regulation •
BT = 10
5 nM, free cytosolic Ca2+ regulation • α˜Ca = 628 mV−1, calcium current
to mass conversion • kCa = 190 Hz, cytosolic Ca2+ extrusion rate • kψ = 0.318 Hz,
crossbridges cycling rate • ψm = 0.55, crossbridges cycling sensitivity • cm = 400 nM,
myosin light chain phosphorylation sensitivity • RcAA = 13 µm, reference AA radius
• Pext = 5 mmHg, interstitial hydrostatic pressure • Cact = 3970 µm·mmHg, ac-
tive wall stress • CPact = 1, active wall stress • CPPact = 0.535, active wall stress •
Cpass = 1822 µm·mmHg, passive wall stress • CPpass = 9.759, passive wall stress •
CPPpass = 1, passive wall stress.
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Appendix B
Complete set of nephrovascular model equations
In this chapter, are listed the model equations used in the formulation of the latest
version (i.e. Chapter 5) of the combined nephrovascular model. A simplified repre-
sentation of the model’s components and the interactions developed among them is
shown on Fig. B.1.
B.1 Vasculature
The model vasculature consists of three segments: pre-AA, AA, and post-AA. In
particular, the post-AA segment is comprised by GL and EA. For all simulations,
systemic arterial pressure is prescribed:
PRA(t) = Pm + Pp sin(2pifpt)
where Pm is mean arterial pressure, Pp is the pulse amplitude that reaches the AA
entrance, and fp is the heart rate.
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Figure B.1: Simplified representation of the model’s components and the developed
interactions. The autoregulatory mechanisms are marked in red. For the notation
used, see the main text.
B.1.1 Blood flow
Blood flow along the model vasculature is computed by total arterial–to–venous pres-
sure drop and vascular resistance. Assuming quasi-steady Poiseuille flow of uniform
volumetric rate, this is equivalent to:
QAA =
PD − PEA,end
ΩEA
+QF
where QF accounts for the lost of plasma ultrafiltrate in the GL (see below). The
resistance of the post-AA segment is given by:
ΩEA = Ω
ref
EA
(RrefEA
REA
)4
where REA is EA luminal radius (see below). Note that because of GL resistance
being significantly lower than the resistance of any of the other vascular segments,
it is assumed ΩGL = 0.
B.1.2 Afferent arteriole
The model AA extents from z = 0 (i.e. connection with cortical radial artery) to
z = LAA (i.e. connection with GL capillaries). Pressure profile along the AA is
computed by the Poiseuille equation:
∂PAA
∂z
= − 8µAA
piR4AA
QAA
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The boundary condition is provided by AA inflow pressure PAA(0) = P0, where:
P0 = PRA −QAAΩRA
For completeness, it is also noted that AA outflow pressure is PD = PAA(LAA).
To avoid the difficulties arising from the estimation of blood’s viscosity, the above
equation is cast into the equivalent form:
∂PAA
∂z
= −ΩrefAA
(RrefAA
RAA
)4
QAA
The radius profile is determined by the luminal radii of each individual VSM (see
previous chapter) RiAA, in a piecewise manner, as follows:
RAA =

R1AA, 0 ≤ z ≤ z1m +
hm
2
RiAA, z
i
m −
hm
2
< z ≤ zim +
hm
2
RNAAAA , z
NAA
m −
hm
2
< z ≤ LAA
B.1.3 Efferent arteriole
Luminal radius along the EA is assumed uniform and is computed similarly to the
AA one:
τc
dREA
dt
= TP (REA, PEA)− Twall(ξEA, wEAf , REA/RcEA)
PEA =
PD + PEA,end
2
ξEA =
P refEA − Pext
P refc − Pext
where, in contrast to AA, the muscle activation of the smooth muscles (i.e. wEAf )
is kept constant. The tensions TP and Twall are the same as in AA (see previous
chapter). The reference pressure is set at (P refD + PEA,end)/2.
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B.1.4 Structural resistances and hematocrit dependence
The reference resistances of the vascular segments are given by:
ΩRA =
P refRA − P ref0
QrefAA
µRA
µrefRA
ΩrefAA =
P ref0 − P refD
QrefAA
µAA
µrefAA
ΩrefEA =
P refD − PEA,end
QrefEA
µEA
µrefEA
and QrefEA = Q
ref
AA − QrefF . Apparent blood viscosity dependence on the hematocrit
value is given by:
µRA
µrefRA
=
1.07
(1−HtRA)0.80 − 0.73
µAA
µrefAA
=
0.77
(1−HtAA)1.02 − 0.43
µEA
µrefEA
=
0.67
(1−HtEA)1.02 − 0.37
Hematocrit values are given by:
HtRA = Ht
HtAA = HtRA
HtEA = HtAA
QAA
QAA −QF
where Ht denotes the systemic hematocrit.
B.2 Glomerulus
The model GL, idealized as a single capillary, extends from y = 0 (i.e. connection
with AA) to y = LGL (i.e. connection with EA). Blood pressure and plasma flow at
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the GL entrance are given by:
τgl
dPgl
dt
= PD − Pgl
τgl
dQgl
dt
= (1−HtAA)QAA −Qgl
Pressure and plasma flow profiles, along GL, are given by:
PGL = Pgl − y
LGL
∆PGL
∂QGL
∂y
= −Kf (PGL − PF − piGL)
For the latter, the boundary condition is QGL(0) = Qgl. Hydrostatic pressure in the
Bowman space is PF = PTB(0) (see below). Total blood pressure drop, along GL, is:
∆PGL =
µGL
µrefGL
∆P refGL
µGL
µrefGL
=
0.88
(1−HtGL)1.07 − 0.67
where HtGL = HtAA. Colloid osmotic pressure is given by protein concentration:
piGL = aGL,1CGL + aGL,2C
2
GL
In turn, protein concentration is given by:
CGL = Cgl
Qgl
QGL
Single nephron glomerular filtration rate (SNGFR) is given by:
QF = max
(
0, QGL(0)−QGL(LGL)
)
B.3 Nephron tubule
The model TB extends from x = 0 (i.e. connection with Bowman space) to x = LTB
(i.e. site of macula densa and connection with distal tubule). For the definition of
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the parameter profiles, the following sites are used:
x0 = 0, x1 = x0 + LPCT , x2 = x1 + LPST
x3 = x2 + LDL, x4 = x3 + LTAL, xw = 0.4x2 + 0.6x3
For completeness, it is noted that LTB = LPCT+LPST+LDL+LTAL. In the following,
subscripts 0–4 and w are used to denote the associated values at the above x0–x4
and xw sites, respectively. Further, the following abbreviations have been used: •
PT, proximal tubule; • LH, loop of Henle; • PCT, proximal convoluted tubule; •
PST, proximal strait tubule; • DL, descending limb; • TAL, thick ascending limb.
Finally, to simplify the expressions, the following smoothed step function is used:
ΛTB(spar, xpar) =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
(
spar
x− xpar
LTAL
))
B.3.1 Tubular water transport
Tubular volumetric rate profile is given by conservation of water:
∂QTB
∂x
= −2piRTB ∂RTB
∂t
− ΦTB
The boundary condition is QTB(0) = QF . Water efflux is determined by glomero-
tubular balance and pressure natriuresis:
ΦTB = SGTBSPNΦ
base
TB
The scaling profiles are given by:
SPN = 1− PNscΛTB(−30, x2)
SGTB = 1 + (GTBsc − 1)ΛTB(−30, x3)
and the actual scalings by:
PNsc = min
(
0.5, sPN
max(Pm, PPN,cut)− PPN,base
PPN,base
)
GTBsc =
1
1− κGTB (1−Q∞F /QF )
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The base water efflux profile is given by:
ΦTB,base =(ΦPCT − ΦPST )ΛTB(−30, x1)+
+(ΦPST − ΦDL)ΛTB(−30, x2) + ΦDLΛTB(−30, xw)
The reference values are:
ΦPCT =
Qref0 −Qref1
x1 − x0
ΦPST =
Qref1 −Qref2
x2 − x1
ΦDL =
Qref2 −Qrefw
xw − x2
B.3.2 Tubular radius
Tubular radius profile depends passively on transmural pressure:
RTB = αTB(PTB − Pext) + βTB
The tubular compliance and unpressurized radius profiles are given by:
αTB =(αPT − αLH)ΛTB(−30, x2) + αLH
βTB =β2 + (β3 − β2)ΛTB(35, 0.65x2 + 0.35x3)
+ (β4 − β3)ΛTB(3.5, 0.65x3 + 0.35x4)
B.3.3 Tubular pressure
Pressure profile is obtained by the Poiseuille equation:
∂PTB
∂x
= − 8µTB
piR4TB
QTB
The boundary condition is provided by outflow pressure PTB(LTB) = PMD, where:
PMD = PDT,end +QMDΩDT
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and QMD = QTB(LTB). Distal tubule pressure and resistance are:
PDT =
PMD + PDT,end
2
ΩDT =
(
1− tanh
(
sDT (PDT − P refDT )
))P refMD − PDT,end
QrefMD
and the reference pressure is set at: P refDT = (P
ref
MD + PDT,end)/2.
B.3.4 Tubular Cl− transport
Luminal Cl− concentration profile is obtained by conservation of mass:
∂
∂t
(
piR2TBCTB
)
= − ∂
∂x
(
QTBCTB
)
− 2piRssTB
(
VmaxCTB
KM + CTB
+ κTB(CTB − CextTB)
)
The boundary condition is given by plasma Cl− concentration CTB(0) = CF . Inter-
stitial Cl− concentration depends on the depth along the corticomedullary axis:
CextTB = C
ref
LB −
CrefLB − CF
1− exp(−CATB)
(
1− exp(−CATBhTB/LTAL)
)
Depth is given by:
hTB =
(h0(x− x1) + h1(x0 − x)
x0 − x1 + x− x3
)
ΛTB(−15, x1)
+(x3 − x)ΛTB(−15, x3) + (x− x3)ΛTB(15, x3)
The following definitions have been used:
h0 = LTAL, h1 = LPST + LDL, h3 = 0, h4 = LTAL
The permeability profile is given by:
κTB = (κPT − κLH)ΛTB(−30, x2) + κLH
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Maximum transport rate profile:
Vmax =
(
1 + PNratPNscΛTB(−30, x2)
)
×
×
(
1 +GTBrat(1−GTBsc)ΛTB(−30, x2)
)
V basemax
V basemax = (V
PCT
max − V PSTmax )ΛTB(−30, x1)+
+ (V PSTmax − V DLmax)ΛTB(−30, x2)+
+ (V DLmax − V TALmax )ΛTB(−30, x3) + V TALmax
Steady state radius profile is approximated by:
RssTB = R
ss
0 + (R
ss
2 −Rss0 )ΛTB(0.8, x1)+
+ (Rss3 −Rss2 )ΛTB(28, 0.65x2 + 0.35x3)+
+ (Rss4 −Rss3 )ΛTB(3.6, 0.65x3 + 0.35x4)
B.4 Glossary and parameter values
In the following sections, time and space dependence is denoted explicitly. In con-
trast, dependence only on parameters is not denoted.
B.4.1 Variables
z, position along AA • y, position along GL • x, position along TB • PRA(t), perfusion
pressure (i.e. systemic arterial pressure) • Pm, mean arterial pressure • Pp, pulse
amplitude reaching AA entrance • fp, heart rate • QAA(t), AA volumetric blood
flow • PD(t), AA outflow pressure • QF (t), single nephron glomerular filtration rate
(SNGFR) • ΩEA(t), EA vascular resistance • ΩrefEA, reference EA vascular resistance
• REA(t), EA luminal radius • µRA(t), RA blood apparent viscosity • µAA(t), AA
blood apparent viscosity • µGL(t), GL blood apparent viscosity • µEA(t), EA blood
apparent viscosity • RAA(t, z), AA luminal radius • P0(t), AA inflow pressure •
PD(t), AA outflow pressure • PEA(t), EA blood pressure • P refEA , reference EA blood
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pressure • ξEA, EA wall tension scaling • QrefEA, reference EA blood flow • ΩRA(t),
pre-AA vascular resistance • ΩrefAA, reference AA vascular resistance • HtRA, pre-
AA hematocrit • HtAA, AA hematocrit • HtGL, GL hematocrit • HtEA(t), EA
hematocrit • LTB, total TB length (also see previous chapter) • Pgl(t), GL inflow
blood pressure • Qgl(t), GL plasma inflow rate • PGL(t, y), GL blood pressure profile
• QGL(t, y), GL plasma flow profile • ∆PGL(t), total blood pressure drop along GL
• PF (t), Bowman space hydrostatic pressure • piGL(t, y), GL blood colloid osmotic
pressure • PTB(t, x), TB fluid pressure • CGL(t, x), GL protein concentration profile •
x0, site of TB entrance (i.e. beginning of model TB) • x1, site of proximal convoluted
and straight tubule connection • x2, site of proximal straight tubule and loop of Henle
connection • x3, site of loop bend • x4, site of macula densa (i.e. end of model TB)
• xw, site of beginning of loop of Henle water impermeable segment • ΛTB(·, x),
smoothed step function • QTB(t, x), TB water flow profile • RTB(t, x), TB luminal
radius profile • CTB(t, x), TB Cl− concentration profile (also see previous chapter)
• ΦTB(t, x), TB water efflux profile • ΦPCT , reference proximal convoluted tubule
water efflux • ΦPST , reference proximal straight tubule water efflux • ΦDL, reference
descending limb water efflux • SGTB(t, x), glometotubular balance scaling profile.
• SPN(t, x), pressure natriuresis scaling profile • GTBsc(t), glometotubular balance
scaling • PNsc(t), pressure natriuresis scaling • ΦbaseTB (x), reference TB water efflux
profile • αTB(x), TB compliance profile • βTB(x), TB unpressurized radius profile
• PMD(t), TB luminal pressure at site of macula densa (i.e. end of model TB) •
PDT (t), distal tubule luminal pressure • RssTB(x), steady-state TB luminal radius •
Vmax(t, x), TB maximum transport rate • κTB(x), TB permeability of Cl− profile
• CextTB(x), interstitial Cl− concentration profile • ΩDT (t), distal tubule resistance
• QMD(t), flow rate at macula densa site (i.e. end of TB) • hTB(x), TB depth
profile • h0, depth of proximal tubule’s entrance • h1, depth of proximal convoluted
tubule end • V basemax (x), TB maximum transport rate reference profile • P refDT , reference
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distal tubule pressure • PAA(t, z), blood pressure profile (also see previous chapter)
• CMD(t), TB luminal Cl− concentration at site of macula densa (also see previous
chapter).
B.4.2 Parameters
LAA = 303 µm, total AA length (also see previous chapter) • PEA,end = 0 mmHg,
blood pressure at the end of EA (i.e. venous pressure) • RrefEA = 10.89 µm, reference
EA luminal radius • ΩGL = 0 mmHg·min/nl, GL vascular resistance • µrefRA, reference
RA blood apparent viscosity (i.e. at diameter 240 µm and hematocrit 0.45) • µrefAA,
reference AA blood apparent viscosity (i.e. at diameter 20 µm and hematocrit 0.45) •
µrefGL , reference GL blood apparent viscosity (i.e. at diameter 10 µm and hematocrit
0.45) • µrefEA, reference EA blood apparent viscosity (i.e. at diameter 20 µm and
hematocrit 0.50) • wEAf = 0.10 , EA muscle activation level • RcEA = RcAA, EA
reference luminal radius • P refRA = 100 mmHg, reference perfusion pressure • QrefAA =
280 nl/min, reference AA blood flow • RrefAA = 10.02 µm, reference AA luminal
radius • QrefF = 30 nl/min, reference SNGFR • Ht = 0.45, systemic hematocrit •
LGL = 1, GL length • τgl = 0.61 s, GL time constant • Kf = 2.14 nl/(min·mmHg) ,
GL ultrafiltration coefficient • ∆P refGL = 3 mmHg, reference total GL blood pressure
drop • αGL,1 = 1.6290 mmHg/(g/dl), first Pappenheimer quadratic coefficient •
αGL,2 = 0.2935 mmHg/(g/dl)
2, second Pappenheimer quadratic coefficient • Cgl =
5.5 g/dl, GL inflow protein concentration • LPCT = 0.60 cm, proximal convoluted
tubule length • LPST = 0.25 cm, proximal straight tubule length • LDL = 0.15 cm,
descending limb length • LTAL = 0.50 cm, thick ascending limb length • κGTB = 70,
glomerotubular balance efficiency index • Q∞F = 30 nl/min, glomerotubular balance
target SNGFR (i.e. glomerotubular balance operating point), • Qref0 = 30.0 nl/min,
reference TB flow at proximal tubule entrance • Qref1 = 16.3 nl/min, reference TB
flow at proximal convoluted tubule end • Qref2 = 11.0 nl/min, reference TB flow at
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proximal straight tubule end • Qrefw = 7.0 nl/min, reference TB flow at loop bend
(i.e. thick ascending limb flow) • PPN,cut = 80 mmHg, pressure natriuresis cut-off
pressure • PPN,base = 100 mmHg, reference pressure for natriuresis (i.e. at PNsc = 0)
• sPN = 0.45 mmHg−1, sensitivity of pressure natriuresis • αPT = 0.225 µm/mmHg,
proximal tubule compliance • αLH = 0.133 µm/mmHg, loop of Henle compliance •
β2 = 9.6 µm, TB luminal radius at end of proximal tubule • β3 = 5.1 µm, TB luminal
radius at loop bend • β4 = 9.8 µm, TB luminal radius at end of thick ascending limb
• µTB = 72 dyn·s/m2, TB luminal fluid viscosity • sDT = 0.86 mmHg−1, distal tubule
compliance sensitivity • P refMD = 7 mmHg, reference macula densa pressure • QrefMD =
7 nl/min, reference macula densa water flow • KM = 70 mM, TB Michaelis constant
of Cl− reabsorption • PDT,end = 2 mmHg, distal tubule end pressure • CF = 115 mM,
plasma Cl− concentration • CrefLB = 275 mM, loop bend Cl− reference concentration
• CATB = 2, interstitial Cl− concentration shape parameter • κPT = 1 µm/s, proximal
tubule Cl− permeability • κLH = 0.15 µm/s, loop of Henle Cl− permeability (i.e. thick
ascending limb entrance) • V PCTmax = 8 nmol/(cm2·s), reference proximal convoluted
tubule maximum transport rate • V PSTmax = 11.5 nmol/(cm2·s), reference proximal
straight maximum transport rate • V DLmax = 0 nmol/(cm2·s), reference descending limb
maximum transport rate • V TALmax = 16.18 nmol/(cm2·s), reference thick ascending
limb maximum transport rate • PNrat = 2, pressure natriuresis transform parameter
•GTBrat = 0.65, glomerotubular transform parameter • Rss0 = 11.5 µm, steady-state
radius at TB entrance • Rss2 = 10.4 µm, steady-state radius at proximal tubule end •
Rss3 = 5.4 µm, steady-state radius at loop bend • Rss4 = 10.0 µm, steady-state radius
at thick ascending limb end • P ref0 = 95 mmHg, reference AA inflow pressure (also
see previous chapter) • P refD = 50 mmHg, reference AA outflow pressure (also see
previous chapter) • ∆P ref0 = 11 mmHg, pulse amplitude MR activation correction
(also see previous chapter).
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Appendix C
Complete set of temperature dependent equations
In this chapter, is presented the complete set of equations that model the impact
of temperature on the equations that formulate the combined nephrovascular model
in its latest form (i.e. Chapter 5). From this description, have been excluded the
equations modeling the impact on temperature on blood’s oxygen carrying capacity
that can be found in Chapter 5.
Temperature effects are modeled by linear curves that are fitted to the avail-
able data at temperatures Tref = 37
◦C (reference temperature) and Thyp = 28◦C
(hypothermic temperature). In the following, temperature is denoted by T .
• Efferent arteriole muscle activation:
wEAf = w
EA,ref
f
(
1 + 0.12
T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
• Plasma viscosity:
µplasma = µplasma,ref
(
1 + 0.25
T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
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• Tubular fluid viscosity:
µTB = µTB,ref
(
1 + 0.90
T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
• Smooth muscle Ca2+ extrusion rate:
kCa = kCa,ref
(
1− 0.20 T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
• Ultrafiltration coeficinet:
Kf = Kf,ref
(
1− 0.05 T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
• Glomerotubular balance efficiency index:
κGTB = κGTB,ref
(
1 + 0.63
T − Tref
Thyp − Tref
)
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